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GENERAL INFORMATION

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INSTITUTE
The Wollongong Institute of Educat ion opened as Wollongong Teachers' College
in 1962 under the auspices of the New South Wales Department of Education.
On May 21, 1982 the Institute amalgamated with the University of Wollongong
and became the Institute of Advanced Education.
It provided in 1962 a two-year programme preparing teachers for primary and
infants' schools. A three-year course leading to the award of the Diploma in
Physical Education was introduced in 1965 and a fourth year was added in 1967
for selected students who also qualified for the Certificate in Health Education .
In 1969 a three-year programme culminating in the award of the Diploma in
Teaching (Primary) was introduced and, although entry to the third year was
restricted initially, it became obligatory for all s~udents commencing with the
1973 intake. An external studies course was introduced to provide a means by
which two-year trained teachers might complete the third year by correspondence
and qualify for award of the diploma.
Three-year courses leading to the award of the Diploma in Teaching (Secondary)
were introduced in 1971, offering specialisation in Mathematics or English/
History. In the post11raduate field, a one-year course for university graduates,
· culminating in the award of the Graduate Diploma of Education (Primary),
commenced in 1976.
Accrediation of the four-year programme in health and physical education for
award of the Diploma in Health and Physical Education was granted in 1977
for students I!Vho commenced the course in 1975.
The Institute was incorporated as a college of advanced education on November
16, 19.77, with its First Council taking office under the chairmanship of Mr R.J.
Pearson.
An additional post11raduate course (in Mathematics) of two years' duration
leading to the award of the Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies was introduced in 1978. This was followed by further Graduate Diplomas in Health,
Environmental Education, and Reading and English as a Second Language.
In 1978 a four-year programme culminating in the award of Bachelor of Education (Physical and Health Education) was introduced.
On August 31, 1979, the Institute's By-Law was gazetted establishing the college
as an autonomous institution under the provisions of the Colleges of Advanced
Education Act (1975).
In 1981 the Bachelor of Education (Primary) was introduced.
In 1982 the College offered an Associate Diploma in the Arts (Performing and
Visual). the first course outside teacher education. Further Associate Diplomas
in Sports Science, Computer Studies and Business Studies have been planned.
With the amalgamation of the Institute and the University it is expected that
the range of courses to be offered by the new institution can be mounted more
efficiently by the mutual deployment of resources.

AIMS OF THE INSTITUTE
The Institute seeks to serve the broad needs and interests of the lllawarra community by offering a range of advanced education courses.
The Institute's courses have a strong vocational bias and are structured to give
students the opportunity to apply skills within their chosen disciplines.
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. THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG
VISITOR
;!-~is

Excellency tl;le Governor of N!!W South Wjiles

CHANCELLOR
The Honourabl!l Mr. Justice Robert Marsden Hope, CMG, LLB Syd.
DEPUTY CHANCELLOR
The Honourable Lawrence Borthwick t(eiJy, MP
V~CE-CHANCELLOR

Dr. t(enneth
F.A.C.E.

Richar~

McKinnon, A.U.A. Adel., BA BEd Q'ld., EdD Hatv.,

DEPUTY VICE-CHANCEU.OR
f>.rof&~~sor

Alexander Marsh11ll Clarke, BA N.S.W., PhD A.N.U., ASTC,

FAPsS
DIRECTOR OF THE JNSTITUTE OF AOVANCJ;D EDUCATION
Professor Peter Desmond Rousch, BA BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne State,
M.A.C.E.
OEPUTV DIRECTOR Of' THE fNSTITUTJ: OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
Dr. L. Michael Koder, BSc N.S.W., MSc N'cle (N.S.W.), PhDN.S.W.
M.A.C.E. , MAPsS.
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THE COUNCIL*
ELECTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
'The Honourable Peter Francis Watkins, MLC
ELECTED BY THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
The Honourable Lawrence Borthwick Kelly, MP
APPOINTED BY THE MINISTER FOR EDUCATION
Professor Peter Desmond Rousch, BA BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne State,
MACE.
MINISTERIAL NOMINEES
Brian Somerville Gillet, BA Dip Ed
Colin Denley, LL.B
Lioba Rist
EX OFFICIO
The Chancellor
The Vice-Chancellor
ELECTED BY THE STUDENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Shirley Anne Nixon
James Whitehead, BSc
ELECTED BY CONVOCATION
Colin Patrick Hollis, BA Open, BSc(Econ), DIA Lond.
James Wilmot Dombroski, BSc Syd.
Murray James Robinson, BE

*Pursuant to the University of Wollongong (Advanced Education) Amendment
Act, 1982, the membership of the I,Jniversity Council at the time of publication
includes : appointed and elected members of the Council of the University of
Wollongong, and members of the Council of the former Wqllongong Institute of
Education.
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ELECTED BY THE FULL-TIME ACADEMIC STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY

Three Professorial members

Professor Robert Barry Leal, MA Dip Ed Syd., PhD Q'ld.
Professor Ron Johnston, BSc N.S.W., PhD Mane.
Professor Brian Hartley Smith, BE PhD Adel. MIEE, FIEAust
One member other than a Professor

Robert Gordon Castle, MEc Syd
ELECTED BY THE FULL·TIME GENERAL STAFF OF THE UNIVERSITY

Elisabeth Ann Hilton
ELECTED BY MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL

Senator Susan Ryan, BA Syd., MA A.N.U.
Dr. Elizabeth Anne Kernohan, BSc MSc Agr PhD Syd.
The Honourable Sir Richard Clarence Kirby, L'LB Syd.
MEMBERS NOT INCLUDED ABOVE OF THE COUNCIL OF THE FORMER
WOLLONGONG INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION

R.J.B. Pearson, F.I.M., A.M.T.C., M.Aus. I.M.M., M.A.I.M.M.E., F.A.I.M.
F .G. Mcinerney, LL.B
P. Bradley
I.K. Chapman, B.Com., Dip.Ed., M.A.C.E.
D. Costelloe
E.T. Eve, B.Ed., M.A.I.T.D., M.A.C.E.
V.A. Fell
G.L. Graham
J.S. Hagan, BA., Dip.Ed., ·P h.D.
C. Harmer, F.C.A., A.C.I.S.
L.M. Kader, B.Sc.(Hons), M.Sc., Ph.D., M.A.C.E., M.A.Ps.S.
R.G. Morrison, Dip.Teach.
P.O. Mowbray, M.B., B.S.
W. Mowbray, B.Sc., M.Ed., A.S.T.C.
A.C. Osborne
R.K. Pretty, B.A.(Hons), M.A., A.I.Ed.
W.B. Smith, R.G.N., R.M.N., R.M'craft N., Cart. Prem. Babies, D.N.E.,
F.C.M.(N.S.W.)
M.J. Syer, F.I.M.A., F.T.C.S., A.A.S.A.
T. White, B.Sc., Dip.Ed.
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THE ACADEMIC SENATE
F)( OFFICIO MEMBEnS
The Honourable Justice Robert M. Hope, Chancellor
Dr. Kenneth R. McKinnon, Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alexander M. Clarke, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Professor Peter D. Rousch, Director, ofthe Institute of Advanced Education
Mr. B.Challice Moldrich, University Secretary
Dr. L. Michael Koder, Deputy Director of the Institute of Advanced Education
CHAIRMEN OF DEPARTMENTS
Professor John B. Ryan, Department of Accountancy, CHAIRMAN OF
SENATE
Professor Allan C. Cook, Department of Geology, DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
OF SENATE
Professor A . Duncan Brown, Department of Biology
Dr. John Ellis, Department of Chemistry
Associate Professor R . William Upfold, Department of Civil & Mining
Engineering
Professor Juris Reinfelds, Department of Computing Science
Dr. Donald Lewis, Department of Economics
King, Department of Education
Professor Ronald
Professor Brian H . Smith, Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering
·
Doreen Gillam, Department of English Language
Dorothy L.M . Jones, Department of English Literature and Drama
Professor R. Barry Leal, Department of European Languages
Professor Murray G.A. Wilson, Department of Geography
Associate Professor James S. Hagan, Department of History
Professor Ron Johnston , Department of History and Philosophy of Science
Professor John R. Blake, Department of Mathematics
Dr. Peter Arnold, Department of Mechanical Engineering
-Professor Geoffrey Brinson, Department of Metallurgy
Dr. Harry Beran, Department of Philosophy
Professor Peter Fisher, Department of Physics
Professor Stephen C. Hill, Department of Sociology
Associate Professor Linda L. Viney, Department of Psychology

c.

CHAIRMEN OF FACULTIES
Professor Samuel A. Marshall, Faculty of Engineering
Dr. F. Stuart Piggin, Faculty of Humanities
Dr. Rodney V. Nillsen, Faculty of Mathematics
Dr. Anthony J. Wright, Faculty of Science
Dr. Donald Lewis, Faculty of Commerce
Dr. Don Mixon~ Faculty of Social Sciences
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ELECTED MEMBERS
ACADEMIC STAFF ELECTED BY AND FROM THE MEMBERS OF EACH
FACULTY
Dr. Maxwell J. Lowrey, Civil and Mining Engineering
Dr. A . Grahame Morris, Department of Mathematics
A . Jo~n Anderson, Department of Accountancy
Dr. Winifred Mitchell, Department of History
Associate Professor Emery Gellert, Department of Chemistry
Dr. Beverley M. Walker, Department of Psychology
Dr. John E. Mangan, Department of Economics
STUDENT MEMBERS
Gizella Feher, Faculty of Humanities
Colin P. Atkinson, Faculty of Engineering
Ian Coady, Faculty of Science
Aden J. Steinke, Faculty of Commerce
Heather Foster, Faculty of Social Sciences
Michael Shepanski, Faculty of Mathematics
ACADEMIC BOARD MEMBERS
Donald G. Asquith, School of Education
Dr. Donald P. Hogan, School of Education
David A.A. Anderson, School of Education
Rodney A. Hollands, School of Education
NOMINEE OF CHAIRMAN OF ACADEMIC BOARD
Dr. Michael Hough, School o-f Industrial and Administrative Studies
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THE ACADEMIC BOARD
EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS
Professor Peter D. Rausch, Director, Chairman of Academic Board
Dr. Michael Koder, Deputy Director, Deputy Chairman of Academic Board
Dr. Kenneth A. McKinnon, Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alexander Clarke, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
Professor John B. Ryan, Chairman Senate
Professor Allan C. Cook, Deputy Chairman, Senate
Dr. Michael Hough, Head, School of Industrial and Administrative Studies
Dr. Brian Cambourne, Head, Centre for Studies in Literacy
Mr. Rodney Hollands, Co-ordinator, Centre for the Arts
Professor Ronald King, Department of Education
Mr. Bruce Partridge, lllawarra School cf f~ursjng
Miss M. Mackenzie, lllawarra School of Nursing
Mr. Trevor Brew, Secretary, Institute of Advanced Education
Mr Jeffrey Hazell, Co-ordinator, External Studies

ELECTED MEMBERS
Dr. Donald Hogan , School of Education
Dr. Graham Win ley, School cf Education
Mr. David Anderson, School of Education
Mr. Donald Asquith, School of Education
Mr. Robert Colvin , School of Education
Mr. Wayne Dixon, Centre for the Arts
Mr. John Patterson, School of Ed!.lcation
Mr. Peter Shepherd, Centre for the Arts
Dr. Don Mixon, Chairman, F,.r.ult'/ of Social Science
Dr. Rodney Nillsen, Chairman, Faculty of Mathematics
Mr. John Mangan, Department of Economics
Mr. Robert Owen, Student Representative
Ms. Kim Mahler, Student Representative.
NOMINEE OF SCHOOL OF A RTS AND COMMUNITY STUDIES
Mr. Gary Stonehouse
NOMINEE OF SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Miss Yvonne Kerr
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THE INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED EDUCATION
Director
Professor Peter D. Rousch, BA, BEd Me/b., PhD Wayne State; M.A.C.E.

Deputy Director
Dr. L:Michael Koder, BSc N.S.W., MSc N'cle {N.S.W.), PhD N.S.W.
M.A.C.F. ., M.A.Ps.S.

ACADEMIC STAFF
School of Education
HEAD OF SCHOOL
L. Michael Koder, MSc N'c/e BSc, PhD N.S.W.

PRINCIPAL LECTURERS
David R. Anderson, BA, MEd Syd, DipPhysEd STC, M.A.C.E.
Donald P. Hogan, BA N.E., PhD James Cook
David B. Stamp, BA, MEd DipEd Syd

SENIOR LECTURERS
Donald G. Asquith, BA N.E., MEd Syd.
WilliamS. Chapman, BA Macq., BSc DipEd Syd.
Robert W. Colvin, MASyd., MEd Stud. Leic. M.A.C.E.
Kenneth Davies, MA MEd Syd., PhD M.A.C.E.
Malcolm McD. Harris, BANE, MSc N.S.W.
Keith A. McLellan, DipPhysEd STC BA N.E., MEd Syd, M.L.S. Oregon,
DipPhysEd Leeds
William Mowbray, BSc, MEd N.S.W.
John Patterson, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEn STC
Thomas F. Penrose, MSc Oregon, DipPhyscd STC
Kevin M. Rigby, BA N.E., BSc, Dip Ed Syd., MSc Macq.
Joan A. Shaw, MA N.S.W., MEd Dip Ed Syd., MSc
Noel Whiteley, BA N.E., ME Syd., DipPhysEd STC
Graham K. Winley, BA Macq., MSc (O.R.) N.S.W., PhD

LECTURERS
Edward 0. Booth, BEe, DipEd, MEd Syd.
Raymond J. Crawford, BSc, Dip Ed N.E., MSc N.S.W.
Patrick F. Farrar, DipTeach Armidsle CAE, BA N.E.
Bevan J. Ferguson, BA N.E., MEd Syd.
Frederick Frame, BSc MEd Oregon, DipPhysEd STC
Harry G. Fuller, BSc DipPhysEd STC .
George V. Gedge, BA Macq., MEd Syd., DipPhysEd STC
Peter C. Geekie, BA LittB MA N.E.
Lyn Gow, Dip Teach Alex.Mackie, BA Macq.
Jennifer Hammond, BA DipFd Syd.
Barry Harper, BSc DipEd N.S.W.
Michael J. Hatton, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEd STC
Peter J. Keeble, TCert Balmsin TC BA N.E., MEd N.S.W.
Yvonne Kerr, MSc Oregon, DipPhysEd CenHealthEd
Neil Masters, BA MSc York
Bede E. Murray, BA Syd., MSc N.S.W., M.A.C.S.
Ronald K. Pretty, MA Syd., AlE Land.
Patricia A. Rees, DipPhysEd STC
Sylvia A. Rice, BA N.S.W., DipEd(PE) Bedford
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Brian Rogers, BA N .E., BEe, DipEd Syd.,
Peter M . Sales, MA Dip Ed Monash, PhD Latrobe
Jack Scarlett , BA N.S.W., MCom N.S.W.
Arthur R . Smith , TCert Armidale, DipArt(Ed) Syd., MA Stanford
Michael Stone, TCert STC, BA N.E., MA Syd.
Eileen Vine, BA Auck., Dip Ed Latrobe, DipMigrTeach Armidale
Roslyn Westbrook, DipPhysEd MSc Oregon
Ronald Wilcox, MSc DipEd N.S.W.
Richard G. Wilsmore, DipPhysEd STC, BA(PhysEd) Alberta, MEd Syd.,
William N . Winser, MEd Syd., MA Oxf., M.A.C.E.
Janice E. Wright, MEd Syd.

Centre for Studies in Literacy
HEAD
Brian Cambourne , BA LittB N.E., PhD James Cook

School of Arts and Community Studies
Centre For The Arts
· HEAD
Vacant
CO-ORDINATOR
Rodney A. Hollands, BA N.E., D.S.C.M . N.S.W.Conserv., D.S .M.T., M.A.C.E.
SENIOR LECTURERS
John A . Chapple, BSc N.S.W., A.S.T.C. SydTech.
LECTURERS
Keith Baxter, D .S.C .M. Syd.Conserv., F.T .C. L. Lon d. Trinity College.,
A.Mus .A.
Anthony E. Bell, BA Macq., A .S.T.C. SydTech., M.I.I.A.
Joan Chapple, DipTeach
Wayne Dixon, AMusA N.S.W. Conserv., L.T.C.L.
Peter Duncan, DipDram.Art, N.I.D.A.
Raymond Gall, DipTeach Shoreditch College, BA N.S.W., A.S.T.C.
June Heyligers, T.S.T.C.
Howard Mitchell, DipArt(Ed) EsstSyd. Tech. M.I.A.Ed, DipTeach, AMusA
N.S.W.Conserv.
Kasana Natalenko, AMusA, DipTeach, MStudEd
Miriam Powell, D.S.C.M.
Peter Shepherd, TCert Ba/main, DipArtEd Nat Art School, DipEdStud STC
BEd Alex.Mackie
Robert Smith, DipMusEd N'cle CAE AMusA
John Stender, TCert STC, D.S.C.M. N.S.W.Conserv., BA N.E.
Gary Stonehouse, BASyd., DipTechProd (NIDA) DipDirecting NIDA
TeachCert STC
Leo Sturman, NOD Norwich, ATC Land., MSc(ArtEd) Oregon, MIAEd
Lyn Williams, D.S.C.M. Syd.Conserv.

School of Industrial and Administrative Studies
HEAD
Michael Hough, BE N.S.W., BA Macq., GradDiplndustEng. DipEd,
DipSchooiAdmin MEd Admin N.E., EdD Georgia
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External Studies
HEAD
Trevor Brew, BA Syd., MEdAdmin(Hons) N.E., A.A.I.foj1.

CQ-QRDINATQR
J~:~ffrev.

C. Hazell, BA Syd.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
SECRETARY
Trevor Brew, BA Syfl., MEqAdmip(Hon$) N ,E., P,..A.I.M.

Services Division
SJ;NIPA AQMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
Alan M. House, DipTech(PubAdminl. B.Bus N.S.W,J.T.
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FACILITIES AND SERVICES
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
Foll owing the amalgamation of the University of Wollongong and the Wollongong
Inst itu t e of Education, the Library has responsibility for providing material fo~
all University and advanced education courses. Collections carry information in
books, periodicals, non-book and archival sources. There is a growing reference
collection and efforts are made to provide for needs outside curricular and research
requ irements. The Library has the capacity to accommodate 275,000 volumes
and over 500 readers .
All staff and students are encouraged to use the University Library. Material can
be borrowed by using a staff or student library card. Graduates of the University
and staff and students of the Wollongong College of T .A .F .E. are also permitted
to borrow. Fines are levied for late return of books.
Hours of opening are usually 9.00 a.m . to 10.00 p.m. Monday to Friday, 9.00
a.m. to 5.00 p.m . on Saturday and 1.00 p.m. to 5 .00 p.m. on Sunday. Variations
in hours are displayed on notice boards in the Library.
The Library is actively used by many people from outside the University campus,
particularly qualified personnel from local commerce and industry.

UNIVERSITY UNION
The Union, which provides. opportunities for the development of social and intellectual intercourse between members, is housed in buildings at the south-east
corner of campus. It was opened in 1965. Additions were added in 1970, 1976
and 1978/79. The facilities include a hall, cafeteria, take-away bar, airconditioned
licensed bar and bistro, four squash courts, sauna and table tennis room. There
are also common rooms, administrative offices, a Union Shop, a branch of the
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney Ltd., and of the University Co-operative
Bookshop Ltd.
All students and staff of the University and the Union are members of the Union.
The affairs of the Union are controlled by the Soard of Management and, in
day to day matters, by the Secretary-Manager.
The following Clubs and Societies are affiliated to, and supported by, the Union:
Amateur Radio Club
Camera Club
Drama Society
French Club
Film Group
Geographical Society
Geological Society

Historical Society
II Circolo Italiano
Literature Society
Metallurgical Society
Musical Society
Parents' Club
Wine Appreciation Society

STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL
The Students' Representative Council (S.R .C.) is a body of students elected by
and from the Students. The S.R.C. is the executive organisation of the entire
study body . The S.R.C. promotes student welfare and interests. It provides
a channel through which students can express their views on any matter relevant
to themselves, their courses, and the University.
The S.R.C . is involved with the politics and welfare of being a student. As well
as taking an active interest in a wide variety of issues, the S.R.C. organises many
social functions. The following clubs and societies are affiliated to and supported
by the S.R.C.
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Psychology Society
Overseas Student's Association
Economic Society
Socialist Left Club
Alternate Film Society
Muslim Society
Chess Club

Engineering Society
Women's Collsctive
Simulation Gaming Society
Philosophy Society
Mining/Engineering Society
Australian/Arabic Society
Environment" Collective

Part of the compulsory S.R.C. subscription is paid to the Australian Union of
Students (A.U.S.), the national student organisation. As a constituent member
of A.U.S. the S.R .C. offers travel and health and insurance schemes (at student
rates) .
Tertangala, the S.R.C. student newspaper is published throughout the year.
Students are invited to submit articles and items for publication.
Most importantly. students are encouraged to participate in the running and
activities of the S.R.C. Some present portfolios and interests are :
Education
Women
Social Activities
Child-Care

A.U.S.
Student Publications
Non-Profit Food Co-Qperative
Environment

The S.R.C. belongs to the students; they are encouraged to use it.

SPORTS ASSOCIATION
All students pay a compulsory fee which automatically makes them members
of the Sports Association. Membership entitlements include the use of the recreational facilities provided by the Sports Association. Members may also join
one or other of the constituent clubs of the Association at a small extra sub·
scription.
The Sports Association aims to provide physical recreation facilities of an opportunity-type for individuals or small groups, through casual and class usage as
well as intra-mural and inter-departmental sport. Learn to play activities and
beginners coaching courses are held at various times throughout the year to
cater for the novice as well as the expert. In addition, it aims to ensure that its
consituent clubs are provided with adequate playing surfaces and associated equipment, that adequate funds are available to subsidise travelling, and that both clubs
and individuals are encouraged to attain higher sporting standards through competition under the auspices of local associations and through intervarsity competitions, representative matches and championships organised by the Australian
Universities Sports Association.
A sports pavilion (with licensed bar) and four squash courts have been provided
and improvements to existing playing fields are being undertaken. An Indoor
Sports Centre was completed in 1980. Facilities exist for Basketball, Badminton,
Volleyball, Table Tennis 1 Tae Kwon Do, Indoor Soccer and Indoor Hockey.
The constituent clubs of the Sports Association are as follows . Enquiries in respect
of them should be made at the Union Office :
Athletics
Australian National Football
Badminton
Basketball
Cricket
Men's Hockey
Women's Hockey
Judo
Motor Cycle

Rugby Union
Sailing
Ski
Soccer
Squash
Sub Aqua
Surf Riders
TaeKwonDo
Tennis
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Touch Football
Volleyball

CHAPL/\INCY &CRVICE
A Chaplaincy Service is provided within the University , for the benefit of students
and staff.
The Service offers fellowship, personal counselling and guidance, and leadership
in biblical and doctrinal studies and in worship. The visiting Chaplains· maintain
close liaison with student religious societies. The visiting Chaplains may be con ·
tacted at their private addresses or through the University Secretary.
Anglican :

Rev. A. Hes.l ehurst,
11/49 Robsons Road,
Keiraville. 2500
Telephone 288417
St. Michael's Church,
Telephone 289132

Baptist:

Mr. S. Reeve,
216 Jacaranda Avenue,
Figtree. 2525
Telephone 291671

Congregational:

Rev. C.G Jones ,
6 Carter's Lane,
Towradgi . 2518
Telephone 843658

Presbyterian:

Rev . J .J. Knapp,
St. Andrew's Manse,
25 Stanbrook Avenue,
Mt. Ousley. 2519
Telephone 291725 (office)
295358 (home)

Roman Catholic:

Rev. Father C. Hill,
St. Peter's Home,
59 Corrimal Street,
Wollongong. 2500.
Telephone 284941.

Uniting:

Rev. J. Hannaford,
36 Fisher Street,
West Wollongong. 2500
Telephone 292117 (office)
292119 (home)

COUNSELLING CENTRE
Any person involved in university life, whether student or staff, will experience
many of its elements as demanding and challenging. Sometimes these demands
can cause considerable change in people's lives. Some people can handle these
changes with relative ease, while others have considerable difficulty . The University Counselling Service provides assistance to university staff and students
so that they can make constructive responses to the demands of the university
system.
Personal counselling is available for difficulties such as uncertainty about course
choice or career goals, lack of motivation, inability to study effectively; general
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feelings of anxiety, confusion or depression; difficulties in interpersonal relationships whether at home or within the university. In some situations the participation of the Counsellor may simply be that of the perceptive and concerned listener; in others a deeper understanding and the use of psychological techniques may
be required; in others the Counsellor may organise and guide groups where
people facing similar challenges may interact to stimulate and encourage one
another. In all approaches the Counsellor strives to create a supportive environment where constructive responses to problematic situations can be pursued more
safely and effectively than is frequently possible in the normal course of everyday
life.
·
To assist .students in their transition to university the Counselling Centre organises a Preparation for University programme before the commencement of Session
One each year. This programme is designed to provide students with opportunities to learn about the University system, develop their approach to study and
meet other students starting at university. Other group programmes include:
Assertiveness Training, Stress Management, Developing Helping Skills, Awareness
through Movement and Understanding Family Influences.
The Counselling Service is completely confidential and free of charge to all staff,
students and intending students. The Counselling Centre is located in the A.C.S.
Annexe, appointments can be made by phoning 282925.

ACCOMMODATION
The Secretary in the Counselling Centre conducts a Student Accommodation
Service for a range of private accommodation, e.g. board (both 7 and 5 day),
single rooms, flats and houses made available by the local community in response
to media advertisements.
Individual students wishing to register for private board, should contact the
Secretary in the Counselling Centre which is located in the A.C.S. Annexe, or
telephone her on 28-2925 as early as possible in the year.

International House
Warden: Dr. T. S. Ng, BSc H.K., MEngSc PhD N'cle(N.S.W.).
Deputy Warden and Secretary Manager: Elisabeth Hilton.
International House is the University's only Hall of Residence. It is situated
between the University and the North Wollongong beaches on the Princes Highway
at its junction with the Wollongong by-pass.
The House is operated on a co-educational, non-<lenominational basis by the
Board of Management. As indicated by its title, the House provides a place of
living and studying for both overseas and local students, thus providing a meeting
place of varying cultures.
The House has 203 single study bedrooms, which include 131arge study bedrooms,
six of which have ensuites. The rooms are in five three-storey residential blocks.
Facilities include a large lounge room, dining room, students' kiosk, laundry,
games room, computer terminal, small library and tutorial rooms.
Informal tutorials are run by the Warden and the Assistant Wardens.
For further information contact the Warden, International House, P. 0. Box 1144,
Wollongong, 2500. Telephone: (042) 299-711.
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EMPLOYMENT
The Student Employment Service is located in the A.C.S. Annexe. The Service
provides information about casual and part-time work throughout the year, plus
vacation work. All positions available are displayed on two boards; one in the
A.C.S. Annexe, the other in the Union Foyer. Students may register for employment with the Counselling Centre Secretary.
Students interested in tutoring in any subject at any level may register with the
Counselling Centre Secretary. All positions available will be individually notified
·
where possible.
All enquiries concerning casual, part-time, vacation work and tutoring should be
directed to the Student Employment Service, telephone 28-2925.

MEDICAL SERVICE
A Student Medical Service has been established at the University and is located
in the A.C.S. Annexe. The names of the practitioners together with surgery times
are available on campus notice-boards.
Disadvantaged persons and eligible pensioners may sign Commonwealth Benefit
forms for the practitioner (provided they present their health insu ranee card at
t he time of consultation)and students registered with Private Funds pay a fee
equal to the benefit paid for ordinary consultation by the Private Fund. A receipt
will be issued to those students so that they can claim benefits.
It is preferable that appointments be made one hour prior to surgery hours.

For enquiries about the Service or to make an appointment contact the Counselling Centre Secretary, telephone 28·2925.

CHILD CARE CENTRE
Kids' Uni., a student co-operative child care centre on campus, offers child care
facilities to both students and staff. The modern centre provides a happy and
stimulating atmosphere where children can stay while their parents are at classes·
and/or work.
Fees are calculated on a sliding scale based on income but parent participation
is also heavily relied upon. The centre is open from 8.30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m. Monday to Friday. The Centre opens until 6.30 p.m. on days when there is demand
for this time slot, however children under 2 years of age will not be cared for
after 5.30 p.m. Kids' Uni cares for childen in the 0.(5 year old age group. After
school care is also available for older children. The supervisor is a qualified Early
Childhood Education teacher and nurses are in attendance for children under two
years of age. Preference for enrolment goes to children who are enrolled at Kids'
Uni in the previous calendar year. Only a limited number of places are available.
Permanent booking must be made to include sessional weeks, May and August
vacations, study break and one weeks hours during examinations. This totals
17 weeks in session 1 and 18 weeks in session 2 .
For further information contact the Secretary. Child Care Committee, Cl- The
Union , or phone Kids' Uni., The Union extension 14. Information sheets will
also be available from the Enquiries Office, Administration Building or from the
Union Office.
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N.S.W. TEACHER EDUCATION ADVISORY OFFICE (T.E.A.O.)
The N.S.W. Department of Education provides services from the South Coast
Regional Office, Crown Central, Wollongong, Telephone 290888. The services
are intended for those who wish to become teachers within the N.S.W. Department of Education. Advice is given on course components for specific subject
teaching areas.

THE FRIENDS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG LIMITED
The Friends of the University of Wollongong was incorporated on 1st December,
1980.
Broadly the aims and objectives of the Friends are to:

1. Assist with promoting the image of the University throughout the community.
2. Provide the public with access to University expertise on technical and other
problems.

3. Facilitate research funding.
4. Assist with graduate employment through the Graduates Group.

5. Implement projects of mutual interest to the University and the Community.
6. Provide Chief Administrators with informed, expert advice on matters of
concern, where an off campus view is helpful.
Members are drawn from all walks of life including graduates, students, partents,
staff, industry, commerce, the unions, local government, the professions, the
churches, commerce and industry, primary producers and citizens generally.
Membership is granted to people who express an intention to support the activities of the University or of the Friends to a minimum value of $200 a year
over a period of 5 years; after which life membership is granted. There are no
annual dues. Support can be given in cash, or in service, or by using the Uniadvice facilities.
The Graduates Group within the Friends offers free membership for the first
year and thereafter is $10 per annum or $40 for life membership.
For further information contact Mr. Ben Meek 282955 or Mr. Giles Pickford
282428.

THE ILLAWARRA REGIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE (I.R.I.S.)
The lllawarra Regional Information Service (I.R.I.S.) is located in Rooms 116/
118 of the Social Science Building. I.R.I.S. is an autonomous body funded by
the N.S.W .. State Government, Wollongong City Council and the University as
major sponsors and by Regional Councils, Commerce and Industry.
I.R.I.S. provides a range of information to assist both the social and economic
development of the region.
Students and academics are encouraged to make use of the information available.
I.R.I.S. have completed a number of studies on the region and these, together
with our publications, are available for sale or perusal at our offices.
For further information contact Mr. John McKenna,
294777 or 282481.

~he

Director. Telephone
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REGULATIONS FOR ADMISSION AND MATRICULATION
Being Regulations made by Council pursuant to clause 25 of the University of
Wollongong By-Law.

1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
(1)
All candidates for a degree or diploma other than an associate diploma
of the University, shall:

(a)

either have
(i) matriculated to the University and lodged an Application for
Admission;
or
(ii) applied for admission under the special provisions of Regulation 5;

(b)

have been selected for a degree or diploma course, and

(c)

have satisfied pre-requisites approved by the Council for a subject
or course before enrolment in that subject or course.

All candidates for an associate diploma shall have been selected for an
(2)
associate diploma course after meeting such requirements as may be prescribed
by the Council.
(3)
Should the number of qualified applicants seeking enrolment in any
subject or degree, diploma or associate diploma course exceed the number of
places available, the Council may limit the number of candidates enrolling in a
particular subject or degree, diploma, or associate diploma course. In this
event candidates would be selected for the subject or degree, diploma, or
associate diploma course for which the limitation was imposed.

2. MATRICULATION
(1)
A person who obtains at an examination approved by the Council a
level of performance determined by the Council from time to time shall be
matriculated to the University.
(2)
has:

Additionally, the Council may grant matriculation to a person who
(a)

matriculated to any Australian university; or

(b)

matriculated to any university or other tertiary institution outside
Australia approved by the Council; or

(c)

obtained a degree or other tertiary qualification approved by the
Council from any university or other tertiary institution approved
by the Council; or

(d)

submitted evidence acceptable to the Council of a satisfactory
level of performance in year 12 of a school in New South Wales,
or its equivalent in other states of Australia~or

(e)

matriculated to the University under the provisions existing in
1975 and 1976; or

(f)

obtained at the University of Sydney Matriculation Examination a level of performance determined as satisfactory by the
Council.
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3. EXAMINATION APPROVED BY THE COUNCIL
The examination approved by the Council for the purposes of regulation 2(1)
is the New South Walas Higher School Certificate Examination, provided that
the person has complied with the rules of the examination relating to the
presentation of subjects as determined by the New South W;~les Board of
Senior School Studies.

4. NEW SOUTH WALES HIGHER SCHOOL CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION
(1)
The following subjects, and any other subjects approved by the Council,
shall be recognised subjects for the purpose of matriculation at the New South
Wales Higher School Certificate Examination:

Agriculture
Ancient History
Arabic
Art
Chinese
Classical Greek
Czech
Dutch
Economics
English
Farm Mechanics
Food and Textile Science*
French
General Studies
Geography
German
Hebrew
Home Science
Hungarian
Indonesian

Industrial Arts
Italian
Japanese
Latin
Latvian
Lithuanian
Mathematics
Modern Greak
Modern History
Music
Polish
Russian
Science
Sarbo-Croati on
Sheep Husbandry and Wool Technology
Sloven ian
Spanish
Textiles and Design
Turkish
Ukrainian

(2)
Performance in the examination shall be measured by · the aggregate
of markes gained in the examination, such marks being co-ordinated in a
manner approved by the Council.
(3) · The aggregate of co-ordinated marks shall include the co-ordinated
marks achieved in ten units in approved matriculation subjects.
(4)
When more than ten units from approved matriculation subjects are
presented, the ten highest co-<>rdinated marks from among such subjects
shall be counted.
(5)
There shall be no restriction on the number of 4 Unit, 3 Unit, 2 Unit,
2 Unit A and 2 Unit Z subjects that may be included in the aggregate of coordinated marks.

6. SPECIAL PROVISIONS FOR ADMISSION
(1)
The Council may grant an applicant admission to a degree or diploma
course in the University where the applicant;
(a)

has, since leaving school, satisfactorily completed over a period of
not less than two years full time study or three years part-time
study, a course acceptable to the Council for this purpose; or

* Provided that Food and Textile Science may not be presented together with
Home Science and/or Textiles and Design.
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(b) is not less than twenty one years of age on 1st March of the year
for which admission is sought and the Council is satisfied that the
applicant has reasonable prospects of success in university studies;
or
(c)

although not qualified for admission under regulations 5(1) (a) and
5(1 )(b). the applicant nevertheless satisfies the Council that in the
special circumstances of the case, the application has reasonable
prospects of success in university studies.

(2)

A candidate admitted under these special provisions must have met
such requirements as may be prescribed by the Council.

(3)

A candidate admitted under these special provisions shall be subject
to the Degree and Diploma Regulations.

(4)

A candidate admitted under these special provisions may be granted
matriculation by the Council after accruing twenty four credit points
or equivalent by satisfactory completion of subjects other than subjects
which are part of an associate diploma course.

(5)

The Council may limit the number of applicants to be granted admission under each, or any, of the clauses in regulation 5(1 ).
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STUDENT CHARGES*
. According to Government regulations, students, both undergraduate and postgraduate, are required to meet the following charges where applicable:
1.

Penalty charges such as late charges, parking fines, etc .

2.

Administrative charges such as "statement of record" charges, "review of
result" charges, application fee to amend an academic record, or charges
for examinations requiring sepcial arrangements.

3.

Cost of travel incurred by students attending practical work for courses
in social work, teacher training, etc.

4.

Cost of travel incurred by external students attending residential schools.

5.

Accommodation charges and cost of subsistence on excursions, field work,
etc.

6.

Charges for special clothing or laundry costs.

7.

Purchase of instruments or equipment.

8.

Cost of handbooks and notes.

9.

Charges associated with the development and operation of unions, student
associations, students' representative councils and other student activities.

10.

Deposits and refundable charges.

I

Compulsory Charges
All registered students will be required to pay :
University Uniont - entrance charge (at first enrolment)

$25

Sports Associationt -entrance charge (at first enrolment)

$10

Student Activities chargesO:
University Uniont- annual subscription .

$82

Sports Associationt -annual subscription .

$25

** Students' Representative Council -annual subscription

$22

Exemption from payment of fees will be granted in certain circumstances:
(a)

The Union will waive fees for enrolled students who have paid six or more
annual fees to the Union from 1965 onwards.

(b)

The Sports Association will waive fees for enrolled students who have paid
six or more annual fees to the Sports Association from 1962 onwards.

OFees for Ex W.I.E. and External Students See Page 24.
*All charges listed are current at time of printing.
**Subject to approval by the University Council.
t Life members of these bodies are exempt from the appropriate charge or charges.
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Administrative Charges
Deferred examination . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.$ 8 for each subject

Examinations conducted under special circumstances

. $11 fo r each subjact

Review of examination result . . . . . . ..

.$11 for each subject

Application fee to amend academic record

. $40

New Students All new students shall be required to attend the enrolment centre and pay all
charges on the date shown on their letter of offer.
Re-enrolling students Failure to attend t he enrolment centre on the prescribed date- Charge

$10

Where charges have not been paid prior to the commencement of Session 1,
.the following additional charges will apply:
Charges paid during the first two weeks of session 1 . . .

$20

Charges paid subsequent to the second week of session 1

$40

Note: Payment of charges subsequent to the second week of session 1 will only
be accepted with the express approval of the University Secretary or the
Senior Assistant Secretary (Academic and Student Services).

Withdrawal
1.

Students withdrawing from a course are required to notify the University
Secretary in writing.

2.

Where notice of withdrawal from a course is received by the University
Secretary before the first day of Session I a refund of all charges paid will
be made.

3.

On notice of withdrawal on or after the first day of Session I and prior to
the end of the fourth week of Session I, a full refund of student activities
charges, other than entrance charges, will be made but thereafter no refund
will be made, except as provided for in section 4 below. Student activities
charges are listed on the previous page.
·

4.

If a student's initial enrolment in any year is made at the commencement.
of Session 2 for Session 2 only and the student gives notice of withdrawal
prior to the end of the fourth week of Session 2, a full refund of student
activities charges, other than entrance charges will be made but thereafter
no refund will be made.

5.

Late charges are not refundable.

Extension of Time
Any student who is unable to pay charges by the due date may apply in writing
to the University Secretary for an extension of time. Such applications must
state clearly and fully the reasons why payment cannot be made and the extension
sought, and must be lodged before the date on which a late fee becomes payable.
Normally the maximum extension of time for payment of charges is until the end
of the fourth week of Session I.
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Assisted Students
Scholarship holders or Sponsored Students who have not received an enrolment
voucher or appropriate letter of authority from their sponsor at the time when
·they are enrolling should complete their enrolment paying their own charges.
A refund of charges will be made when· the enrolment voucher or letter of authority is subsequently lodged with the Cashier.

Failure to Pay Charges
Any student who is indebted to the University and fails to make a satisfactory
settlement of his indebtedness upon receipt of due notice ceases to be entitled
to membership and privileges of the University . Such a student is not permitted
to register for a further session, to attend classes or examinations, or to be granted
any official credentials.
In very special cases the University Secretary may grant exemption from the
disqualification referred to above upon receipt of a written statement setting out
all relevant circumstances.

Cashier's Hours
The Cashier's office is open for the payment of charges from 9.30 a.m. to 4 .30 p.m.,
Monday to Friday. The Cashier's office may be open for additional periods during
enrolment and re-enrolment. Details of these additional times may be obtained
from notices posted at the Cashier's office.

Special Note:
Fees for Ex W.I.E. and External Students
Union

Sports
Assoc.

S.R.C.

Total

1) Ex W.I.E Full-Time

Continuing Students

$69

$69

2) Ex W.I.E. Part-Time
Continuing Students

$49

$49

3) External Students

$20

$20

This special arrangement will cease on 31st December, 1985, irrespective of any
students who have not completed their courses.
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SCHOLARSHIPS
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS AND ASSISTANCE
Tertiary Education Assistanr.P Scheme (TEAS)
The Commonwealth Government, through the Tertiary Education Assistance
Scheme, provides means-tested financial aid to full -time students who are not
bonded , are permanent residents of Australia and are studying in an approved
tertiary course.
Allowances are available at the " dependent at home" , " dependent away from
heine" and "independent" rates. Students who qualify for an allowance will
also receive an incidentals allowance of $100.
A fares allowance may also be payable to students receiving the "dependent
away from home" or "independent" rate to the extent of three return trips a
year between the institution and the student's home.
Students who qualify for TEAS may also receive an allowance for a dependent
. spouse and/or child.
Re-enrolling students should lodge applications as soon as their results are avail able . New students should lodge applications as soon as possible after they have
completed enrolment. Students should ensure that applications are lodged by
31st March of the year in which they are seeking assistance, in order to receive
their full year's entitlement.
Students should advise the TEAS office if at any time they change or discontinue
their advised study programme as their eligibility to receive benefits could be
affected. Forms for this purpose are available from the Student Enquiries Office .
Information and application forms are available from The Director, New South
Wales State Office, Commonwealth Department of Education, 59 Goulburn
Street, Sydney (Postal address : P. 0. Box 596, Haymarket, N.S .W. 2000. Telephone : 218 880).

N.S.W. Teacher Education Scholarships
The N.S.W. Department of Education offers scholarships to enable students .
to undertake studies in teacher education. These scholarships are awarded on the
basis of planned needs.
Further information is available from the Teacher Education Advisory Office ,
N.S.W. Department of Education, Crown Central, Crown Street, Wollongong.
Telephone: 290888.

Aboriginal Study Grants Scheme
The Aboriginal Study Grants Scheme is intended to assist Aboriginals who wish
to further their education after leaving school.
Benefits include the payment of all compulsory course fees, book and equipment
allowances, some travel costs and establishment and clothing allowance.
Full-time students receive a living allowance and may also qualify for a family
allowance and a dependent's allowance.
Part-time students are also eligible for some financial assistance.
Further information may be obtained from the Director, New South Wales State
Office, Commonwealth Department of Education, P. 0 . Box 596, Haymarket,
N.S.W. 2000. (Telephone: 2 0920, ext. 8511 ).
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Residental Scholarships/International House
The Wollongong Gus Parish Scholarship
Four (4) special residential scholarships have been established to commemorate
the transfer of the administration of International House from the Y .M.C.A.
to The University of Wollongong.
The scholarships are awarded to residents of International House on the basis
of academic merit. Applicants must be first year students enrolled in a full-time
programme at The University of Wollongong.
Each scholarship has en annual value of up to $500, and takes the form of a week·
ly reduction in the accommodation fees for. up to thirty-three (33) weeks of the
year.
Further information may be obtained from the Enquiries Office. Telephone:
282937.

Supplementation Scholarships/The lllawarra Credit Union
The lllawarra Credit Union (I.C.U.) annually awards a sum of money to the Uni·
versity to be used to provide casual employment within the University for students.
Applicants for the I.C.U. 'Supplementation Scholarships' must be full·time under·
graduate students enrolled in their second year at The Uriiversity of Wollongong.
Students awarded the scholarships are given casual employment in the University
departments in jobs related to their academic interests for a period of three hours
a week during the session (28 weeks).
Further information and application forms may be obtained· from the Enquiries
Office. Telephone: 282937•.
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STUDENT PROCEDURES
General Conduct
Acceptance as a member of the University implies an undertaking on the part
of the student to observe the regulations, by-laws and other requirements of the
University, in accordance with the declaration signed at the time of the enrolment.
Smoking is not permitted during lectures, in examination rooms or in the University Library. Gambling is also forbidden.
Members of the academic staff of the University, senior administrative officers,
and other persons authorised for the purpose, have authority, and it is their duty
to check and report on disorderly or improper conduct or any breach of regulations occurring in the University.

Indebtedness to the University
Any student who is indebted to the University and who fails to make a satisfactory
·settlement of his indebtedness upon receipt of due notice ceases to be entitled
to membership and privileges of the University. Such student is not permitted to
attend classes or examinations, or to be granted any official credentials.
Indebtedness to the University includes the non-payment of charges, late charges,
library fines, the non-payment of student loans and any arrears in rent or other
financial obligations resulting from an accommodation agreement entered into
with the University.
In very special cases the University Secretary may grant exemption from the disqualification referred to in the preceding paragraph upon receipt of a written
statement setting out all the relevant circumstances.

Change of Address
Students are requested to notify the University Secrerary in writing of any change
in their address as soon as possible. Forms for this purpose are available from the
Enquiries Office, Ground Floor, Administration Building. Failure to do this could
lead to important correspondence (e.g. confirmation of enrolment form, examination results, etc) or course information not reaching the student. The University
cannot accept responsibility if official communications fail to reach a student
who has not notified the University Secretary of a change of address.

Change of Name by Marriage or Deed Poll
All records held, and statements issued by the University will be in the name
given by students at the time of their admission to the University.
Students who change their name by marriage or by Deed Poll and who also wish
to change their name on University records should complete a Change of Name
form which is avaiiable from the Enquiries Office, Ground Floor, Administration
Building, and present for notation the original Marriage Certificate or Deed Poll
document.

Ownership of Students' Work
The University reserves the right to retain at its own discretion the original or
one copy of any drawings, models, designs, plans and specifications, essays,
theses or other work executed by students as part of their courses, or submitted
for any award or competition conducted by the University.
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Notices
Official University notices are displayed on the notice boards and students are
expected to be acquainted with the contents of those announcements which
concern them.

Students' Travelling Concession Passes
The various transport authorities provide fare concessions for certain classes of
students.
Application forms for these concessions may be obtained from the Enquiries
Office, Ground Floor, Administration Building.
Train:
Identification cards issued by the Railways of Australia are available to full-time
students to enable them to travel at concession rates on railways within Australia. Application forms are available from the Enquiries Office, Ground Floor,
Administration Building.
Aircraft:
Concession fares for travel overseas, inter-state and intra-state are available under
the conditions ruling for various operating companies. Appropriate travel cards
are available from travel agents.

Student Identification Cards
All students are issued with a new Identification Card at the beginning of each
year of enrolment. This card must be carried during attendance at the University
and shown on request.
The number appearing on the front of the card is the student registration number used in the University's records. This number should be quotec;l in all correspondence.
The card must be presented when varying enrolment, when collecting examination results, when applying for travel concessions and when notifying a change
of address.
A student who loses his identification card must notify the University Secretary
as soon as possible.
All students will be issued with an Identification Card as soon as possible after
enrolment. In the meantime, the receipt form issued at the time of enrolment
should be carried during attendance at the University and shown on request.
If the identification card is not received within six weeks of enrolment the Enquiries
Office should be advised.

Lost Property
Enquiries concerning lost property should be made to the Enquiries Office
and the Union Office .

Application of Rules
Any student who requmes information on the application of the rules or any
service which the University offers, may make enquiries at the Enquiries Office.
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EXAMINATIONS
Formal University examinations may take place at the end of the first or second
session. Timetables showing time and place at which individual examinations
will be held are posted on notice boards. Mis-reading of the timetable is not an
acceptable excuse for failure to attend an examination. Examination results
are posted to the session addresses of students. No information concerning
examinations or results will be given by telephone.
Examination results may be reviewed for a charge of $11 a subject which is
refundable in the event of an error being discovered. Applications for review must
be submitted on the appropriate form, together with the necessary charge no
later than four weeks from the date of publication of the examination results.

Rules and Procedures for the Conduct of Examinations
(a)

Candidates are required to obey any instruction given by an examination
supervisor for the proper conduct of the examination .

. (b)

Candidates are required to be in their places in the examination room not
less than ten minutes before the time for commencement.

(c)

No bag, writing paper, blotting paper, manuscript or book, other than a
specified aid, is to be brought into the examination room.

(d)

No candidate shall be admitted to an examination after thirty minutes
from the time of commencement of the examination.

(e)

No candidate shall be permitted to leave the examination room before
the expiry of thirty minutes from the time the examination commences.

(f)

No candidate shall be re-admitted to the examination room after he has
left it unless during the full period of his absence he has been under approved supervision .

(g)

A candidate shall not by any improper means obtain, or endeavour to
·Obtain, assistance in his work, give, or endeavour to give, assistance to any
other candidate, or commit any breach of good order.

(h)

Smoking is not permitted during the course of examinations.

(i)

All answers must be in English unless otherwise directed. Foreign students
who have the written approval of the Examinations Office may use standard translation dictionaries.

(j)

A candidate who commits any infringement of the rules governing examinations is liable to disqualification at the particular examination, to
immediate expulsion from the examination room, and to such further
penalty as maybe determined in accordance with the By-Laws.

Deferred Examinations
Most departments at the University do not offer deferred
in medical and compassionate cases.

e~aminations

except

Terminating Passes
The award of the grade of terminating pass will prohibit a student progressing to the next subject in a sequence for which the subject in which the terminating pass is awarded, is a pre-requisite. However, students are not prevented from
repeating a subject for which a terminating pass has been awarded.
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION TO A DEGREE OR DIPLOMA
Applications for admission to a degree or the award of a diploma must be made
·on the appropriate form. Students who complete the requirements for their
degrees or diplomas at the end of sessibn 2 should apply by 5th January in the
following year. Students who complete their degrees at the end of session 1 and
do hot wish to wait until the next Graduation Ceremony may choose to have
their degrees awarded by resolution of the Council, in which case the application
must be submitted to the University Secretary by 1st September. All applicants
should ensure that they have completed all requirements for the degree or diploma ,
including industrial training where necessary.
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REGULATIONS FOR DEGREES, DIPLOMAS, AND
ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS
Regulations for the following courses are currently under review.
Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Bachelor of Education (Physical and
Health Education)
Bachelor of Education (Secondary English/
History Education)
Bachelor of Education (Secondary Math·
emetics Education)
Diploma in Teaching (Primary)
Diploma in Teaching (Secondary English/
History)
Diploma in Teaching (Secondary Mathematics)
Diploma in Teaching (Physical Education)

BEd(Prim)
BEd(P&H.E.)
BEd(Sec.Eng/Hist)
BEd(Sec.Math)
Dip Teach (Prim)
Dip Teach (Sec.Eng/Hist)
DipTeach(Sec.Math)
Dip Teach (Phys.Ed.)

Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary I GradDipEd(Priml
Graduate Diploma in Education Studies
(Environmental
GradDipEdStud(Env.Ed)
Education)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies
GradDipEdStud(HealthEd)
(Health Education)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies
(Reading/English as
a Second language
GradDipEdStud(R/E S.L.Ed)
Education)
Graduate Diploma in Administration
GradDipAdmin(Ed)
(Education)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies
(Computers in
GradDipEdStud(Comput.inEd)
Education)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies
(Secondary MathGradDipEdStud(Sec.Math.Ed)
ematics Education)
Associate Diploma in the Arts
Associate Diploma in Computer Management
Associate Diploma in Industrial Studies

AssocDipArts
AssocDipCompMan
AssocDiplndStud

For the time being the requirements for the above courses are those set out in
the 1982 Calendar of the former Wollongong Institute of Education. Those
requirements, however, should be read in the context of the federation of the
former Institute with the University on 21st May, 1982.
Further information concerning the proposed regulations may be obtained from
the Heads of Schools.
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SUMMARY OF COURSES OFFERED
Code
801
802
803
804
805
806
807
810
811
812

Coune
Bachelor of Education (Primary) · Bridging Course
Bachelor of Education (Primary)
Bachelor of Education (Primary) -Conversion Course
Bachelor of Education (Physical & Health Education)
Bachelor of Education (Physical & Health Education) · Conversion Course
Bachelor of Education (Secondary) -English/History Educatiun Conversion
Course
Bachelor of Education (Secondary) -Mathematics Education ·Conversion
Course

814

Diploma in Teaching (Primary) -Conversion Course
Diploma in Teaching (Primary )
Diploma in Teaching/Bachelor of Education - Secondary Mathematics
Education (Including Old Dipl oma in Teaching 3rd Year Only)
Diploma in Teaching/Bachelor of Education - English / History Education
(Including Old Diploma in Teaching 3rd Year Only)
Diploma in Teaching (Physical Education)

820
821
822

Associate Diploma in the Arts (Performing & Visual)
Associate Diploma in Computer Management
Associate Diploma in Industrial Studies

830
831

Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Health Education)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Secondary Mathematics Education)
Graduate Diploma in Education (Primary)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Environmental E•:lucation)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (School Administration)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Reading/English as a Second
Language)
Graduate Diploma in Educational Studies (Computers in Education)

813

832
833
834
835
836

UNIT INDEX
Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.•

•course unit outlines are given on these pages for units offered in 1983, otherwise the year the unit may first be offered is indicated.
CENTRE FOR THE ARTS
AAGS101

Visual Arts I

3

6

802

AAGS102

Visual Arts II

2

3

6

802

69

AAGS103

Visual Arts I Ext.

1

E

4

810

110

AAGS104

Visual Arts II Ext.

2

E

4

810

110

AAGS133

Music Studies I Ext.

E

4

810

110

AAGS134

Music Studies II Ext.

E

4

810

111

AAGS201

Visual Arts Ill

3

6

802

70

AAGS202

Visual Arts IV

2

3

6

802

70

AAGS203

Visual Arts Ill Ext.

1

E

4

810

111

G)

AAGS204

Visual Arts IV Ext.

2

E

4

810

111

zm

AAGS231

Music Studies Ill

3

6

802

70

AAGS232

Music Studies IV

2

3

6

802

71

AAGS233

Music Studies Ill Ext .

1

E

4

810

111

AAGS234

Music Studies IV Ext.

2

E

4

810

112

AAGS301

Visual Arts V

4

12

802, 12, 13

71

AAGS331

Music Studies V

4

12

803,12,13

71

AAPA100

Instrumental Performance Studies AI

6

8

820

235

AAPA101

Instrumental Performance Studies Bl

3

4

820

236

2

69

m

JJ
l>

r-

z
~

0

JJ

:s::
l>
::!
0
z
w
w

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

Hrs/Wk

~

G')

m

AAPA102

Composition Studies Bl

3

4

820

238

AAPA103

Composition Studies AI

6

8

820

239

AAPA105

t.>

z

m
::IJ

)>

r-

Musical Theatre/Opere
Technique AI

3

4

820

242

z

'Tl

0

AAPA106

Acting Technique Bl

3

4

820

246

AAPA112

Acting Technique AI

3

4

820

245

)>

AAPA113

Theatre Performance AI

6

8

820

247

AAPA114

Theatre Performance All

0

6

8

820

247

AAPA115

Theatre Performance Alii

8

820

247

AAPA116

Theatre Performance AIV

6
6

8

820

247

AAPA118

Production Technique AI

3

4

820

247

AAPA119

Production Technique Bl

3

4

248

AAPA127

lnsttumental Performance Studies El

3

4

820
820 .

AAPA128

Instrumental Performance Studies Ell

3

4

820

247

AAPA131

Dance Technique Cl

3

4

820

249

AAPA132

Dance Technique AI

3

4

820

251

AAPA133

Dance Technique All

3

4

820

251

AAPA134

Dance Technique Alii

3

4

820

1984

3

4

820

1984

3

4

820

254

3

4

820

254

3

4

820

254

AAPA135

Dance Technique AI V

AAPA 136

Film Techniques I

AAPA1 37

Television Techniques I

AAPA140

Film and Television Production I

2
2
2

247

::IJ

s::
-1

z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Coarse Code

Page No.

AAPA143

Creative Writing I

3

4

820

251

AAPA150

Instrumental Performance Studies Cl

3

4

820

241

AAPA151

Instrumental Performance Studies Cll

2

3

4

820

241

AAPA152

lnstrumentat Performance Studies Clll

1

3

4

820

242

AAPA153

lnstrumen.tal Performance Studies CIV

2

3

4

820

242

AAPA155

Musical Direct AI

1

3

4

820

252

AAPA156

Musical Direction All

2

3

4

820

253

AAPA157

Musical Direction Alii

3

4

820

253

AAPA158

Musical Direction AIV

2

3

4

820

253

AAPA163

Instrumental Performance Studies Dl

1&2

3

4

820

242

AAPA164

Instrumental Performance Studies Dll

1&2

3

4

820

242

AAPA165

Instrumental Performance Studies Dill

1& 2

3

4

820

242

AAPA166

Instrumental Performance Studies DIV

1&2

3

4

820

242

AAPA171

Production Performance AI

1&2

6

8

820

249

AAPA172

Production Performance All

1&2

6

8

820

249

m
JJ

AAPA173

Production Performance Alii

1 &2

6

8

820

249

r

AAPA174

Production Performance AIV

1& 2

6

8

820

249

AAPA177

Production Performance BIll

3

4

820

249

0

AAPA178

Production Performance BIV

2

3

4

820

249

AAPA191

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique AI

FY(PT)

s:
)>

1%

820

243

AAPA192

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique All

FY(PT)

1%

820

243

AAPA193

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique Alii

FY(PT)

1%

820

244

C)
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z
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w
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Page No.

Hrs/Wk

w

C7l
G)

AAPA194

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique AIV

FY(PT)

AAPA195

Acting Technique AI (Modified)

AAPA196

Acting Technique All (Modified)

1Y.

820

244

FY(PT)

1Y.

FY(PT)

1Y.

820
820.

245

245

m
z
m

:0
)>

r-

AAPA200

Instrumental Performance Studies All

2

6

235

z

Instrumental Performance Studies Bll

2

3

8
4

820

AAPA201

820

237

0

AAPA202

Composition Studies Bll

2

3

4

820

238

AAPA203

Composition Studies All

2

6

AAPA205

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique All

2

AAPA206

Acting Technique 811

2

AAPA212

Acting Technique All

AAPA218

Production Technique All

AAPA219

820

240

3

8
4

820

243

3

4

820

246

2

3

4

820

245

2

3

4

820

248

Production Technique Bll

2

3

4

820

248

AAPA231

Dance Technique Cll

2

3

4

820

250

AAPA243

Creative Writing II

2

3

4

820

251

AAPA300

Instrumental Performance Studies Alii

6

8

820

236

AAPA301

Instrumental Performance Studies Bll I

3.

4

820

237

AAPA302

Composition Studies Bill

4

820

239

AAPA303

Composition Studies Alii

3
6

8

820

240

AAPA305

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique Alii

3

4

820

243

AAPA306

Acting Technique Bill

3

4

820

246

AAPA312

Acting Technique Alii

3

4

820

245

AAPA318

Production Technique Alii

3

4

820

248

"'TI

:0

s:

)>

::!
0

z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Pege No.

AAPA319

Production Technique Bill

3

4

820

249

AAPA331

Dance Technique Clll

3

4

820

250

AAPA343

Creative Writing Ill

3

4

820

251

AAPA400

Instrumental Performance Studies AIV

2

6

8

820

236

AAPA401

Instrumental Performance Studies BIV

2

3

4

820

237

AAPA402

Composition Studies BIV

2

3

4

820

239

AAPA403

Composition Studies AIV

2

6

8

820

240

AAPA405

Musical Theatre/Opera Technique AIV

3

4

820

244

AAPA406

Acting Technique BIV

2

3

4

820

247

AAPA412

Acting Technique AIV

2

3

4

820

246

AAPA418

Production Technique AIV

2

3

4

820

248

AAPA419

Production Technique BIV

2

3

4

820

249

AAPA431

Dance Technique CIV

2

3

4

820

250

AAPA443

Creative Writing IV

3

4

820

252

AAVA100

Drawing and Design I

3

4

820

255

C)

m
2

m

::0
)>

AAVA101

Painting Studio AI

3

4

820

256

AAVA102

Painting Studio All

2

3

4

820

256

AAVA103

z.,

Painting Studio Alii

1

3

4

820

256

0

AAVA104

Painting Studio AIV

2

3

4

820

257

AAVA105

Painting Studio Bl

1

6

8

820

265

AAVA106

Sculpture Studio AI

1

3

4

820

257

AAVA107

Sculpture Studio All

2

3

4

820

257

r

::0
~

)>

::j
0
2

w

......

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

AAVA108

Course Code

4
4
4

820

258

820

258

::0

820

258

r

820

265

820

260

,z

820

260

Page No.

2

3

AAVA109

Sculpture Studio AIV

2

3

AAVA111

Ceramics Studio AI

AAVA115

Ceramics Studio 81

AAVA116

Textiles Studio AI

1

3

AAVA117

Textiles Studio All

2

3

AAVA118

Textiles Studio Alii

AAVA119

Textiles Studio AIV

2

3

8
4
4
4
4

AAVA120

Textiles Studio 81

6

8

AAVA126

Printmaking Studio AI

1

3

AAVA127

Printmaking Studio All

2

3

AAVA128

Printmaking Studio Alii

1

3

AAVA129

Printmaking Stuido AIV

2

3

AAVA131

Historical and Cultural Studies I

3

AAVA132

Jewellery I

3.

AAVA136

Small Business Administration I

1

3

AAVA200

Drawing and Design I

2

3

AAVA205

Painting Studio 811

2

6

AAVA211

Ceramics Studio All

2

3

AAVA215

Ceramics Studio 811

2

6

AAVA220

Textiles Studio 811

2

6

AAVA231

Historical and Cultural Studies II

2

3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
8
4
8
8
4

6

3

CXl

Cl

Sculpture Studio Alii

3

c.>

· Credit Points

Hrs/Wk

820

260

820

261

820

265

820

261

820

261

820

262

820

262

820

262

820

264

820

265

820

255

820

266

820

259

820

266

820

266

820

263

m
m

z

)>

0

:0

s::)>

::!
0

z
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Unit Name

Seuion

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

AAVA232

Jewellery II

2

3

4

820

264

AAVA236

Operating a Small Business II

1

3

4

820

265

AAVA300

Drawing and Design Ill

3

4

820

255

AAVA305

Painting Studio Bill

6

3

820

266

AAVA311

Ceramics Studio Alii

3

4

820

259

AAVA315

Ceramics Studio Bill

6

3

820

266

AAVA320

Textiles Studio Bill

6

3

820

266

AAVA331

Historical and Cultural Studies Ill

3

4

820

263

AAVA332

Jewellery Ill

3

4

820

264

AAVA400

Drawing and Design IV

2

3

4

820

256

AAVA405

Painting Studio BIV

2

6

8

820

266

AAVA411

Ceramics Studio AIV

2

3

4

820

260

AAVA415

Ceramics Studio BIV

2

6

8

820

266

Cl

AAVA420

Textile Studio BIV

2

6

8

820

266

2

AAVA431

Historical and Cultural Studies IV

2

3

4

820

263

AAVA432

Jewellery IV

2

3

4

820

265

m
m
JJ

)>

r

2

"'11

0

JJ

s:::
::!
0
z

)>

w

co

Unit No.

Unit Nama

Seslion

Extarnal or
Hn/Wk

Credit Points

Course Coda

Page No.

G)

z

m

AECA201

The Arts in Education Ill

1

3

3

802

72
72
112
189
189
73

AECA202

The Arts in Education IV

2

3

3

802

73

AECA301

The Arts in Education V

3

3

802

74

AECA302

The Arts in Education VI

2

3

3

802

74

AECA501

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
E

6

803

74

AECA502

Advancad Curriculum Studies:
E

6

803

75

E

6

803

75

E

6

803

75

E

6

803

76

The Arts in Education I

AECA102

The Arts in Education II

AECA103

Arts in Education

AECA130

Education in the Arts II

AECA131

Education in the Arts I

3
2

3

1& 2

E

2

4
4

The Arts in Education

3
3
4
3
4

802
802
810
832 "
832

Curriculum Development for the
Integrated Arts
AECA503

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

AECA504

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

2

A Philosophy of Music Education
Curriculum Development in Music
Education
AECA505

2

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
Visual Arts I

0

m
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AECA101

,..
::0
)>

r

,z
0

::0

s:)>

::!

z

0

Unit No.

Unit Name

AECA605

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

AECC101

Applied Curriculum Studies:

Visual Arts II

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Coda

2

E

6

803

76

1&2

E

6

801

105

2

126

AECE101

English Method I

2

AECE102

Communication

1&2

AECE103

Teaching Students Whose First

AECE201

English Method II

AECE301

English Method Ill

AECE401

English Method IV

Language Is Not English

Page No.

1& 2
2

2

813

2

804, 12

1984

2

804, 12

1984

3

813

1984

3

813

1984

3

813

1985

AECE402

English Method V

6

813

1985

AECE601

Curriculum Studies English Method

E

6

806

137

AECH101

Teaching History I

2

2

813

121

C>

AECH201

Teaching History II

3

813

1984

3

813

1984

2
m

AECH301 .

Teaching History Ill

AECH401

Curriculum Studies History:

AECH402

Teaching History IV : An Approach

AECL101

Language Education I

AECL102

Language Education II

AECL103

Language Education

Approach to Local History

2

2

m

J)

)>

r
2

E

6

806

1984

z
"T1

0
JJ

to Local History I

3

813

1985

2

3

802

76

2

2

3

802

77

1&2

E

4

810

112

s::)>
-1

0
2

""

Unit No.

Unit Nama

Seaion

External or

Credit Points

Cou1"18Code

Page No.

HnJWk

Gl

AECL 130

Language Education I

1

2

4

832

189

AECL131

Language Education II

2

2

3

832

189

AECL161

Language Development end
3&E

6

835

213

1

3&E

6

835

213

The Comprehension of Language

2

2&E

4

835

213

AECL164

Language Development a11d Linguistics II

2

2&E

4

835

214

AECL165

The Evaluation of Language: Issues

2

2&E

4

835

214

AECL201

Language Education Ill

1

2

3

802

77

AECL202

Language Education IV

2

2

3

802

77

AECL260

Foundations of English as a
3&E

6

835

214

AEC.L261

Assessment of Needs of Second
2&E

4

835

215

AECL262

Study Proposal

1& E

2

835

216

AECL263

Program Design end Organisation in
2&E

4

835

216

AECL264

Approaches, Methods and Technique
2&E

4

835

216

AECL163

and Principles

Second Language Education
Language Education I

English as a Second Language Education
in English as a Second Language
Education

JJ

)>

.,z
0
JJ

The Social and Cultural Context
of Learning

m
m

z
r

Linguistics I
AECL162

,.

1\.)

2

s:
)>
-1

0
z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

AECL265

The Reading Process

3

6

835

215

AECL266

The Evaluation of Reading

2

4

835

215

AECL268

The Reading Environment: Resources

2

2

4

835

216

AECL269

The Reading Enviromnet: Organisation
2

2

4

835

217

AECL301

Language Education V

2

2

3

802

78

AECL361

Special Project

2

2&E

4

835

217

AECL501

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
1& 2

E

6

803

78

AECL502

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
1& 2

E

6

803

79

AECM101

Mathematics Education I

1

2

3

802

79

AECM102

Mathematics Education II

2

2

3

802

79

AECM103

Mathematics Education C

2

2

3

810

113

3

6

836

227

2

3

832

189

2

4

832

190

2

144

0

and Practice

Language Education
Childrens Literature

AECM104·

Introduction to Computers in Education

AECM130

Mathematics Education II

AECM131

Mathematics Education I

AECM141

Secondary Mathematics Education I

AECM142

Numeracy

AECM161

2
2

812

C)

m
m

2

J:J

~

r

"11

2

2

804,13

1984

:!:

Mathematics Education

E

6

831

221

:::!

AECM162

Research Techniques

E

6

831

221

2

AECM201

Mathematics Education Ill

2

3

802

80

1& 2

J:J
~

0

-1>

w

Unit No.

Unit Name

S..ion

External or

Credit Points

CouneCode

Page No.

Hn/Wk

t
Cl

m
z
m

AECM202

Mathematics Education IV

2

2

3

802

80

AECM204

Computers Resources in Teaching

1

3

6

836

1984

AECM241

Secondary Mathematics Education II

1

2

2

812

144

r

AECM263

Research Project

2

E

6

,z

Mathematics Education V

2

2

3

831
802 .

221

AECM301

80

0
:II

AECM304

Computer Resources Project

2

3

6

836

1984

:s::

AECM341

Secondary Mathematics Education II I

6

812

1984

::::!

AECM342

Secondary Mathematics Education IV

6

812

1984

AECM441

Secondary Mathematics Education V

6

812

1985

AECM442

Secondary Mathematics Education VI

6

812

1985

AECM501

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
E

6

803, 7

80

AECM502

Advanced Curriculum Studies:
2

E

6

803

80

AEC!Vf503

An Investigation in Mathematics
E

6

807

1985

AECP101

Foundations in Physical Education

2

2

2

804

159

AECP102

Foundations in Health Education

1

2

2

804

159

AECP103

Curriculum Studies Elective:
2

812, 13

1984

AECP201

Principles and Practices in
3

804

1984

2
2

Mathematics And Exceptional Children
The Mathematics Curriculum
Education

Health and Physical Education
Physical Education

1&2

:II
)>

)>

0

z

Unit No.

Unit Name

AECP202

Principles and Practices in Health

AECP301

Health Education Method Studies I

Education

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

3

804

E

6
6

805
805

1984

3

804

1985

3

804

1985

2
2

AECP302

Health Education Method Studies II (E)

AECP303

Evaluation in Physical & Health

AECP304

Interpersonal Effectiveness

AECP305

Psychological and Sociological

AECP341

Practical Studies in Physical Education V

AECP342

Practical Studies in Physical Education VI

AECP343

Practical Studies in Physical Education VII

AECP344

Practical Studies in Physical Education V Ill

2

AECS101

The Sciences and the Primary School

1

3

E

Education

Aspects of Physical Education and Sport

AECS102

Investigating the Child's Well-Being

AECS103

Sciences in Education I

AECS130

Education in the Sciences II

AECS131

Education in the Sciences I

AECS201

Investigating the Child's Environment

AECS202

Major Strategies in Planning and
Implementing Science Curricula

2
2

Page No.

1984

3

804

1985

3

804

1984

3

804

1984

3

804

1985

3

804

1985

3

802

81

Gl

2

3

3

802

81

m
2
m
Jl

1&2

E

4

810

113

r

2

4

3

832

190

4

4

832

190

,02

3

3

802

81

3:

3

3

802

82

0
2

)>

Jl

)>

j

2

""

(11

Unit No.

Unit Name

Sassi on

External or

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

Hrs/Wk
AECS301

z

Specialisation
Sciences in Education V: Natural

AECS303

Sciences in Education V: Human

AECS304

Sciences in Education V: Social

3
3

802

82

3

802

83

3

3

802

83

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

AECS502

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

AECS503

Advanced Curriculum Studies:

AECS504

Advanced Curriculum Studies: Health

2

Physical Education I
Physical Education II

2

Health Education • Evaluation Process
Education ·Curriculum Process

3

3

802

83

3

3

802

84

E

6

803

84

E

6

803

84

E

6

803

85

2

E

6

803

85

E

6

803

85

Advanced Curriculum Studies: Science
K-6 Skills Development I

z
"T1

s:

)>

::!

Sciences in Education VI: Integrating

AECS501

~

:0

Science Specialisation
the Sciences

m

::0

0

Movement Specialisation

AECS505

3

r

Science Specialisation

AECS311

0

m

Sciences in Education V: Health Science

AECS302

..,.
Ol

0

z

Unit No.
AECS506

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No .

E

6

803

86

E

6

803

86

Advanced Curriculum Studies :
Contemporary Issues in Social Studies

AECS507

Advanced Curriculum Studies :

AECS605

Advanced Curriculum Studies :
2

E

6

803

86

AEED101

Learning and the Learner

1

4

802,4, 12,13

87

AEED102

The Learner: Education & Institutions

2

3
3

4

802,4, 12,13

87

AEED103

Teaching Theory & Practice I :
2

2

802, 4, 12,13

87

AEED104

Teaching Theory & Practice II:
2

2

802

88

AEED105

Learners & Learning in the

The Australian Heritage
Science K-6 Skills Development II

2

Basic Skills
Teacher Centred Strategies

2

G)

Perspective of School Society
AEED106

Developmental Differences

AEED107

Exceptionality Approaches and Trends

AEED108

lntersemester Teaching Practice I

2

m
m

z

E

4

810

113

E

4

810

114

:D

801, 5, 6, 7

105

r

802, 4, 12,1 3

88

1& 2

E

2

3 wee ks

6

}>

,0z

AEED109

Advanced Curriculum Theory & Practice

3

6

836

1984

AEED130

Teaching Theory and Practice I

2

2

83 2

190

}>

-i

AEED131

Learners and Learning

AEED132

Designs for Learning : An Introduction
to Curriculum

2

4

6

83 2

191

2

2

832

191

:D
~

0
z

""'

-.I

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

AEED133

Teaching Theory and Practice II

2
1

AEED134

Practicum I

AEED135

Learners in the Perspective of School

AEED136

Practicum II

AEED161

Organisations: Theory and Structure

AEED162

Administration: Historical and

and Society

Philosophical Perspectives

Credit Points

2

2

Course Code

Page No.

""

co
G')

832

191

m
z
m

:0

832

)>

r
2

2

2
3

2

z

191

6

832
832 .

6

834

207

s:
)>

207

0z

"T1

0

:0

-1

2

AEED163

The Organisational Enviromant :

AEED185

Theories of Learning

AEED201

Learning to Think:

AEED202

Learners and Learning in the

AEED203

Teaching Theory and Practice II I :

AEED204

Teaching Theory and Practice IV :
Organisation -Strategies

2

AEE D205

Innovations in Educati on

1

AEE D206

Designs for Learn ing

AEED207

Evaluation and Measurement in Education

Content and Constraints

4

6

834

3

6

834

207

3

6

836

227

3

4

802,4, 12,13

88

3

4

802. 4, 12, 13

88

2

2

802

89

2
E

2

802

89

4

8 10

11 4

2

E

4

810

114

2

2

2

804,12,13

160

2

Congnitive Development in the Learner
Perspective of School and Society

External or
Hrs/Wk

2

Pupil Centred Strategies

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk
3 weeks

AEED208

lntersemester Teaching Practice II

2

AEED210

Research Methods in Education

1

AEED211

The Social Implications of Computers

2

AEED241

Theory and Practice in Education

AEED249

Psycho -Social Issues in Modern Society

1

Credit Points

802,4, 12,13
2

3

Coursa Code

6

Page No.
89

804,12, 13

1984

836

1984

814

3
3

804

167

834

207

AEED261

The Dynamics of An Organisation

2

2

3

AEED262

Comparative Approaches to Administration

2

2

3

834

208

2

3

834

208

3

6

834

208

3

834

208

6

802

90

3

4

802, 12, 13

89

3

4

802, 12, 13

90

2

2

802,12, 13

90

AEED263
AEED264

Dynamics of Administration
Curriculum and School Management

AEED265

Seminar in Special Project

1

AEED300

Internship Teaching Practice

2

AEED301

Learners with Exceptional Needs

2

AEED302

Designs for Learning: Introduction to

G)

Curriculum
AEED303

Teaching Theory and Practice V
Support Skills

AEED304

Action Research

AEED308

Inter Semester Teaching Practice Ill

AEED340

Community Education Processes

AEED349

Educational Perspectives within
Societal Organisations

m
z
m
::0
)>

r

z

Teaching Theory and Practice VI
Professional

AEED306

2

'l1

2

2

1&2

2

802, 12, 13
804

90
1984

804, 12, 13

1984

2

3

804

167

2

3

804

167

0

::0

s::

)>

-I

0
z

.;..
(D

Unit No.

Unit Name

Seslion

External or

Credit Points

Coul'llt Code

Page No.

Hn/Wk
AEED362

The Management of Human Resources

AEED363

The Management of Physical and
Financial Rasourcas

AEED364

Individual Special Project· Implementation

AEED401

Designs for Learning: Advanced
Curriculum ·
Issues in Education

0

Cl

2

3

834

209

2

2

3

834

209

2

3

6

834

209

m

z

m

:n
)>

r-

z

"T1

0

:n
1&2

E/3

6

803,4, 5,6,

91

1&2

E

6

•

803,4, 5,6,

91

7, 12, 13

AEED408

Inter Semester Teaching Practice IV

AEED501

History of Australian Education I

E

6

803

91

AEED502

Development of Educational Thought I

E

6

803

1984

AEED503

Research in Classrooms I

E

6

803

92

AEED504

Development Theory and Education I

E

6

803

1984

AEE0505

Learning Disabilities in the Classroom I

E .

6

803

92

AEED606

Alternative Education I

E

6

803

1984

804, 12, 13

1985

AEED507

Multicultural Education

E

6

803

1984

AEED508

Computer Assisted Instruction I

E

6

803

92

AEED601

History of Australian Education II

2

E

6

803

92

AEED602

Development of Education Thought II

2

E

6

803

1984

AEED603

Research in Classrooms II

2

E

6

803

93

AEED604
AEED605

Developmental Theory and Education II

2

E

803

Learning Disabilities in the Classroom II

2

E

6
6

1984
93

803

3:

)>

-1

7, 12, 13
AEED402

(11

0
z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

::ourse Code

Page No.

AEED606

Alternative Education II

2

E

6

803

1984

AEED607

Multicultural Education II

2

E

6

803

1984

AEED608

Computers Assisted Instruction II

2

E

6

803

93

AEEN101

Language Development I

3

6

813

127

AEEN102

Creative Writing I

3

6

813

127

AEEN201

Language Development II

3

6

813

127

AEEN202

Creative Writing II

2

3

6

813

128

AEEN203

Nineteenth Century American Literature

1

3

813

128

2

3

6
6

813

128

FY

3

2

AEEN204

Twentieth Century American Literature

AEEN223

Curriculum Studies English II B

AEEN303

Children's and Adolescents' Literature I

AEEN304

Children's and Adolescents' Literature II

AEEN305

New English Literature

AEEN306

Modern British Literature

2

AEEN322

Curriculum Studies English IliA

FY

3

3

813

133

AEEN401

Development of Language I

1

E

6

806

138

AEEN402

Development of Language II

2

E

6

806

138

AEEN403

Literature for Young Readers I

E

6

806

.,z

1984

AEEN404

Literature for Young Readers II

E

6

806

1984

0
:Il

AEGS111

Literature and Society I :

813

133

6

813

1985

2

6

813

1985

2

6
6

813

1985

813

1985

1

2

z
m

:Il
)>

r-

s:
)>
-i

0
z

The Issues and Growing Up
Part I The Family

G)

m

3

6

802

93

~

Unit No.

Unit Name

Sellion

Exter1111l or

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

Hn/Wk
AEGS112

G')

m

z

Literature and SocietY II:

m
JJ

Growing Up Part II Childhood and
Schooling in Literature
AEGS113

Literary Studies I

AEGS114

Literary Studies II

AEGS121

Mathematics· in SocietY I :

2
2

)>

3
E

6

802

4

E

4

810
810 .

3

6

802

94

r-

114

z

115

0
JJ

94

~EGS122

Mathematics in SocietY II:
2

3

6

802

94

AEGS123

Computer Studies I

1

E

4

810

115

AEGS124

Computer Studies II

2

E

4

810

115

AEGS141

Environmental Studies I

1

3

6

802

95

AEGS142

Environmental Studies II

2

3

6

802

95

AEGS143

Environmental Geology I

E

4

810

116

AEGS144

Environmental Geology II

116

AEGS151

Human Movement Studies I

AEGS152

Human Movement Studies I E

AEGS161
AEGS162
AEGS163

Introduction to Asia

E

4

810

3

6

802

95

1

E

4

810

116

Asian Studies I: Asian Perspectives

1

3

6

802

96

Asian Studies II: Village Asia

2

3

6

802

96

E

4

810

117

2

E

4

810

117

2

E

4

8 10

1984

AEGS164

Asia"s Great Religions

AEGS165

The Fight Against Poverty:
Underdevelopment

"T1

s:)>

Mathematics and the Individual
Computers and Society

01
,_,

2

-t

0
z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Page No.

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

2

E

4

810

E

4

810

118

2

E

4

810

118

A EGS 166

Asian Government and Politics

AE GS1 71

Re ligious Inquiry

A EGS172

The Bible and its Teaching

AEGS 173

Primitive Rel igions and Modern Cult s

1

E

4

810

118

AEGS174

Major World Religions

2

E

4

810

118

A EGS2 11

Literature and Society Ill:
3

6

802

96

AEGS212

Literature and Society IV :

3

6

802

97

AEGS213

Literary Studies Ill

E

4

8 10

119

Faith & Belief
Discrimination

2

1984

AEGS214

Literary Studies IV

2

E

4

810

119

AEGS221

Mathematics in Society Ill

1

3

6

802

97

AEGS222

Mathematics in Society IV

2

3

6

802

97

Cl

AEGS223

Computer Studies Il l

E

4

810

120

z

AEGS224 ·

Computer Studies IV

2

E

4

8 10

120

AEGS241

Environmental Studies Ill

1

3

6

802

98

AEGS242

Environmental Studies IV

4

12

802

98

z

AEGS243

Environmental Geology Ill

1

E

4

8 10

120

0

AEGS244

Environmental Geology IV

2

E

4

8 10

120

s:)>

AEGS25 1

Human Movement Studies II

2

3

6

802

98

::!

AEGS252

Human Movement Studies II

2

E

4

810

120

AEGS261

Asian Studies Ill

3

6

802

99

m
m
JJ

)>

r
"T1

JJ

0

z
(71

w

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

Credit Points

Course Code

Hrs/Wk

Page No.

~
C)

AEGS262

Asian Studies IV

2

m
z
m

AEGS263

Modern Japan

3
E

4

810

121

AEGS264

Contemporary Indonesia

E

4

810

1984
1984

.,z

1984

0

6

802

AEGS265

Modern India

E

4

AEGS266

China and the World

E

4

810
810 .

AEGS267

Asian and Australia

E

4

810

2

99

AEGS311

Literature and Society V

4

12

802, 12, 13

121
!)9

AEGS321

Mathematics in Society V

4

12

802, 12, 13

100

~EG5341

Environmental Studies V

4

12

802,12, 13

100

AEG5351

Human Movement Studias Ill

802

100

Human Movement Ill

3
E

6

AEGS352

4

810

121

AEG5361

Asian Studies V

1

4

12

802,12,13

101

AEG5451

Human Movement Studies IV

2

3

6

802

101

AEGS542

Human Movement IV

2

E

4

810

122

AEG~551

Human Movement Studies V

4

12

802, 12, 13

101

AEH1101

Australian Development

3

6

813

130

AEH1201

Ancient History

AEH1301

American History: The United States

2

3

6

813

1984

6

813

1984

AEH1401

Australia in the Cold War

E

6

806

1985

AEMA104

Computing I

3

6

836

227

AEMA143

Axiomatic Systems

1

3

6

812

145

AEMA144

Probability and Statistics

2

3

6

812

145

JJ
)>

r

JJ

~
)>

:::!
0

z

Unit No.

Unit Name

AEMA161

Computational Techniques

AEMA162

Advanced Calculus

Session
2

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

Page No.

E

6

831

222

E

6

831

222

AEMA163

Complex Variables

2

E

6

831

222

AEMA164

Geometry

2

E

6

831

222

AEMA165

Mathematical Statistics

1

E

6

831

223

AEMA204

Computing II

2

3

6

836

227

AEMA222

Algebra II

1&2

2

812

149

AEMA223

Statistics and Probability

1&2

2

AEMA242

Microcomputers

AEMA243

Geometry I

AEMA244

812

150

3

6

812

145

1

3

6

812

145

Real Analysis

2

3

6

812

146

AEMA245

Geometry II

2

3

6

812

146

AEMA320

Mathematics Method Ill

FY

4

812

150

AEMA321

Calculus II I

FY

2

812

150

AEMA322

Operations Research

FY

3

812

150

AEMA?41

The History of Mathematical Thought

1

6

812

1984

r

AEMA342

Classical Applied Mathematics

2

6

812

1984

-n

AEMA343

Linear Algebra

6

812

1985

AEMA344

Mathematical Statistics

1

6

812

1985

AEMA345

Modern Applied Mathematics

2

6

812

1985

AEMA461

Computational Techniques • C

E

6 '

807

1985

AEMA462

Advanced Calculus C

E

6

807

153

Cl
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z

m
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)>
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JJ
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)>
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Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

Credit Points

CounaCode

Page No.

Hrs/Wk
AEMA463

Complex Variables C

2

AEMA464

Geometry C

2

AEMA465

Mathematics Statistics C

AENS161

Ecology

2

AENS162

Earth Studies

3

AENS260

Field Studies II

2

3

AENS261

Biological Management

2

2

AENS345

Biochemistry

2

3

Field Studies Ill

1

3

•AENS360

807

153

z

E

6

807

1984

:0

E

6

807

1984

r

3

833

195

z

5

833 ·

195

0

4

833

195

3

833

196

804

167

4

833

196

Health in the Ecological Perspective

2

167

2

3
3

804

Field Studies IV

5

833

196

AEPH111

Science I

1

4

6

804

160

AEPH1 12

Science II

2

4

5

804

160

AEPH 113

Anatomy and Physi ology I

2

5

804

160

804

161

804

161
161

AEP.H121

Man in Acti on

AEPH 131

Health Studies I

1

3

6
6
6

AEPH 132

Healt h Studies II

2

3

5

804

A EPH 137

Health Education I

E

6

805

181

AEP H138

Health Education lA

4

3

805

181

Practical Studies in Human Movement I
Practical Studies in Human Movement II

AEPH161

Health: The Individual and The
Community

.6

2

m
m

6

E

AENS446

AEPH141

Ol
(;)

AENS460

AEPH142

(11

4

3

B04

162

4

3

804

162

E

6

830

201

)>

"T1

::D

s::

)>

-1

0
z

Unit No.

Unit Nama

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

Course Coda

Page No.

AEPH162

Foundations and Principles of Health
E

6

830

201

AEPH211

Anatomy and Physiology II

1

4

6

804

162

AEPH212

Anatomy and Physiology Ill

2

6

804

163

AEPH221

Biomechanics I

163

Motor Learning I

6
6

804

AEPH222

4
6
5

804

163

AEPH223

Exercise Physiology I

6

804

1984

Education

2

AEPH231

Health Studies Ill

1

3

5

804

164

AEPH232

Health Studies IV

2

3

6

804

164

AEPH237

Health Education II

2

E

6

805

182

AEPH238

Health Education IIA

2

E

6

805

182

AEPH243

Practical Studies in Physical Education V

4

804

168

AEPH244

Practical Studies in Physical Education VI

2

4

804

168

G'l

AEPH245

Practical Studies in Human Movement Ill

1

4

3

804

164

2

AEPH246

Practical Studies in Human Movement IV

2

4

3

804

164

AEPH261

Elective A: Nutrition

2

E

3

830

201

AEPH262

Elective A: Human Relations

2

E

3

830

202

AEPH263

Health Introduction and Classroom
2

E

6

830

202

AEPH264

Elective 8: Consumer Health

2

E

3

830

202

AEPH265

Elective B: Environmental Quality

2

E

3·

830

203

AEPH312

Sports Medicine

6

805

1984

Communications

m
m

Jl
)>

r

z
"T1

0
:D

3:

)>

-i

0
2

U1
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Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

Credit Points

Course Code

6

B05

184

Page No.

Hrs/Wk

01
(10

G'l

m
m

AEPH321

Biomechanics II E

1&2

AEPH322

Motor Learning II E

1&2

E

6

805

182

AEPH323

Exercise Physiology II E

1&2

E

6

805

183

6

804

1984

z

1985

0
::Il

AEPH324

Recreation

AEPH325

Special Physical Education

AEPH326

Psychology of Sport and Physical
Activity

6

804

z

::Il

~

."T1

s:

2

6

804

1984
1985

AEPH328

Physical Activity, Sport end Society

1

6

804

AEPH331

Human Relations

2

6

804

1984

AEPH332

Nutrition

6

804

1985

AEPH333

Education for Safe Living

6

804

1985

AEPH335

Consumer Health

6

804

1985

AEPH336

Education for Human Sexuality

6

804

1985

AEPH337

Health Education Ill E

6

805

184

AEP.H346

1

E

Recreation I

1&2

3

AEPH351

Biomechanics II

1&2

E

804

168

6

804

1985

AEPH352

Motor Learning II

1& 2

6

804

1984

AEPH353

Exercise Physiology II

1&2

6

804

1984

AEPH363

Philosophy and Curriculum Design

E

4

830

203

AEPH364

Study Proposal

E

2

830

204

AEPH365

Core Areas in Health

1

E

6

830

203

AEPH421

Biomechanics Ill

1&2

4

6

804

1985

~

-1

0
z

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

C:>urse Code

Page No.

AEPH422

Motor Learning Ill

1& 2

4

6

804

1985

AEPH423

Exercise Physiology Ill

1&2

4

6

804

1985

1

E

6

805

1984

1& 2

3

6

804

1985

6

804

170

6

805

184

AEPH424

Applied Sports Science

AEPH431

Progress and Issues in Health

AEPH434

Health in Society

AEPH437

Health Education IV

E

AEPH441

Exercise Physiology I

6

804

169

AEPH442

Social Psychology of Sport

1

3

804

169

AEPH443

Sport in Society

2

3

804

169

AEPH445

Introduction to Drugs

2

3

804

169

AEPH447

Recreation II

2

3

804

170

AEPH451

Consumer Health

1

3

804

170

AEPH452

Nutrition

3

804

170

AEPH453

Education for Safe Living

3

804

171

AEPH460

Measurement in Physical and Health

AEPH463

Evaluation of the Total School
Health Program

2

E

AEPH464

Individual Study

2

E

AEPH539

Human Relations

2

AEPH541

Research Methods in Physical and

m

z

m
JJ

Education

Health Education

G')

3

>
z"T1

804

168

r

6

830

204

0

6

830

204

3

804

171

3

804

171

JJ

s::
>

:!
0
z
CJ1

<0

Unit No.

Unit Name

Session

External or

Credit Points

Coune Code

Page No.

Hrs/Wk

Ol

0

Cl

AEPH542

Science Applied I (a) Biomechanics II

AEPH543

Education for Human Sexuality

2

4

804

171

3

804

172

m

z

m

:II

AEPH544

Science Applied I (b) Motor Learning II

2

4

804

172

l>
r-

AEPH545

Science Applied I (c) Exercise Physiology

2

4

172

AEPH547

,z

Developmental Programmes

2

3

804
804 .

AEPH548

Special Physical Education

1&2

3

804

173

AEPH549

Physical Activity, Leisure and Social Change

3

804

AEPH550

Historical and Philosophical Issues in
Physical Education

173

::!
0

z

1

3

804

174

AEPH551

Psychopharmacology

2

3

804

174

AEPH552

Basic Issues in Health

2

3

804

174

AEPH553

Public Health

3

804

174

AEPH554

Practical Studies in Physical Education
1& 2

3

804

175

AEP!-1555

Practical Studies in Physical Education
1& 2

3

804

175

AEPH556

Practical Studies in Physical Education
1& 2

3

804

175

AEPH557

Practical Studies in Physical Education
2

3

804

175

AEPH558

Practical Studies in Physical Education
2

3

804

176

Elective I Dance
Elective I Games
Elective I Gymnastics
Elective II Dance
Elective II Games

0

:II

:!:
l>

Unit No.

Unit Name

AEPH559

Practical Studies in Physical Education

AEPH560

Principles and Practices in Health

AEPH561

Curriculum Processes

AEPH641

Science Applied II: Biomechanics Ill

AEPH642

Science Applied II: Motor Learning Ill

AEPH643

Science Applied II: Exercise Physiology Ill

AEPH644

Seminar in Research

AEPH645

Applied Sport Science

AEPH649

Advanced Studies in Physical and

AESS223

Curriculum Studies History Ill

AETE160

Elective II Gymnastics

Credit Points

Course Code

Session

External or
Hrs/Wk

2

3

804

Page No.

176

2

804

176

3

804

177

1& 2

4

804

177

1&2

4

804

177

1& 2

4

804

177

1& 2

3

804

177

1& 2

3

804

178

Education

2

3

804

178

FY

6

813

134

Gl

Field Studies I

1

3

4

833

196

z

AETE260

Non-Living Resource Management

2

3

6

833

197

:D

AETE261

Learning Theory and Teaching Strategies

2

3

833

197

r

AETE262

Curriculum Organisation and Development

1

3

5

833

197

z

AETE263

Social and Philosophical Foundations

2

2

3

833

197

0

AETE264

Current Issues

2

3

4

833

198

Health Education

m
m

)>

"11

:D

s::
)>

-i

0
z

~

Unit No.

Unit Name

S..ion

External or
Hn/Wk

Credit Points

Course Code

P1191No.

m

N

C)

SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES

m
z
m

For details of course units offered see separate publication available from the School or Student Enquiries Office.

r

SUBJECTS OFFERED BY THE FACULTIES SECTOR

0

JJ

)>

.,z
JJ
~

CSCI101

Computing Science I

FY

ENGL101

Introduction to Modern Literature

FY

E.,GL106

Introduction to Drama

ENGL218

Elizabethan and Jacobean Tragedy

ENGL219

6

812

14f.

3

12

813

129

FY

3

12

813

129

1

2

6

813

129

Seventeenth Century Poetry and Prose

2

2

6

813

129

ENGL220

Utopian and Anti Utopian Literature

2

2

6

813

129

ENGL222

Australian Literature Since 1920 A

1

2

6

813

129

ENGL232

Modern Media A

6

813

198&

EN~L234

Engiish Comedy A

2

6

813

129

ENGL235

Eighteenth Century Poetry A

2

6

813

129

ENGL236

Australian Literature to 1920 A

2

6

813

129

ENGL314

Australian Literature to 1920 B

6

813

1984

ENGL324

Eighteenth Century Prose

6

813

1984

ENGL325

Eighteenth Century Poetry B

1

6

813

1984

ENGL326

Nineteenth Century Prose

2

6

813

1984

ENGL327

Nineteenth Century Poetry

2

6

813

1984

2

)>

=!
0
z

..

Unit No.

Unit Name

Sassi on

External or
Hrs/Wk

Credit Points

C:>urse Code

Page No.

English Comedy B

2

6

813

1984

ENGL329

Australian Literature Since 1920 B

1

6

813

1984

ENGL334

Critical Practice and Theory

6

813

1984

HIST102

English Social History 1815-1945

FY

3

12

813

130

HIST222

French History 1700-1940A

FY

3

12

813

130

HIST236

Modern Indonesian and Malaysian
3

6

813

130

HIST237

History of Modern Mainland South-east
6

813

130

MATH101

Mathematics lA

FY

12

812

146

MATH201

Mathematics IIA

FY

12

812

146

ENGL328

History A
Asia A

2

3

C)

m
z
m
Jl
)>

r

z

"11

0

Jl

s:)>

::!
0

z

Ol
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARYI/DIPLOMA IN TEACHING
, (PRIMARY)

This course commenced in first session of 1981 and contains the
equivalent of four years of academic study of which the first three
comprise the pre-service component leading to the award of the Diploma
in Teaching. After the successful completion of the equivalent of one
year of teaching, students may complete a further year of study (taken
externally over two years) to satisfy requirements for the Bachelor
of Education award.
The Diploma in Teaching and Bachelor of Education programmes are
structured for the total professional development of the teacher. The
course structure has been developed around specific guiding principles
which are organised into four fundamental themes: the development of
maturity; the development of appropriate values and attitudes; the
acquisition of knowledge and intellectual skills; and the development of
professional skills.
The strands of the course include Studies in Education, Applied Curriculum Studies and General Studies. The emphasis of the Studies in
Education and Applied Curriculum Studies strands is on the application
of theory in classroom situations. The General Studies strand is aimed
at contributing to personal development so that knowledge and expertise will extend beyond teaching. Students will be asked to choose one
of a number of areas offered in this strand and pursue it across five
sessions.
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Education (Primary)/Diploma in
Teething (Primary) are required to undertake practice teaching during
inter-session periods. The precise details pertaining to practice teaching
requirements are noted in the appropriate course unit outlines. In
general, practice teaching sessions prior to the final session will be
graded on a pass/fail dichotomy . In the final practice teaching session,
however. the full range of grades will be available. The average attendance
record over all prescribed practice sessions has been set at 90%. Students
who do not achieve this level of attendance will be expected to undertake additional practice.

8l

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION !PRIMARY)/ DIPLOMA IN TEACHING !PRIMARY)
DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
Normal Pattern Progression

"V

:II

STAGE
COURSE UNIT

2
UNIT
NO

HAS
fWK

UNIT
NO

3
HAS
fWK

UNIT
NO

~
4

HAS . UNIT
{WK NO

5
HAS
fWK

UNIT
NO

6
HAS
fWK

UNIT
NO

EduG8tional Foundations

AEED101

3141

AEE0102 314)

AEE0201

314)

AEED202 3141

AEE0302 3(4)

AEE0301

3(41

AEED103 2(21

AEED104 2121

AEE0203 2121

AEED204 2(21

AEED303 2(21

AEED304

2(21

Language Educati'on

AECL101

2(31

AECL102 2(31

AECL201

2(31

AECL202 2(3)

AECL301

2(3~

Mathematics Education

AECM101 2(31

AECM102 2(3)

AECM201 2131

AECM202 2(3)

AEC'-1301

2(3)

AECA102 3(3)

AECA201

3(3)

AECA202 3(3)

AECS102

3(3)

AECS201

3(3)

AECS202

APPLIED CURRICULUM
STUDIES

Arts Education

AECA101

3(3)

Sciences Education

AECS101

3(3)

GENERAL STUDIES
3(6)

TOTAL CREDIT POINTS

0

:II

Teaching Theory & Practice

TOTAL LECTURE HOURS
PER WEEK

()

c

STUOIES IN EDUCATION

PRACTICE TEACHING

>
-<

:II
HAS
fWK

3(3)

ONE TO BE SELECTED - SEE TABLE
3(6) .
3(6)
3(6)

AEED108

AECA301

3(3)

AECS301-43(3)

AECA302 313)
AECS311

3(3)

4(12)
AEED300

AEED208

(6)

18

18

18

18

15

15

124)

124)

124)

(24)

124)

124)

SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
PRACTICE TEACHING ' DEMONSTRATION LESSONS' FIELl?WORK
Figures in parenth eses indicate unit credit points. Each session of full -tim e study carries the equivalent o f twenty -four credit point-s.

DIPLOMATES FROM THIS COURSE MAY ENTER THE FOURTH YEAR OF THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY) COURSE
AFTER THE SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE EQUIVALENT OF ONE YEAR OF TEACHING .

rn
m
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION IPRIMARYI/ DIPLOMA IN TEACHING IPRIMARYI
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION IPRIMARYI
Normal Pattern Progression
STAGE

STAGE
COURSE UN IT
Unit
No.

10

9

8
Credit

Uni t

Credit

Points

No.

Points

Unit
No .

Credit

Points

Unit
No

Credit
Points

AEED401

6

AEED402

6

AEED501,
3, 5 , 8

6

AEED601,
3 , 5, 8

6

1. l.AN GUAGE EDUCATION

AECL502

6

AECL501

6

AECL501

6

AECL502

6

2. MATHEMATICS
EDUCATION

AECM501

6

AECM502

6

AECM501

6

AECM502

6

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

AECS501

6

AECS502

6

AECS501

6

AECS502

6

STUDIES IN EDUCATION
ADVANCED CURRICULUM
STUDIES*

3. SCIENCE EDUCATION

HEA LTH EDUCATION

AECS503

6

AECS504

6

AECS503

6

AECS504

6

SCIENCE K T O 6

AECS505

6

AECS605

6

AECS505

6

AECS605

6

SOCIAL STUDIES

AECS500

6

AECS507

6

AECS506

6

AECS507

6

4 . A RTS EDUCATION

INTEG RATE D ARTS

AECA501

6

AECA502

6

AECA501

6

AfCA502

6

MUSIC EDUCATION

AECA503

6

AECA504

6

AECA503

6

AECA504

6

VISUAL ARTS

AECA505

6

AECA605

6

AECA505

6

AECA605

T OTAL CR EDIT POINTS

12

12

12

• stuuents mus t und ertake fou r course un its, with a maximum of two selected from any one area ( 1-4).

6
12

~

BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY) I DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
GEJ\IERAL STUDJES

"'tl

::0

~

STAGE

)>

2

3

4

5

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

UNtTNO

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

ASIAN STUDIES

AEGS161

AEGS162

AEGS261

AEGS262

AEGS361

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

AEGS141

AEGS142

AEGS241

AEGS242

AEGS341

HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES

AEGS151

AEGS251

AEGS351

AEGS451

AEGS551

LITERATURE & SOCIETY

AEGS111

AEGS112

AEGS211

AEGS212

AEGS311

. MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY

AEGS121

AEGS122

A.EGS221

AEGS222

AEGS321

MUSIC STUDIES

AAGS131

AAGS132

AAGS231

AAGS232

AAGS331

VISUAL ARTS

AAGS101

AAGS102

AAGS201

AAGS202

AAGS301

COURSE UNIT*

::0

-<

n
0

c

::0

(/)

m

(/)

*In a give!) year some of these units may not be offered if there is insufficient student demand.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY)/DIPLOMA IN
TEACHING (PRIMARY)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AAGS101 VISUAL AH

I~

I

Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit will introduce students to basic concepts used in the historical,
sociological and aesthetic examination of the visual arts. Studies will include a
survey of visual art forms from ancient civilizations to the present day, and examination of issues concerning the "creative process", basic aesthetics and design,
and related practical experiences.

AAGS102 VISUAL ARTS II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit will extend the basic consideration of general aesthetics and design to the specific art forms of painting, ceramics and textiles. An investigation
of materials and processes together with the analysis of contemporary values
will establish design criteria. Theoretical knowledge will combine with practical
skills in the development of competence in each expressive area.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAGS131 MUSIC STUDIES I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite': Nil

This course unit is the first of a series and establishes students in the mode of
study they will follow and will give an initial impression of what being a musician
means. The unit will: establish students in either an "individual practical strand"
or "individual musicology strand" as a major strand of study; introduce historical
studies in music from a conceptual view of rhythm, melody and texture in music;
establish musicianship through ensemble experience.
TEXTBOOKS

Mankin, L.B., Weiman, M.C. and Owen, A.M. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt,
Rinehart, Winston, New York, 1979.
Politoski, D.T. Music. Prentice-Hall, New York, 1974.

AAGS132 MUSIC STUDIES II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre·Requisite: Nil

This course unit is one of an on-going series designed to give the student further
opportunity to develop individual practical skills, an understanding of form and
media in music, and to provide opportunities for communication through ensemble
experiences. The unit aims to: develop expertise in the student's major strand of
study; provide students with the opportunity to study the historv,of music from
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the conceptual view of musical form and the media of music; develop musicianship in students through ensemble experience, listening, analysis and score reading.
TEXTBOOKS

Politoski, D.T. Music. Prentice-Hall , New Jersey, 1974.
Mankin, LB., Weiman, M.C. and Owen, A.M. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt,
Rinehart, Winston, 1979.

AAGS201 VISUAL ARTS Ill
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS101 or AAGS102
Co-Requisite: AAGS101
Thi~ course unit will further develop the aesthetic base and design elements
established in Visual Arts I and extended in Visual Arts II by specific investigation of their application to further areas of Visual Arts, viz., sculpture, woodcraft
and qeramics. These areas will provide scope for detailed historical and sociological
analysis of the Visual Arts, and provide opportunity for expression of those design theories and material technologies which are reinforced by this unit.

TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAGS202 VISUAL ARTS IV
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS101 and AAGS102 or AAGS201
Co-Requisite: AAGS102

Students will begin the development of a personal area of study conducted both
theoretically and practically at an intensive level in one of the six visual arts
areas already experienced, viz., sculpture, woodcraft, painting, textiles, jewellery,
or ceramics. Opportunity will be given to display proficiency in relating design
skills, theoretical knowledge and personal competency in practical expression
within the chosen area.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAGS231 MUSIC STUDIES Ill
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS132

This unit is the third of a series of five designed to give the student further opportunity to develop practical and research skills through individual and ensemble
practical experience and history-<>riented assignment work. The unit aims to:
develop expertise in the student's major strand of study, provide students with
the opportunity to study history of music from a conceptual view of the concerts
and of stage works (opera and other music theatre). and to develop musicianship
through ensemble experience, listening, analysis and score reading.
TEXTBOOKS

Mankin, LB., Weiman, M.C., and Owen, A.M. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt,
Rinehart, Winston, New York, 1979.
Politoski, D.T.Music. Prentice-Hall, NewJersey,1974.
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AAGS232 MUSIC STUDIES IV
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS231
In this course unit the premise t hat students of music should be both practically
and academically proficient will again be valid. Thus students will have the
opportunities to further develop expertise in their chosen practical or research
strand of individual study and will gain on-going experience in musical communication through ensemble experience, listening, analysis and score-reading. The
unit will also provide students with the opportunity to study the history of song,
programme music and music of the recent past, from a conceptual standpoint.

TEXTBOOKS
Mankin, L.B., Weiman, M.C., and Owen, A.M. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt,
Rinehart, Winston, New York, 1979.
Politoski, D.T. Music. Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1974.

AAGS301 VISUAL ARTS V
Session One; 12 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisites: AAGS102 and AAGS201 or AAGS202
Co-Requisites: AAGS201
This course unit will fully extend the student in aesthetic considerations, design
skills, theoretical knowledge and the development of competence in expression
through the area selected in Visual Arts IV. Intensive study will be made of the
sociological implications of the chosen area in relation to contemporary and
historical issues, leading to a dissertation linking this knowledge with design
criteria; and practical expression within this area.

AAGS331 MUSIC STUDIES V
Session One; 12 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS232
In this final course unit in the series, the premise that student should be both
practically and academically proficient will again be valid. With a greater portion
of the student's total programme given over to this study, the student will be
expected to assume high responsibility for preparing his individual practical
recital or research project within the half-year time span and for individually
following up historical information in some specialised areas chosen by the
lecturer. Opportunities for communication through ensemble experiences will
continue and it is envisaged that opportunities for developing conducting skills
will be provided for students in this session.

TEXTBOOK
Politoski, D.T. Music. Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1974.
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AECA101 THE ARTS IN EDUCATION I
Session One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit serves to introduce the student to the concept of links between
the arts being forged into a unified experience through a singular, immediate
"happening". From this will flow a presentation of foundations in the arts and
critical definitions from which will develop the subsequent courses in this component of the arts in education. There will be some spacial focus upon the per·
forming arts in this session.
Content will include:
Happening: A Gestalt approach using an introductory structured situation to give
students experience in expression involving limited skills and highlighting the
possibilities of alliances and commonalities between traditional areas in the arts.
Scope of the visual and performing arts as functions of society: The arts and man,
the arts and the child.
Communications through the arts: Introducing students to arts media, to challenge
their capacities, the concept of notation in the arts, for example, music notation,
labanotation and kinetography.
Elements and principles of design and form both in the visual arts and in the
evolution of the performing arts.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA102 THE ARTS IN EDUCATION II
Session Two; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit introduces a child-developmental stage approach which under·
lies this and the two subsequent course units. The outlook, capacities and developmental values of young children from around 5 to 7 years of age and the framework for consideration of teaching content, approaches · and skills and some
further focus upon the performing arts.
·
Content will include:
Establishing awareness in the young child of his vocal and motional capacities
and refined motor skills through the use of vocal sound, percussion, simple
dramatics, images, and modelling with plastic materials.
Establishing sensitivity in the young child to the varying qualities of sound,
movement and pictorial expression.
Establishing the skills of relating to another person or group through dramatic
expression, musical solos and ensembles, dance, drama and crafts.
Formulation of imaginative ideas to provide a framework for early play building
and dance drama with some focus on musical stimuli.
Development of classroom skills on tuned and untuned percussion and on either
piano, recorder or guitar.
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Formulation of strategies for the teaching of relevant skills.
TEXTBOOKS

No prescribed textbook.

AECA201 T HE ARTS IN EDUCATION Ill
Session One; 3 .credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECA101 or AECA102
Co-Requisite: AECA 101

This course unit continues the developmental-stage framework of study of the
arts in education. The emergence of ability in "operational thinking" from about
7 to 8 years of age, and the physical/psychomotor capacities apparent up to
around 9 years of age, are the background of the child's developmental range
from a consideration of teaching content, approaches and skills with some spepial
focus upon the visual arts.
Content will include:
Approaches for the implementation of introductory experiences in harmony and
the extension of vocal involvement for children.
The use of crowd play building as a vehicle for group creation with a view to
developing absorbed dramatic action.
Development of the skills of improvization using tuned percussion, movement
patterns in the kinesphere and dramatic spontaneity.
Strategies for the development of children's individual creative expression and
group creative awareness.
Establishing the concepts of form in its simple elements related to the individual
and the group.
Establishing skills in music, drama, dance, art and craft leading to individual
and group sensitivity and awareness and increasing refinement of qualitative
expression.
TEXTBOOKS

No prescribed textbook.

AECA202 THE ARTS IN EDUCATION IV
Session Two;3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECA101 & either AECA102 or AECA201
Co-Requisite: AECA102

This course unit completes the developmental-stage framework of study of the
arts in education. · The developmental characterisitcs and capacities of children
aged around late 9 to 12 years form the background for consideration of teaching content, approaches and skills with some further focus on the visual arts.
Content will include:
The enrichment and refinement of the skills of dance, drama, ensemble music
production and resources for vocal repertoire, including reference to myth,
legend and cultural and cross-cultural aspects.
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Examination of the historical background and current philosophies in the visual
arts.
Further specific consideration of melodic and harmonic experience in diatonic
modes, instrumental proficiency, and devices in creative use of tuned percussion.
Strategies for encouraging children's appreciation of the visual arts.
Appreciation of design through practical involvement in painting, sculpture and
textiles.
Introduction of feature programmes t o provide opportunities for the development
of concepts in mine, dance, drama, music, poetry and the visual arts in synthesis.
TEXTBOOKS

No prescribed textbook.

AECA301 THE ARTS IN EDUCATION ,V
Session One,· 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECA 102 and either AECA201 or AECA202
Co-Requisite: AECA201

This course unit follows a completed developmental stage framework of study of
the arts in education, from the years of pre-operational stages, to the post-operat·
ional period around 12 years of age. The student, from his experience of arts
media and their associated skills, and from a view of strength and interest will
choosa to extend solely in either the visual arts or the performing arts area. As
well as the development of this strength and interest, the emergence of the
student's autonomy and self-direction in the arts will be stressed both as a balance
to tha variety of experiences in courses so far, and as a means of continuing future
personal education of the student in the area of the arts.

AECA302 THE ARTS IN EDUCATION VI
Session Two; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Prrt-Requisite: AECA201 and either AECA202 or AECA301
Co-Requisite: ·AECA202, AEED305

This course unit is a culmination for the student, promoting a synthesis of his
experience and understandings from the previous five course units in the Arts.
It is a further clarification of his self·lmage in the area of arts in education experienced within a framewor-k of sustained contact with children and will in·
elude programming, teaching strategies, evaluation and co-ordination of the Arts
in the classroom .
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA501 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
THE ARTS IN EDUCATION
Session One,· 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401

This unit is designed to equip the student/teacher to assert leadership in the prep·
aration, implementation and evaluation of school curricula in the arts.
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Content will include:
Approaches to advanced curriculum in the arts
A survey of aims and objectives in the arts.
Formulating programmes of work designed to give effect to these aims.
Consolidating a knowledge of teachi ng. st rategies connected with the above.
Implementing and evaluating these programmes.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA502 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR THE
INTEGRATED ARTS
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEED401

The approach will be school-based. Building upon an awareness of the skills
necessary for integrated approaches to teaching the arts, the opportunity is
offered to students to expand such approaches in order to plan, implement and
evaluate school-based programmes showing the development of the child's learning experiences from kindergarten to sixth grade as a continuum.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA503 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
A PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit points (External)

This is one of the two course units which follows on from a series of six sessions
in The Arts in Education highlighting integrative approaches. This unit provides
opportunity for those who desire to specialise in Primary school music education,
to research advanced curriculum design, to survey the significant philosophical
approaches, personal teaching strategies and programmes.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA504 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Co-Requisite: AEED401

This is the second of two course units designed for those who desire to specialise
in music education in the primary school. It is based on the significant current
philosophies in music education and provides for those who may offer leadership in this area in a school to develop and expound their personal philosophy,
to research the potential development of a school based ·curriculum and music
programmes, and to prepare a basic structure of a school-based curriculum with
appropriate examples of programme material.
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TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA505 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
VISUAL ARTS I
Session One; 6 credit pointl (Exteme/)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEED401 .

This course unit will build on the work of the first six sessions in the Arts in
Education which placed strong emphasis on the integrative aspects of the arts.
This unit will enable the student to concentrate on practical involvement in a
chosen area of curriculum development in the visual arts through planning and
implementation at the class level.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECA605 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
VISUAL ARTS II
Session Two; 6 credit pointl (External)
Pre-Requisite: AECA505

This course unit will build on the work done in course unit CA505 by widening
the view of curriculum development in the visual arts to cover the K-6 continuum.
It will also afford further opportunity to develop skills and concepts in the
selected area of the visual arts through planning and implementation.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECL101 LANGUAGE EDUCATION I
Session One; 3 credit pointl (2 houn per WfiBk)
Pre-Requisite:' Nil

Most children enter school with an extensive working knowledge of their native
language which forms the basis for the development of language skills in the
school years. Language development in the context of formal schooling should
provide real and meaningful opportunities to use language in a variety of ways.
Consequently, this course unit aims at developing a knowledge of language
which will assist in organising language learning experiences in the classroom.
Particular emphasis will be given to the specific ways in which the child's language
may be stimulated and enriched through positively guided drama opportunities.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AECL102 LANGUAGE EDUCATION II
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Une ot the most important aspects of the pre-service education of teachers is
their training as teachers in literacy. This course unit is designed to develop
some of those skills. Literacy will be discussed in the general context of communication, and it will be assumed that the acquisition of literacy is a process parallel
to initial language acquisition.
Although a necessary outcome of the studies undertaken in this course unit is the
development of an approach to teaching literacy, it is hoped that, rather than
merely learning a series of specific teaching procedures, students will develop an
understanding of the nature of literacy which will guide them in choosing effect·
ive techniques and appropriate resources for the teaching of reading and writing
skills.
TEXTBOOKS

Cramer, R.L. Children's Writing and Language Growth. Charles E. Merrill, Col·
umbus, Ohio, 1981.
Hall, M. Teaching Reading As A Language Experience. Charles E. Merril, Columbus, Ohio, 1978.

AECL201 LANGUAGE EDUCATION Ill
Session One;3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL101 or AECL102
Co-Requisite: AECL 101

This course unit deals with ways in which the basic literacy skills can be extended
and developed. Since becoming literate is not an end in itself, children's needs and
purposes in using language will be examined. This will lead to a critical consider·
ation of approaches to teaching the skills of locating and using information.
Approaches to the teaching of written composition will also be discussed.
In order that they might be able to plan effective programmes for the teaching of
language, students will be made aware of a range of organizational plans for
language teaching in the primary school, and will be introduced to selected procedures for the evaluation of children's reading and writing.
TEXTBOOKS

Cramer, R.L. Children's Writing and Language Growtll. Charles E. Merrill, Columbus, Ohio, 1978.
Hall, M. Teaching Reading As A Language Experience. Charles · E. Merrill, Columbus, Ohio, 1981.

AECL202 LANGUAGE EDUCATION IV
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL101
Co-Requisite: AECL 102

It is very important that potential teachers should gain an understanding of the
multicultural nature of our society and of the educational consequences of cult·
ural differences. They should also become aware of the relationship between first
and second language acquisition and of the range of factors affecting learning
English as a second language. Finally, they should gain a knowledge of an effective approach to teaching English as a second language in order to meet the needs
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of non-English speaking pupils. This course unit is designed to develop the knowledge and skills necessary to achieve the above objectives. It will build on knowlege of language acquired in earlier units and may lead to the practical application
of the principles of E.S.L. education in the practical teaching component of the
final semester's studies.
TEXTBOOKS

Lippmann, L. The Aim is Understanding. 2nd E:d. Australia and New Zealand
Book Company, Sydney, 1977.
Saville-Troike, M. Foundations For Teaching English As A Second Language:
Theory and Method For Multicultural Education. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1976

AECL301 LANGUAGE EDUCATION V
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL 101
Co-Requisite: AECL202, AEED305

In this unit the students' knowledge and evaluation procedures and teaching
techniques appropriate to the development of the skills of literacy will be further
extended. They will be required to put these procedures and techniques into
practice in the practical teaching component of the unit. Planning programmes
of work to meet the needs of a specific group of children will be an important
part of this unit.
TEXTBOOK

Sloan, P. and Latham, R. Teaching Reading Is..• 2nd ed. Thomas Nelson, Melbourne, 1981.

AECL501 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401

This course unit is baS';ld on the assumption that autonomous teachers should
be able to distinguish between productive and non-productive language learning
activities for use in their classrooms. In order to _do this they must gain a clear
understanding of what language is, how it is learnt, and how it is produced and
understood. These topics will, therefore. be of basic interest in this unit. Students
will also be expected to show an ability to apply this knowledge to practk.al
evaluation and teaching exercises.
TEXTBOOKS

Brown, H.D. Principles of Language Learning and Teaching. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1980.
Goodman, Y. and Burke, C. Reading Strategies: Focus on Comprehension. Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1980.
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AECL502 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
PFP-RPqllifitf!. AE E D401

The attitude to the teaching of language reflected in the earlier course units is
one which places the reading of worthwhile works of children's literature at the
centre of the language education programme. Consequently it is very important
that teachers understand the value of presenting children with literature that will
help them to develop their understanding of life.
Special studies will be carried out in the areas of traditional literature, the picture
book and contemporary literature in the realms of fantasy and realism with a
view to giving students insights into the value of literature.

TEXTBOOK
Huck, C. Childrens Literature in the Elementary School. (3rd ed. Updated).
· Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1979.

AECM101 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION I
Session One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit has been designed to make the student thoroughly conversant
with the elementary mathematics of the primary school. Students will become
familiar with the vocabulary of primary school mathematics; develop a deeper
understanding of the basic concepts of mathematics; acquire computational
skills using a variety of algorisms; perceive the need for positive attitudes towards
mathematics.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AECM102 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION II
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit is an extension of the discipline study commenced in unit CM1 01.
It has been designed to enable the student to become familiar with the order of
presentation of primary school mathematics and the sequential structure of the
mathematics studies in the previous unit. It will provide the basis for planning
teaching strategies and programming which will be studied in greater depth in
succeeding course units.
On completion of . this unit students will be able to place in sequential order
the teaching steps for any section of elementary mathematics and perceive the
need for such sequencing.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.
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AECM201 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION Ill
S8S8ion One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECM101 or AECM102
Co-Requisite: AECM101

Successful teaching requires familiarity with more than one way of presenting
an idea to a learner and indeed different strategies may be required to present
the same idea to differen.t learners. The aim of this course unit is to show how
different teaching strategies may be utilised in teaching mathematics.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECM202 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION IV
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECM1 01
Co-Requisite: AECM102

Students have studied various learning theories in other course units. This course
unit will relate these theories specifically to the teaching of mathematics. On
completion of this course unit students will understand the process of learning
mathematics and be able to select appropriate teaching strategies in the light
of the theoretical study of learning.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECM301 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION V
S888ion Two,· 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECM201
Co-Requisite: AEED305, AECM202

This course unit involves an integration of mathematics education with the
practical teaching compon.e nt. The emphasis is placed on teaching the individual
child and on methods of catering for individual differences.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECM501 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
MATHEMATICS & EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit is designed to introduce the student to the various aspects of
teaching children who have been classified as exceptional in mathematics. These
children include the gifted child, the slow learner and the child in need of remediation.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AECM502 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
THE MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM
Session Two; 6 credit points (Exteme/)
Pm-Requi&itrJ: /\ECD401

This course unit has been designed to build on the theoretical study of curriculum
in AEE 0401 by examining the application of this work to mathematics curriculum
development. Increasing responsibility is being given to teachers for the develop·
ment of school based curricula in all areas. It is particularly important in mathe·
matics because of the controversy surrounding numeracy and the "back to basics"
movement.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS101 THE SCIENCES AND THE PRIMARY SCHOOL
SeSsion One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit will develop the theme that there exists a common purpose in
the physical and health education, science and social studies curricula in the
primary school. The structure of science will be examined in detail, and the
commonalities of the sciences, particularly with regard to methodology, will be
identified. Special emphasis will be placed upon the role of each curriculum in
cognitive, affective and psychomotor development. The course unit aims to
establish a clear understanding of the role of the sciences in primary education.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AECS1021NVESTIGATING THE CHILD'S WELL-BEING
Session Two; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

The role of the school in favourably influencing the development of sensible
health habits and practices will be dealt with in this course unit.
·
An examination will be made of topics such as: the nature of good health; health
status; motor fitness in health and fitness; physical fitness and activity. A study
of the design and implementation of lessons in the area of physical and health
education appropriate to the primary school together with a variety of teaching
strategies aiming specifically at behaviour modification will be undertaken.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS201 INVESTIGATING THE CHILD'S ENVIRONMENT
Session One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECS101 or AECS102
Co-Requisite: AEED203, AECS101

This course unit is concerned with the role in science education of an exploration
of natural phenomena in the child's world. The main aim is to develop in all
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students a basic competence in the teaching of the natural sciences in the K-6
curriculum. Representative studies of content, methods, and materials will be
undertaken. Since emphasis will be placed on a synthesis of subject matter and
investigation strategies, this course unit will rely heavily on the teaching of
inquiry techniques presented simultaneously in AEED203.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS2021NVESTIGATING HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND
DEVELOPING MAJOR PLANNING STRATEGIES
Session Two; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECS101
Co-Requisite: AEED204

In this course unit students will study:
Values education in the sciences; the nature of values; value commitment and
value neutrality; major approaches to values education-inculcation, analysis,
moral reasoning, clarification.
Current issues; social issues as controversy; teaching social issues in the primary
school.
Dramatic play, games and simulations. Using and evaluating simulation games.
Special programmes, e.g. The controversy about M.A.C.O.S. Planning in the
sciences. The unit as the basic planning strategy. Writing objectives, selecting
learning activities and context, evaluating.
Curriculum implementation: Planning a school-based curriculum in social studies.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS301 HEAL Tt:t SCIENCE SPECIALISATION
Session One; 3 .credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECS201 or AECS202
Co-Requisite: AECS201

There are a number of program and curriculum approaches available for selection
by the teacher when establishing the health education program for a particular
class. Whichever design is chosen there will be essential areas of learning which
will be common to all programs. Although the specific nature of these areas will
differ from school to school, there would be commonalities in each school situation. For this reason it is essential that each of these common areas be reviewed.
Such is the nature of this course, to examine these common areas so that the
effectiveness of their planning and presentation may be maximised.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AECS302 NATURAL SCIENCE SPECIALISATION
Session One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: AECS201 or AECS202
Co-Requisite: AECS201

The main aim of this course unit is to give students with a special interest in the
teaching of the natural sciences an opportunity to extend their competence.
In the first segment, there will be an examination of science curriculum documents,
commercial materials, and resources for environmental education .
Fitting science into school-based curricula and programming considerations will
be followed by student seminars on integrated science units.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS303 SCIENCE OF HUMAN MOVEMENT SPECIALISATION
Session One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: AECS201 or AECS202
Co-Requisite: AECS201

Students will have the opportunity to further study the major components of
physical education in the primary school. Emphasis will focus on the development of school based curricula in dance, games and gymnastics: To this purpose
a thorough examination of the N.S.W. physical education curriculum and various
alternative curricula will be undertaken. Further emphasis will be placed upon
the development of recreational aspects of the physical education programme.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AECS304 SOCIAL SCIENCE SPECIALISATION
Session One; 3 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: AECS201 or AECS202
Co-Requisite: AECS201

Social studies is a multidisciplinary study which derives its content and method·
ology from the social science disciplines. The fundamental ideas of several of
these disciplines are introduced and related to social phenomena· which would be
relel(ant to studies in the primary school. Such phenomena may include the
causes and resolution of conflict in society, the investigation of societal aspir·
ations etc.
TEXTBOOK

Bunks, J.A. Teaching Strategies for the Social Studies. Addison-Wesley. Reading,
1973.
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AECS311 INTEGRATING THE SCIENCES
Session Two; 3 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECS201, AECS202
Co-Requisite: AEED305
.
This course unit represents an attempt to synthesise the understandings students
have gained in earlier course units. Students should come to realise that the various branches of science can all provide insights which can be applied to personal,
social and environmental ·problems. In this course unit, a major concept will be
selected, and students will be required to develop a multi-disciplinary unit based
on this concept. The unit should be designed to suit the needs of the class to
which the student is assigned for the Teaching Theory and Practice programme.
Data relating to the concept will be provided by lecturers in social science, science,
health and physical education. In workshop sessions, and in the schools, lecturers
and teachers will assist students to develop their programmes.
In the second part of this course unit, students will develop a unit based more
specifically on one of the branches of science. This will be a teaching unit, which
will distinguish it from the resource units written in earlier course units in Education in the Sciences.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AECS501 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
PHYSICAL EDUCATION I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEED401
This unit has been designed to develop an understanding of curriculum development in the field of physical education. The nature of physical education will be
examined in reference to an understanding of a need for a K to 6 programme.
The major area of study will include determining a philosophy of physical education, setting of behavioural objectives, developing a K to 6 scope and sequence
schedule and determining methods of evaluation.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AECS502 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
PHYSICAL EDUCATION II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEED401
This course will investigate the nature of skilled performance, and theories of
motor behaviour in skill acquisition. This investigation of the psychomotor
domain will include motor learning (acquisition of skill), physical fitness development, the development of scope and sequence schedules as well as programme
construction and evaluation.
·

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.
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AECS503 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIESIMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION PROCESSES
IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit points (External)

The curriculum process in health education is dependent upon thorough planning,
efficient implementation and constructive evaluation. This unit is designed to
acquaint the student with the knowledge and skills necessary to perform the
implementation and evaluation tasks with competence. The course unit will
comprise a theoretical and practical component highlighting concepts such as
implementation policies and procedures; resource unit construction; evaluation
foundations, strategies, instruments and procedures; decision making processes
and administration considerations.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AECS504 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
CURRICULUM PLANNING IN HEALTH
EDUCATION FORK- 6
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)

The promotion of health education in the infants/primary school situation
requires the integration of content and methodology into a cohesive functional
curriculum. Curriculum development is an essential component of effective health
education. This course unit is designed to assist the student in developing the
knowledge and in demonstrating the skills necessary for K-6 curriculum planning
in health education.
Course unit content will include departmental policy, current status and trends,
philosophical viewpoints, curriculum examples and also concepts relating to needs
and interests analysis, determination of scope and sequence patterns, criteria for
selection of content/learning experiences and administration considerations.
The unit will comprise a theoretical and a practical component.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AECS505 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:·
SCIENCE K- 6- SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Co·Requisite: AEED401

The current primary school science policy statement is strongly oriented towards
skill development. Primary school teachers should be able to incorporate skill
development in their science programmes.
This course unit examines in detail the current primary science policy statement
and support documents, and considers skills development in the context of both
commercial and unpublished programmes. To promote the necessary changes in
teaching behaviour the students will be required to conduct skills diagnosis,
development and evaluation exercises.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AECS506 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Co-Requisite:

AEED401

This course unit focuses on professional issues which are of continuing concern
to teachers. These areas of concern include the development of school-based
curricula, values education and teach ing controversial issues. Students are required
to undertake several individ ual research projects.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook .

AECS507 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
THE AUSTRALIAN HERITAGE
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Co-Requisite: AEED401

This unit has its origin in the strongly emerging public awareness of Australia's
heritage, and concern for the preservation of the National Estate. Three strands
make up the unit. The first strand is concerned with developing knowledge of
the nature of "heritage", and with the study of specific examples of Australia's
heritage. In the second strand knowledge of Australia's heritage is related to
curriculum aims, appropriate teaching procedures are identified, and available
resources explored. The concern of the final strand is blending the previous two
elements into a teaching/learning unit.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
PRELIMINARY READING

The range of reading suitable for preparation for this unit is vast, and students
are encouraged to sample it liberally . The following works are examples.
Australian Council of National Trusts.
Historic Buildings of Australia. Stanmore (N.S.W.), Cassell, 1977.
Historic Homesteads of Australia (2 vols.l . Stanmore (N.S.W.). Cassell,

1976.
Historic Houses of Australia. Stanmore (N.S.W.), Cassell, 1975.
Historic Places of Australia (2 vols.). Stanmore (N.S.W.), Cassell, 1979.
Historic Public Buildings of Australia, Stanmore (N.S.W .), Cassell, 1975.

AECS605 ADVANCED CURRICULUM STUDIES:
SCIENCE K-6- SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AECS505

This course unit builds upon the student's understanding and practical teaching
expertise in the development of basic skills in primary ·School science gained in
the course unit AECS505.
Emphasis will be placed upon the more complex skills and upon the planning of
skills based learning programmes.
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To augment the continued expansion of teaching expertise in skill development,
students will be required to conduct and report upon practical class room tasks.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed tllxtbook.

AEED101 LEARNING AND THE LEARNER
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Fundamentally education is about learners learning. A knowledge of the nature
of learners and of learning is an essential foundation for the potential teacher.
This basic theme of learners learning is an integrative one linking the subsequent
course units.
In order to present a very broad v·iew of the nature of learning, and learners
tha topic will be viewed in turn from the point of view of the psychologist, the
philosopher, the sociologist, the anthropologist and the historian, each of whom
will bring to bear insights derived from these various disciplines.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEED102 THE LEARNER: EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
. Pre-Requisite: Nil

Prospective professional educators will operate primarily within institutionalised
learning environments. They will need to understand the nature and purpose of
such planned environments and their effects upon learners and their learning,
and ways in which these environments contribute to social change. As well,
students will need to be aware of the possible directions in which institutionalised
education may move in the future.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEED103 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
BASIC SKILLS
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

The focus of this course unit will be on those basic teacher behaviours which
characterise all forinal teaching situations, developing for the student knowledge
and understanding of, and competence in, basic skills of teaching. The performance experience will be controlled and will include specific task-achievement
objectives.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.
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AEED104 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
TEACHER-CENTRED STRATEGIES
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this unit emphasis will be placed on the development and practice of broader
teaching strategies and management skills in whole-class situations. There will be
a development, through the unit, from tear.her-centred to more interactive teach·
ing situations.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEED1081NTERSEMESTER TEACHING PRACTICE I
Three weeks duration; Nil credit points
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The block practice, at this time, provides a type of learning experience which is
a culmination of the preceding work, but in a new situation. The controlled micro
teaching situation used to develop competency in basic skills, will be gradually
relaxed in the first block practice teaching experience, where the transition to
whole class teaching is attempted.

AEED201 LEARNING TO THINK:
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEARNER
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED101 or AEED102
Co-Requisite: AEED101
Cognitive goals are widely accepted as having an important place in schooling.
In this unit the~e will be an examination of a number of approaches to understanding how cognitive processes function in the learner, including cognitive
systems and development, the relationship between language and thinking, and
concepts involving measurement and test intelligence.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEED202 LEARNERS AND LEARNING IN THE
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED101 or AEED102
Co-Requisite: AEED102
Following the general introduction to education studies in semesters one and
two, and the emphasis on individual cognitive development in semester three,
this unit focuses on sociological and socio-psychological aspects of education and
the school. The unit is intended to heighten awareness ·and increase understanding of education as a social. institution, its context and related processes. Such
awareness and understanding, important in themselves for the student of education, will provide broader foundations for subsequent units on exceptionality and
curriculum.
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TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEED203 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
· PIIPIL CENTRED STRATEGIES
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEE0108, AEED103 or AEED104
Co-Requisite: AEED1 03
This unit seeks to expand the students' teaching competence through an exploration of pupil<entred teaching procedures, situations and experiences. Emphasis
will be placed upon group and individual enquiry and creativity.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEED204 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
ORGANISATION STRATEGIES
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED105, AEED103 or AEED104
Co-Requisite: AEED1 04
The intention is this unit is to build on the experience of small. group work and
simply structured whole class activities, so that the students' experiences now
become more complex, particularly in organisation.
Emphasis will be placed upon thematic work and outdoor activities.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

AEED208 INTERSEMESTER TEACHING PRACTICE 2
Nil credit points; 3 weeks duration
Pre-Requisite: AEED108
The second block practice provides an experience for the students to practise and
further develop the strategies studied in Teaching Theory and Practice II and
Teaching Theory and Practice Ill. The ongoing daily contact with children and
teachers provides a setting which encourages conceptualisation' of a blend of
curriculum studies, selection of strategies, and individual teaching style.

AEED301 LEARNERS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED201 or AEED202
Co-Requisite: AEED202
An examination of children and adolescents with special needs especially the
mildly handicapped being integrated into regular schools and classrooms.
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TEXTBOOK
Hallahan, D. and Kauffman, J. Exceptional Children, 2nd ed., Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1981.

AEED302 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
Session One;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED201 or AEED202
Co-Requisite: AEED201
The progressive transfer of curriculum decision making from central bodies to
regions and schools has required school personnel to interpret, plan, implement
and evaluate curricula in the distinctive environment of each school. This course
unit will introduce students to the field of curriculum and the various educational
antecedents which relate to curriculum design. The basic tasks of curriculum
development and evaluation will be examined and implemented through a schoolbased curriculum project.

TEXTBOOK
Marsh, C. Curriculum Process in the Primary School. Sydney, Ian Novak, 1980.

AEED303 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
SUPPORT SKILLS
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED203 or AEED204 and AEED208
Co-Requisite: AEED203
The focus for this course unit is on a study of complex planning procedures and
decision making directly applied to programming, instructional materials, classroom technology, class and school organisation, and evaluation.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.

AEED304 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE:
PROFESSIONAL AND ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED203 or AEED204 and AEED208
Co-Requisite: AEED204
This course unit complements the continuous practice students experience in
the sixth semester of their course. The major professional and ethical considerations include: the teacher in government and private schools; the law and the.
teacher; the teacher and his profession; the teacher and the community.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.

AEED300 INTERNSHIP TEACHING PRACTICE
Session Two; 6 credit points
Pre-Requisite: AEED208
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This final practice session is designed as an internship that approximates the work
of a full -time teacher. Implicit in this final practice experience are these features:
(i)

It is an extended peri od of placement in the school with student responsibility for the teaching of the children, but with a lesser contact time with
the children than th at of a qualified teacher. Support for that responsibility is provided .

Iii)

It provides regular contact with the Institute where all curriculum strands
complement and service the internship.

AEED401 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
ADVANCED CURRICULUM
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit will explore the political, sociological, psychological and philosophical
assumptions which underpin curricula design, implementation and evaluation.
Conceptual frameworks which guide the development of learning experiences
at the school level will be examined. Curriculum change and innovation will be
discussed as well as the related leadership roles and tasks required for the development and evaluation of curriculum.

TEXTBOOKS
Hunkins, F.P. Curriculum Development: Program Improvement. Charles Merrill,
Columbus, 1980.
Lawton, D. et al. Theory and Practice of Curriculum Studies. London, Routledge
and Kegan Paul, 1978.

PRELIMINARY READING
Marsh , C. Curriculum Process in the Primary School. Sydney, Ian Novak, 1980.

AEED4021SSUES IN EDUCATION
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
A critical examination of selected current issues in Australian education especially
those issues reflecting change within the society.

TEXTBOOK
D'Urso, S. and Smith, R.A . Changes, Issues and Prospects in Australian Education.
2nd edition, University of Old. Press, St. Lucia, 1981.

AEED501 HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401 or AEED402
It is important for teachers to realise that there is much to be gained from a study
of the past. Through this course unit, students will: examine the establishment
and development of state education in Australia and the changing roles of Church
and State; examine the traditions, character, purposes, problems and extent of
the educational effort of the non-government schools; gain an appreciation of
the scope and purposes of adult education in Australia; review teaching as an
occupation ; utilise the understandings gained in the research project selected for
study in History of Australian Education II , AEED601 .
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TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEED503 RESEARCH IN CLASSROOMS I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401 or AEED402
The recent upsurge in cl.assroom-based research has provided valuable insights
for education, a wealth of information about functioning school situations and
a variety of tools for describing, analysing and modifying teacher behaviour.
This course unit seeks to fam il iarise students with a wide cross-section of classroom research.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEED505 LEARNING DISABILITIES I
Session One;6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401 or AEED402
A critical evaluation of the problems related to the identification, assessment
and teaching of children and adolescents with learning disabilities.

TEXTBOOK
Mercer, C .D. Children and Adolescents with Learning Disabilities. Charles E.
Merrill, Columbus, Ohio, 1979.

AEED508 COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED401 or AEED402
This course unit is designed to introduce students to the nature and background
of computer ·assisted instruction. Students will learn how to design, test and
evaluate educational courseware and will develop skills in designing computer
assisted instruction lessons. Experience will be gained in evaluating the increas·
ing range of educational computer technology.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEED601 HISTORY OF AUSTRALIAN EDUCATION II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED501
During this session, students will be involved in a study of the principles and
practices of historiography and their application to a topic of their choice. The
actual area to be researched will emerge from consultations between each individual student and the lecturer. Through this course unit, students will: develop
skills of independent historical research; further their knowledge of a selected
aspect of Australian history; make an original contribution to knowledge in their
selected field through an investigation of primary and secondary source materials;
accept a high level of responsibility for their own independent learning.
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TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

AEED603 RESEARCH IN CLASSROOMS II
Session Two,' 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED503
This unit involves the student in independent reading research. It grows out of
the theoretical overview presented in Research in Classrooms I. Each student
will elect an area of classroom research, make an in-depth , critical appraisal of
the research reports available in that area, and present findings in the form of an
extensive review of the literature .

TEXTBOOK
N.o prescribed textbook.

AEED605 LEARNING DISABILITIES II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED505
A theoretical examination and action research study of one selected aspect of
learning disabilities.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook but students will be expected to read widely, especially
journal articles.

AEED608 COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre·Requisite: AEED508
During this course unit students will be involved in a computer assisted instruction project in their own special area of interest. It is expected that the topics
will be related to the primary school curriculum. Practical work will include
writing and testing an instructional program.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEGS111 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY 1:
THE ISSUES AND GROWING UP, PART 1:
THE FAMILY
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit will begin by providing students with an overview of the issues to be
explored in later units and an introduction to the methods used in such exploration . It will then go on to deal with The Family. As an institution, the family
has undergone considerable pressure and change in contemporary society . A wide
range of literature has been written about the crucial influences of family life
and the changing patterns that are emerging. Through a study of some of this
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material it .is hoped that students will gain valuable insights into contemporary
•social developments.
·
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed·t extbook.

A'E.GSn2U'T.ERAT.URE AND SOCIETY II:
GROWI~G UP, PART II :
•OtliUJBf.IQOO AND ''SOiiiOOLING IN LITERATURE
Session Two; 6 _oredft points (3 'hours per-week)
Pre-Requisite: ' Nil

Our concepts of .childhood and ~h.ooling - a re comparatively recent formulat·
ions. Th_ey .are very much ta-ken ·for granted as pan: of daily life, although their
·.development only cry.stallised instbe late -nineteenth century. Around these two
concepts :a wea~th of imaginativ.e and realistic literature has been written . Through
the . study -of oBome of "this _material students will discuss why and how change
occurs-and how individuals .and society adjust to change.
TEXTBOOK

·No prescribetf textbook.
PRELIMINAR·Y 'READIN-G

Carter, Jan. 'Nothing ·to :Spare. 'Recollections .of Australian Pioneering Women.
Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1'98·1 .
tlane, Terry. As 7he T-wig ·is Bent: .T.he .Childhood Recollections of Sixteen Prom-inent !4ustralil111$. :Dolie Communications, Melbourne, 1·9 7.9 .
'Lass, A.H. and Tasman, ' N;L. (ed.) Going to School: An Anthology of Prose
AboutTelldhrm; and~Students. Mentor, New Yqrk, 1981.
Watson, Pauline. 7'he CrosSing: .An · E11ocation of Adolescence by Australia's
Foremost Writers. Angus and-Robertson, Sydne.y, 1981 .

AEGS121 MA:TH:EMATICS;JN:SOCIETY 1:
IMA!TI:IEMA:TICS AND THE INDIVIDUAL
Session ;one;· B credit p:oints (iJ hours per Week)
'Pre-Requisire: Nil

During his life the individual is .called oJpon"to make many decisions which will
have an ·important impact on his ·future. ln ··this course unit the student will be
ei·ntroduced to the ·mathematical foundations of problems and their solutions.
Tapics .will .include penonal •finance :and .gambling. ·Students . will also be intra·
.duced tn the elements •of comp.u1er,programming.
TEXJ7BOOK

Critchfield, 'D. >Basic -and the Personal Computer. Addison-Wesley, Sydney, 1978 .

..A:EGS122MATHEMArfiCS IN .SOCIETY II:
COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY
Session :fwD; 6 CTfldit points ((J hours per week)
'PTfi-Requisite : 'Nil

This Cl!lUrs.e unit the work >in .BASIC PrQgramming ·commenced in AEGS121.
The social implications of computers, both p-ositive and negative, will be analysed .
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TEXTBOOK
Arbib, M. Computers and the Cybernetic Society. Academic Press, New York,
1977.

AEGS141 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 1:
HUMANS AND NATURE: AN OVERVIEW
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre -Requisite: Nil
In this course unit students will be given a broad introduction to some major
concepts of the interaction between man and his environment. Emphasis will
be placed upon human population growth, the associated escalation in resource
demand and the impact that this has had historically, both globally and in Australia.

TEXTBOOK
Miller, G.T. Living in the Environment. (2nd ed .) Wadsworth, Belmont, Cal., 1979.

AEGS142 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES II:
ECOLOGY AND RESOURCES
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit seeks to provide the knowledge of ecological concepts that is
essenti al for the understanding of complex natural ecosystems, for an appreciat. ion of the impact of man on the biosphere, and for the objective analysis of the
conflicts in resource and environmental management.

TEXTBOOK
Miller, G.T. Living with Environment. (2nd ed.) Wadsworth, Belmont, Cal . 1979.

AEGS151 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Many influences act upon man in the determination of whether or not he participates in deliberate movement activities and in return man's movement involvement has a significant effect upon his total being. This unit will introduce students
to the study of some of those factors which bear upon man in this situation.
Students will identify a group of factors specifically influencing man's physical
performance , undertake laboratory experiences to further examine the factors
identified and participate in practical movement activities to illustrate the functioning of the factors identified.

TEXTBOOK
Johnson , P.B ., Updyke , W.F ., Stolberg, D.C. and Schaeffer, M. Physical Education:
A Problem Solving Approach to Health and Fitness. Holt, Rinehart and
Winston , New York, 1966.
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AEGS161 ASIAN PERSPECTIVES
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite : Nil

This is an introductory course ·designed to provide a systematic and disciplineoriented approach to the study of Asian Studies. The unit is intended to develop
necessary skills and to give a broad understanding of Asian developments. Designed specifically as an overview, the unit is a preparation for all subsequent
work undertaken in Asian Studies.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook .
PRELIMINARY READING

Brissenden, A. and Griffin, J. Modem Asia: Problems and Politics. Jacaranda
Press, Brisbane, 1974.
Welty, P .T. The Asians. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1970.

AEGS162 VILLAGE ASIA
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Because the bulk of Asia's people live in rural areas, some knowledge and understanding of the fabric of village life is necessary for a proper understanding of
Asia. It is therefore intended that in this unit, students will study physical ,
social, economic and religious structures and processes within the village, and
consider the operation and impact of forces of change in this context. The approach will, in consequence, not be confined to that of any particular discipline.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook .

AEGS211 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY Ill :
FAITH AND BELIEF
Session One; fi credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEGS111

It is important for students to gain knowledge of the nature and origins of the
different attitudes and belief~ found in our society.
In this unit students will be asked to give critical consideration to the attitudes
to life presented in selected films and works of literature. Such activity should
help them better understand their own beliefs and those of others .
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AEGS212 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY IV:
DISCRIMINATION
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre·Requitito: /\EGS111
Co-Requisite: AEGS112
This unit deals with the topic of Discrimination, one very much to the fore in
contemporary society. Recent legislation in Australia, such as the N.S.W. AntiDiscrimination Act of 1977, has been framed to eliminate discrimination in such
matters as race, religion, sex and age. Since it is assumed that community att·
itudes towards discrimination can be modified through education, it is appropriate that a course for student teachers should include a General Studies unit
which focuses on this issue. A wide range of literature has been written about
various forms of discrimination. Through a study of some of this material it is
hoped that students will gain useful personal and professional insights.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEGS221 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY Ill:
MATHEMATICS AND POPULATIONS
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS121 or AEGS122
Co-Requisite: AEGS121
This course unit is designed to make students aware of the contribution math. ematics makes to the understanding of phenomena related to the growth and
movement of human populations. Topics will include population statistics, population growth models, genetics and the shape of cities. The development of
computer knowledge will also be extended.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEGS222 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY IV:
MATHEMATICS AND DECISION MAKING
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS121
Co-Requisite: AEGS122
Decision making is an important aspect of the functioning of industry and commerce. Mathematics enables man to develop strategies for making decisions of this
type. The aim of this course unit is to introduce the student, through a selection
of typical problems, to the mathematical techniques associated with decision
making.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.
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AEGS241 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES Ill:
RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS141 or AEGS142
Co-Requisite: AEGS141

Throughout history, man has sought to use the living organisms and non-1 iving
materials of the earth t o satisfy his varied needs and wants. In recent decades,
with the rapid growth in population and resource consumption, his demands
have resulted in increasingly num erous, large~cale and often vexing ecological,
political, economic and social changes and conflicts. Selected topics will be
studied to develop an understanding of man's impact on the biosphere and to
allow for an objective analysis of the conflicts implicit in resource and environ·
mental management.
TEXTBOOKS

Berry, J.L. and Horton, F .E. Urban Environmental Management. Prentice Hall,
New Jersey, 1974.
Miller, G.T. Living in the Environment. (2nd ed.l. Wadsworth, Belmont, Cal.,
1979.

AEGS242 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES IV
RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS142 or AEGS241
Co-Requisite: AEGS142

The purpose of this unit is similar to AEGS241; Resources and Environmental
Management I. Additional topics will be studied to extend the students' know·
ledge and understanding of concepts and practices in resource and environmental
management.
TEXTBOOK

As for AEGS241 Environmental Studies Ill.

AEGS251 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: AEGS151

An examination of factors influencing human movement leads to the identifi·
cation of principles which may be applied in order to modify human movement
capacities.
Without a recognition of such principles any attempt to modify movement cap·
acities can only be by means of trial and error. The principles will be identified
at this stage in order to be applied as understanding increases.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AEGS261 THE FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY:
THE DYNAMICS OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
PrP-RP.f'/lli.~itP.:

AEGS161 . A EGS162

In this course unit, the cultural, economic and social problems facing Asian
nations seeking rapid development are examined. The effects of change on both
agricultural and industrial sectors of Asian economies are considered, and particular attention is focussed on development planning undertaken by Malaysia
and Singapore.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook .

AEGS262 CONTEMPORARY INDONESIA
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS161
Co-Requisite: AEGS162

As political activity is often the outward manifestation of the social, religious
and economic concerns of a developing state, this course aims to provide some
understanding of the political developments in Indonesia since the beginning of
the twentieth century . Initially the emergence of Indonesia as a nation-state will
be reviewed with special emphasis on the main nationalist movements in Indonesia
before Wold War II. The course will then concentrate on developing insights into
the methods of political control employed by the governments of President
. Sukarno and President Suharto. Finally some controversial issues in contemporary Indonesian society will be examined and evaluated.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook .

AEGS311 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY V:
THE WORLD OF BUSINESS, AND SPECIAL STUDY
Session One,· 12 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS111 and AEGS112
Co-Requisite: AEGS211

In this unit students will undertake a study of one final topic, The World of
Business, and then, in the second half of the semester, go on to undertake an
individual Special Study on an approved topic drawn from any of the areas
considered in the Literature and Society units. The Special Study will provide
a culmination to the work done in previous units.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AEGS321 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY V:
MATHEMATICAL THOUGHT
Session One_- 12 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS122 and AEGS221 or AEGS222
Co-Requisite : AEGS221

A study of the development of mathematical thought should take into account
the constraints imposed on it by sociological factors, contributions of individual
mathematicians in response to he needs of their day, and the famous problems
of mathematics which have often motivated both the pure and applied aspects of
what is now termed modern mathematics. The aim of this course unit is to provide an overview of the development of mathematical thought which integrates
these three important aspects.
TEXTBOOK

Beckmann, P. A History of

'iT

(pi), (2nd ed.l, Golern Press, Boulder, 1971 .

AEGS341 E;NVIRONMENTAL STUDIES V:
SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS
Session One_- 12 credit points (4 hours per week)

In this course unit students will develop an understanding of the ways that the
decisions of the society about resource use and environmental management are
guided by the scientific, economic and political philosophies that have evolved
in the culture . To develop these understandings students: will examine selected
scientific, economic and politicul philosophies; compare and contrast the resource
use and environmental management policies of societies with differing economic
and political philosophies; and examine the roles of environmental management
agencies and action groups and evaluate their contribution towards the maintenance of natural diversity and environmental quality.
In this unit students will also be required to conduct and prepare a substantial
report upon an individual investigation into a topic in accord with their interests,
relating to resource and environmental management.
In this way, this unit will allow students to demonstrate the integration of the
knowledge, concepts and attitudes developed in the other strands of the course
and the ability to apply these competencies to the assessment of a specific situation, problem or issue.

TEXTBOOK
As for AEGS241
Ophuls, W. Ecology and Politics of Scarcity. Freeman, San Francisco, 1977.

AEGS351 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES Ill
Session One_- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS251

This unit begins the study of the application of the principles involved in human
movement which have been identified and examined in the laboratory situation
and introduces the statistical procedures used in studies of movement. Students
will experience a variety of ranges of activity intensity, and examine the immediate effects of these; undertake learning experiences in motor skills development
in both laboratory and real life situations; and gain an understanding of the use
of basic statistics.
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TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEGS361 ASIA AND AUSTRALIA
Session One; 12 credit poio"lts (4 hours per week)
Pre -Requisite : AEGS261 or AEGS262
Australians have always been acutely aware of Asia, though early attitudes were
often characterised by fear and suspicion. The Australian outlook has changed
considerably since the Pacific war. This unit is intended to examine the evolution
from distrust to a more diverse and positive relationship.
The "Asia and Australia" unit concludes the Asian Studies course . It is consequently designed to complement previous work by considering the relations
between Australia and various Asian nations and by allowing each student to
undertake a study-in-depth of a topic chosen in consultation with supervising
Sti!ff for its interest and relevance. The unit comprises an intensive examination
of regional affairs in conjunction with a separate methodological project, thus
drawing strands of the course together while providing experience of two complementary types of advanced study.
PRELIMINARY READING
Arndt, H.W . (ed.), Australia and Asia: Economic essays. Canberra, A.N.U. Press,
1972.
Bell, Coral (ed.), Agenda for the Eighties. Canberra, A.N.U. Press, 1980.
Booker, Malcolm, The Last Domino: Aspects of Australia's Foreign Relations.
Melbourne: Collins, 1976.

AEGS451 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES IV
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS351
This unit extends the depth of study in exercise physiology previously undertaken, giving emphasis to principles of prevention and care of injury, and looks
at the influence of group membership upon movement practices and prepares
the student to undertake minor research in the final unit. Students will further
apply the principles of exercise physiology, examine some of the common sports
injury situations together with typical prevention and treatment measures, examine the role of group dynamics in the activity situation and gain an understanding
of appropriate research procedures.
TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AEGS551 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES V
Session One; 12 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS451
The effects of movement on the body as a lifelong experience need to be understood in order to gain the optimum results. Thus, an examination of movement
activities appropriate to whole of life situations should lead to an improvement in
the quality of life.
In this unit students will compare various activity patterns with "fitness" levels
and develop possible personal programmes in physical activity appropriate to their
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lifestyles and design and undertake a research project in a movement topic to be
by the student in discussion with the lecturer.

nominate!;~

Topics to be treated will include a critical analysis of various physical activities
and their contribution to fitness, development of a fitness programme, the concept of movement and its contribution to the quality of life, and research methods
related to the development of a research proposal related to this field. Students
will also be given laboratory experience in the use of clinical and telemetric
apparatus, and practical experience in a range of fitness and recreational activities.
TEXTBOOK

Strauss, R.H. Sports Medicine and Physiology, Philadelphia, W.B. Saunders, 1979.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION BRIDGING COURSE

This external studies course will be offered in each session in 1983.
In this course students will be required to re-examine and extend
educational and curriculum issues, dealt with in previous undergraduate studies, in order to demonstrate their capacity to undertake
further degree level studies.
Successful completion of the course and the equivalent of a year of fulltime teaching experience qualify students to enter the final year of
the Bachelor of Education (Primary) course.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY) BRIDGING COURSE

ONE SESSION
COURSE UNIT
Unit
No

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)

Exceptionality : Approaches and
Trends

AEED107

6 (3)

Applied Curriculum Studies

AECC101

6 (3)

Total Credit Points
and Hours Per Week

12 (6)

Each session of part-time study carries the equivalent of twelve credit points.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY)
BRIDGING COURSE
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AECC101 APPLIED CURRICULUM STUDIES
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Diploma in Teaching (Primary)

This unit emphasises · the unitary philosphy underpinning Primary Education,
but acknowledged the greater similarities that exist between some school subjects
than others.
Students will be able: to demonstrate familiarity with recent research into aspects
of language literacy and to critically evaluate a range of approaches to teaching
literacy; to demonstrate an understanding of the role of guided discovery in the
teaching of mathematics; to examine current trends in educational theory as
applied to the arts and to appreciate the nature of integration in learning experiences in the arts; to demonstrate an understanding of (i) the inquiry approach
and the structure of the sciences, and (ii) the way in which sciences can be integrated.
TEXTBOOKS AND PRELIMINARY READING

Department of Education, N.S.W .:
Aims of Primary Education in New South Wales. Sydney, Government Printer,

1977.
A Supplement to the Aims of Primary Education in New South Wales. Sydney,

Government Printer, 1977.
· Investigating Science (K -6), Curriculum Policy Statement and Support Documents.

Sydney , Government Printer, 1980.
Curriculum for Primary Schools, Social Studies Guidelines. Sydney, Government

Printer, 1975.
Curriculum for Primary Schools, Natural Science, Health and Physical Education.

Sydney, Government Printer, 1965.
Curriculum for Primary Schools, Mathematics. Sydney, Government Printer,

1967.
Curriculum for Primary Schools, Craft. Sydney, Government Printer, 1972.
Curriculum for Primary Schools, Visual Arts. Sydney, Government Printer, 1974.

AEED107 EXCEPTIONALITY: APPROACHES AND TRENDS
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Diploma in Teaching (Primary)

An examination of selected critical issues relating to the psychology and education of exceptional children and youth especially the mildly handicapped being
integrated into regular schools and classrooms.
TEXTBOOK

Wyne, M. D. and O'Connor, P.O. Exceptional Children: A Developmental View.
Health and Co ., Boston, 1979.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
-CONVERSION COURSE

This conversion course is designed to enable two-year certificated
teachers to achieve three-year trained status and to qualify for the
award of the new Diploma in Teaching (Primary).
The course aims to provide students with:
(i)

the opportunity to demonstrate that they have achieved a level
of independence and flexibility of thought appropriate to entry
to the fourth year of a degree programme;

(ii)

professional studies including Studies in Education and Applied
Curriculum Studies, which would extend their breadth and
depth of knowledge; and

(iii)

the opportunity to enhance and broaden their intellectual
capacity through vigorous academic study in an area outside the
discipline of education.

The strands of the course include Foundation Studies, Curriculum
Studies and General Studies. The emphasis of the Foundation Studies
and Curriculum Studies strands is on the application of theory in
classroom situations. The General Studies strand is aimed at contributing to personal development, so that knowlege and expertise will
extend beyond teaching. Students will be asked to choose from one of
several areas offered in this strand and pursue it over four sessions.
Successful completion of the course and the equivalent of a year of
full-time teaching will qualify students for entry to the final year of the
Bachelor of Education (Primary) course.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
Conversion Course
Normal Pattern Progression
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STAGE
COURSE UNIT
Unit
No
STUDIES IN EDUCATION

AEED105

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)
4 (2)

APPLIED CURRICULUM STUDIES

Unit
No
AEED106

4 (2)

Unit
No
AEED205

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)
4 (2)

Unit
No
AE ED206

0
0

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)

4 (2)

ONE TO BE TAKEN AT EACH STAGE FROM
AECL103, AECM103, AECS103 & AECA103

4 (2)
GENERAL STUDIES

4 (2)

4 (2)

4 (2)

ONE TO BE SELECTED- SEE TABLE

4 (2)
TOTAL CREDIT POINTS &

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wkl

-<

4

3

2

12 (6)

Each sessionof part-time study carries the equivalent of twelve credit points.
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(2)
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4 (2)

4 (2)
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12 (6)
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
Conversion Course

GENERAL STUDIES
STAGE
2

3

4

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

ASIAN STUDIES

AEGS163

AEGS164

AEGS263

AEGS267

COMPUTER STUDIES

AEGS123

AEGS124

AEGS223

AEGS224

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY

AEGS143

AEGS144

AEGS243

AEGE244

HUMAN MOVEMENT

AEGS.1 52

AEGS252

AEGS352

AEGS452

LITERARY STUDIES

AEGS133

AEGS134

AEGS213

AEGl:214

MUSIC STUDIES

AAGS133

AAGS134

AAGS233

AAGS234

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

AEGS171

AEGS172

AEGS173

AEGS174

"JJ

VISUAL ARTS

AAGS103

AAGS104

AAGS203

AAGS204

3::

COURSE UNIT

l>

JJ

~
(")

0

c

JJ

C/1

m

C/1
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0
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (PRIMARY)
-CONVERSION COURSE
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AAGS103 VISUAL ARTS I
Session One,· 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce students to basic concepts used in the historical,
sociological and aesthetic examinat ion of the visual arts. Studies will include
an investigation of visual art forms in the twentieth century, an examination of
issues concerning the "creative process", basic aesthetics and design, and related
practical experiences.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AAGS104 VISUAL ARTS II
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit is designed to extend basic theoretical knowledge, design skills
and aesthetics gained in Visual Arts I and to develop the intellectual and affective
potential of each student. Such development together with practical skills and
knowledge will be furthered through the selection by each student of two expressive areas of the visual arts. The are.s of study for session 2 1983 will be painting or sculpture AND textiles or woodcraft.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AAGS133 MUSIC STUDIES I
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will be the first of a series and will establish students in the
mode of research demanded by the discipline of musicology. An area of early
Western Europe music will be the focus of the first major study. The elements
of rhythm, melody and texture will be considered through their historical development.

TEXTBOOKS
Mankin, L.B., Weiman, M.C., Owen, A.M. Prelude to Musicianship. New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1979.
Politoski , D.T. Music. New Jersey, Prentice-Hall, 1974.
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AAGS134 MUSIC STUDIES II
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit is one of an ongoing series designed to give the student further
opportunity to develop techniques of musicological research with particular
attention to some aspect of ethnomusicology and to study the emergence of form
in music and the media of performance.
Through this course unit students will : study the history of music from the conceptual view of form and media; study fundamental concepts and skills necessary
to understand reading of pitch and rhythm notation, two and three part harmony,
creating original rhythms and melodies, the dominant seventh chord and inversion
of intervals and chords; complete the final draft of the first musicological essay
and prepare the pilot study for the second essay on an ethnomusicological topic .

TEXTBOOK
As for AAGS133.

AAGS203 VISUAL ARTS Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS103 or AAGS104
Co-Requisite: AAGS1 03
Students will begin the development of a personal area of study conducted both
theoretically and practically at an intensive level. The area will be one of the two
studied in Visual Arts II.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AAGS204 VISUAL ARTS IV
Session Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS103 & AAGS104 or AAGS203
Co-Requisite: AAGS104
This unit will extend the aesthetic appreciation, design skills and theoretical
knowledge of each student within the area of study chosen in Visual Arts Ill.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AAGS233 MUSIC STUDIES Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS134 or AAQS133
Co-Requisite: AAGS133
This course unit is one of an ongoing series designed to give the student further
opportunity to develop techniques cif musicological research, historical perspectives and fundamental musical concepts and skills.
Through this course unit students will study: the emergence and development
f the forms of opera and concerto; the fundamental concepts and skills necessary
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to transpose melodies, harmonise melodies using tonic, subdominant and dominant chords, write two and three part songs, use the eightnote as a unit of beat in
compound and mixed metres; complete the final draft of the second musicological essay, and prepare a pilot study for the third essay on an aspect of nineteenth or twentieth century music.

TEXTBOOK
As for AAGS133

AAGS234 MUSIC STUDIES IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AAGS133 or AAGS134
Co-Requisite: AAGS134
This course unit is the last of an ongoing series designed to give the student
further opportunity to develop techniques of musicological research, historical
perspectives and fundamental musical concepts and skills.
Through this course unit students will study: the emergence and development
of the forms of song and programme music; the fundamental concepts and skills
necessary to use the various forms of the minor scale, music tonic and subdominent chords, hemiola, the chromatic scale the dominant seventh chord in minor
keys, addethnimal chords used in Blues form; and complete the final draft of the
third essay on an aspect of nineteenth or twentieth century music.

TEXTBOOK
As for AAGS133.

AECA103 ARTS IN EDUCATION
Sessions One and Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit will introduce students to the concept of the arts in education, the all·
iances between them, and the practical implications of these alliances for the
practising teacher. The unit aims to: develop in students an awareness of current
developments in educational theory as an underpinning for the concepts of a
child-{;entred approach to the arts in education; introduce students to basic
similaritie~ in the teaching of various art forms, including Art, Craft, Dance,
Drama and Music; enable students to produce and collect relevant resource
materials grouped around themes particular to the primary school child; enable
students to devise teaching strategies for the implementation of a thematic
presentation for children.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AECL 103 LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Sessions One and Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will discuss the development of literacy as a whole language,
comprehension-{;entred process. It will begin with a consideration of the preschool child's awareness of the print environment, and will proceed to an examination of the nature of language comprehension, and the development of the
skills of literacy in the school setting.
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TEXTBOOK
Smith, F. Reading. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1978.

AECM103 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION C
Sessions One and Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit is designed to give students an opportunity to work independently at degree level in that aspect of curriculum development not experienced previously. The emphasis will be on the practical application of the curriculum model
to mathematics in the classroom.
During this course unit, students will: develop an awareness of the importance
of general aims and specific objectives; see the need for diagnostic testing to
cater for individual differences in teaching mathematics; be able to construct
a suitable segment of a programme of work; become aware of the various aspects
of evaluation technique as applied to units of work in mathematics.

AECS103 SCIENCES IN EDUCATION I
Sessions One and Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Education in the sciences recognises a sense of common purpose inherent in the
physical and health education, science and social studies curricula in primary
education. Common to all is a concern and interest in cognitive, affective and
psychomotor development. In their pursuit of knowledge they employ a common
methodology - the skills of the scientific method. The focus in this course unit
will be on skills in the ways of knowing, and curriculum theory, construction and
design.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEED105 LEARNERS AND LEARNING IN THE
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit focuses on sociological and social-psychological aspec~ of
education and the school. The unit is intended to heighten awareness and increase
understanding of education as a social institution, its context and related procssses. Such awareness and understanding, important in themselves for the student
of education, will provide broader foundations for subsequent units on exceptionality and curriculum.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .
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AEED106 DEVELOPMENTAL DIFFERENCES:
AN INTRODUCTION TO EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
Session Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
An introduction to the problems of educating exceptional children especially
those mildly handicapped children being integrated into our regular schools and
cla55rooms.

TEXTBOOK
Wyne, M.D. and O'Connor, P.D. Exceptional Children: A Developmental View.
Health and Co .• Boston, 1979.

AEED2051NNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED105 or AEED106
Co-Requisite: AEE 0105
Changing expectations of teachers' roles and the process of schooling within the
profession, and from community and political perspectives, are the bases for
what are sometimes upsurges, but often constraints, operating upon the belief
system of concerned educators.
This unit challenges students to confront, reflect upon, and respond to, new and
developing ideas/movements within the Australian educational scene.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEED206 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
Session Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED105
Co-Requisite: AEED106
The progressive transfer of curriculum decision making from central bodies to
regions and schools has required school personnel to interpret, plan, implement
and evaluate curricula in the distinctive environment of each school. This course
unit will introduce students to the field of curriculum and the various educational
antecedents which relate to curriculum design. The basic tasks of curriculum
development and evaluation will be examined and implemented through a school·
based curriculum project.

TEXTBOOK
Marsh, C. Curriclum Process in the Primary School. Sydney, lan Novak, 1980.

AEGS113 LITERARY STUDIES I
Session One;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit will provide students with experience of some significant works of
Australian prose fiction . The short story and the novel are highly developed in
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our national literature; the one is intensive as the other is extensive but both
provide insights into our national outlook and values in memorable ways. It is
intended that students should try to read the set works objectively and clearsightedly, identifying the issues and being aware of their development and resolution. Critical skills should thus be fostered.
TEXT8001\"S

Dutton , G. (ed.) The
Ringwood, Vic.,
Heseltine, H. (ed.) The
Ringwood, Vic.,

Literature of Australia. Second edition. Penguin Books,

1976.
Penguin Book of Australian Short Stories. Penguin Books,

1979.

AEGS114 LITERARY STUDIES II
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre·Requisite: Nil

This unit will provide students with experience of some significant works of
Australian verse and drama and will be of value to those interested in cultural
pursuits. Our nation's poets and dramatists are artists using distinctive forms
of expression. Their work can illuminate our lives: while their themes are frequently universal, settings are usually local. The serious study of our verse and
drama is not a facile task but its rewards are considerable in terms of greater
human understanding, and appreciation of fine writing.
TEXTBOOK

Heseltine, H. (ed) The Penguin Book of Modem Australian
Ringwood, Vic., 1981.

Ve~e.. Penguin

Books,

AEGS123 COMPUTER STUDIES I
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

As computers are playing an ever increasing role in our world, it is essential for
educated people, particularly teachers, to become conversant with the background, nature, uses and societal implications of these electronic machines. This
introductory course unit will examine the historical background of computational
devices and ways of processing information.
On completion of this unit students will: have an appreciation of the centuries
of effort that led to the development of the computer and those that made a
significant contribution to its creation; be aware of the nature of the silicon chip
and its importance to man; understand some ways of coding and processing
information.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEGS124 COMPUTER STUDIES II
Session Two; 4 credit points (Exte_rnal)
Pre·Requisite: Nil

This course unit is designed to introduce students to computers, their capabilities, limitations and social implications. Interest in these areas of study has been
stimulated by recent media exposure of controversial issues involving word
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processing, privacy and unemployment. On completion of this unit students
will' understand the nature of computers and programming, and be aware of the
positive and negative impact of computers on society.

TEXTBOOK
Arbib, N. Computers and the Cybernetic Society. Academic Press, New York,
1977.

AEGS143 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY I
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
There exists within the Australian community a growing interest in, and concern
for the deterioration of the environment. The rate of deterioration has been
shown to have accelerated during the course of the current century. Recent
changes in social attitudes have led to recognition of the need for an understanding of this deterioration and its implications.
Studies of the relationship between people and the geological environment
given in this course unit will assist in satisfying this stated need.
Students undertaking this course will acquire a background knowledge of the
fundamental con<;epts and principles of geology in general and environmental
geology in particular.

TEXTBOOK
Keller, E.A. Environmental Geology. Second edition. Charles Marrill Publishing,
Columbus, 1979.

AEGS144 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY II
Session Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Students taking this course unit will gain an understanding of those natural
processes which make a dramatic impact on the environment. Through this
unit students will demonstrate: a knowledge of those earth processes which
result in nat ural disasters and art understanding of the limited nature of water
resources and their management.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEGS152 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES I
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Many influences act upon man in the determination of whether or not he participates in deliberate movement activities and, in return, man's movement involvement has a significant effect upon the total being. This unit will introduce students
to some of the factors which bear upon man in this interaction. Students will
identify a group of factors specifically influencing man's physical performance
and will organise, supervise and/or participate in a planned series of activities
to demonstrate the significance of these factors.
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TEXTBOOK

Johnson, P.B., Updyke, W.F ., Stolberg, D.C. and Schaeffer, M. Physical education,
a problem solving approach to health and fitness. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
PRELIMINARY READINGS

Bucher, C.A. Foundations of physical and education (8th ed.l St. Louis: C.V.
Mosby, 1979.
Chaffers, J. and Evaul, T. Introduction to physical education, concepts of human
movement. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1978.
Nixon, J .E. and Jewett, A.E. An introduction to physical education (8th ed.)
Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1974.
Werner, P.H. A Movement Approach to Games for Children. London: C.V.
Mosby, 1979.
Whiting, H.T.A. Readings in Sports Psychology. London: Henry Kimpton, 1972.

AEGS163 INTRODUCTION TO ASIA
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This is an introductory course designed to provide a systematic and disciplineoriented approach to the study of Asian Studies. The unit is intended to develop
necessary skills and to give a broad understanding of Asian developments. Designed specifically as an overview, the unit is a preparation for all subsequent work
undertaken in Asian Studies.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed text.
PRELIMINARY READING

Brissenden, R. and Griffin, J . Modern Asia: problems and politics. Jacaranda Press,
Brisbane, 1974.
Welty, P.T. The Asians. Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1973.

AEGS164 ASIA'S GREAT RELIGIONS
Session Two;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit considers the nature of the more important religions of Asia in order
to develop some knowledge and understanding of their doctrines, organization
and development, on the premise that religion is a major social, economic and
political factor in many parts of Asia, and, in consequence, must be understood
before current developments can be fully appreciated. To this end the orientation of the course is toward provision of sufficient knowledge of the religions
to understand their roles in society, rather than a detailed study of their doctrines
and literature .
·
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.
PRELIMINARY READINGS

Crompton, Y. Hinduism. London, Wardlock, 1979.
Ch'en , K.K.S. Buddhism. Woodbury (N .U.), Barron, 1968.
(Continued)
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Life Magazine. The World's Great Religions. New York, Time-Life International,
1959.
Riadh el Droubie./s/am. London, Wordlock, 1979.
Smart, N. Background to the Long Search. London, British Broadcasting Commission, 1977.
Weightman, S. Hinduism in the Village Setting. Milton Keynes, The Open University. 1978.

AEGS171 RELIGIOUS ENQUIRY
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Religion raises many intriguing questions and the purpose of this unit is to exam ine some of them. The unit therefore looks at how different people view religion,
what concepts there are of God, the question of life after death, the plausibility
of creation and the role of prophecy. The emphasis is not on undermining someone's beliefs but on expanding people's knowledge so that their beliefs may be set
in a more informed framework.

AEGS172 THE BIBLE AND ITS TEACHING
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The Bible is the book upon which the Christian faith rests and it is therefore a
book that is always in the forefront of religious discussion. This unit examines
the Bible from an historical point of view, it looks at what the Bible says about
the nature of God and in particular Jesus Christ, and it looks at how different
people respond to the words it contains. Overall this unit examines and explains
the fundamentals of Christian belief at a reasonably deep level so that the depth
of knowledge and understanding within the Bible may be better appreciated.

AEGS173 PRIMITIVE RELIGIONS AND
MODERN CULTS
Session One;4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requsite: Nil
The basic emphasis of this unit is on examining the nature of evil. Evil will be
looked at from a philosophical point of view and also from the viewpoint of
those who practise it in various forms of mysticism. More subtle forms of evil
in the guise of rebellion will also be considered and this will entail an examinatio of the background of many of the modern religious cults.

AEGS174 MAJOR WORLD RELIGIONS
Session Two;4 credit ponts (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit is designed to introduce students to some of the major non-Christian
religions, as a basis for understanding their influence on the lives and attitudes
of people of different countries. To this end emphasis will be given to the structural
and doctrinal aspects which most influence the lives of adherents. The unit
focuses upon four major religious traditions: Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam and
Judaism.
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TEXTBOOKS
Anderson, J.N.D . The World's Religions. 4th ed. London, The lntervarsity Fellowship, 1975 .
Smart, N. Background to the Long Search. London, British Broadcasting Commission . 1979.

PRELIMINARY READINGS
Crompton, Y. Hinduism. London, Ward Lock Educational, 1979.
Ch'en, K .K .S. Buddhism, Woodbury (N.Y.) Barron, 1968.
Life Magazine. The World's Great Religions, New York, Twice-Life International,
1959.
Riadh el Droubie . /slam. London, Ward Lock Educationa, 1979.
Weightman, S. Hinduism in the Village Setting. Milton Keynes, The Open University, 1978.

AEGS213 LITERARY STUDIES Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit concentrates on a study of traditional literature and modern
fantasy for their importance in developing the imagination and giving the child
insights into the world of reality. Psychologists study folk tales and myths to
discover something of the motivation and inner feelings of man and our speech
and vocabularly reflect many contributions from traditional literature. Recurring
patterns appear in traditional literature which lay the groundwork for understanding all literature .
Fantasy is as relevant today as it has been in the past for the insights it reveals
into behaviours. Many stories prove to be a quest for identity and self-knowledge.
Fantasy continually asks questions concerning good and evil, the humanity of
man and the meaning of life and death.

TEXTBOOK
Huck, C. Children's Literature in the Elementary School. (3rd ed. updated),
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1979.

AEGS214 LITERARY STUDIES IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS113
Books which honestly portray the realities of life may help children toward a
fuller understanding of human problems and human relationships and thus a
fuller understanding of themselves and their own potential. The same understanding of oneself and the world can be gained through a study of poetry, and
historical fiction.

TEXTBOOK
Huck, C. Children's Literature in the Elementary School. (3rd ed. updated),
Holt, Rinehart and Winsto!l, New York, 1979.
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AEGS223 COMPUTER STUDIES Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS123 or AEGS124
Co-Requisite: AEGS123
This course unit will provide students with the basic knowledge and skill necess·
ary to programme a microcomputer in a popular higher level language. They will
also become aware of the diverse applications of programmes available for micro·
computers.

AEGS224 COMPUTER STUDIES IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS123
Co-Requisite: AEGS124
This course unit, while extending the students knowledge and skill in comput·
ing, will emphasise the applications of computers to education.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEGS243 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course unit students will study the geology and exploitation of mineral
and energy reserves and the environmental impact of the exploitation of these
reserves. Consideration will also be given to the problems of waste disposal and
environmental health.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEGS244 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit centres around land use and decision making. Students will
study the economic, political and philosophical considerations involved in dec·
ision making; evaluating and selecting sites for development projects; planning
authorities and environmental impact statements and environmental legislation.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEGS252 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES II
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS152
An examination of factors influencing human movement leads to the identificat·
ion of principles which may be applied in order to modify human movement
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capacities. Without recognition of such priniciples and attempt to modify movement capacities can only be by means of trial and error. The principlies will be
identified in order to be applied as understanding increases. Students will investigate the meaning of physical fitness, examine processes of skills learning and
recognise cultural and historical determinants in the experience of movement.
II::X 1/::IUUKS

Johnson, P.B., Updyke, W.F., Stolberg, D.C. and Schaeffer, M. Physical Education, A Problem Solving Approach to Health and Fitness. New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966.
Bucher, C.A . Foundations of Physical Education. (8th ed.l St. Louis, C.V. Mosby,
1979.
.
Whiting, H.T.A. Readings in Sports Psychology. London, Henry Kimpton, 1972.
de Vries, H.A. Physiology of Exercise for Physical Education and Athletics.
(3rd ed.) Dubuque, W.C. Brown Co ., 1980.

AEGS263 ASIAN STUDIES Ill: MODERN JAPAN
Session One;4 credit points (External)

The Modern Japan course unit is intended as a practical examination of concepts
already introduced in earlier work. In particular, this unit provides an insight
into the influences of a variety of forces - some traditional, some innovative upon the formation of postwar Japan. Students will be encouraged to integrate
their general knowledge of Asian societies into a multidisciplinary appraisal of
Japanese development. The course will include topics such as the clash of old and
new; industrialization in postwar Japan; Japanese society today and Japan as a
leader in the East Asian region.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEGS267 ASIAN STUDIES IV: ASIA & AUSTRALIA
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)

Over recent years Australians have shown an increasing interest in their nation's
past, present and future role in international affairs. This changing attitude has
been particularly reflected in concern about Australia's relations with the countries of Asia. Various economic, historic, geographic, politico-strategic, educational
and cultural issues have made the Australian community more aware of the sign·
ificance of the region and this unit as the culmination of the Asian Studies
course looks critically at some of these controversial questions.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.
PRELIMINARY READING

Brissenden, R. and ·James G. (ed.l Modern Asia: problems and politics. Jacaranda
Press, Brisbane, 1974.

AEGS352 HUMAN MOVEMENT Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre·Requisite: AEGS252

This unit begins the study of the application of those principles involved in human
movement which have been identified and examined in previous units. In this
unit the student will examine the range of activity intensities and the immediate
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effects occurring; undertake basic experiences in motor skill development; and
examine some common sports injury situations, treatment and preventative
measures .
TEXTBOOKS

Mathews, O.K. Fox, E.L. The Physiological Basis of Physical Education and
Athletics. Philadelphia, Saunders, 1976.
Lowther, J.D. The Laming of Physical Skills. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N.J., 1968 .
Robb, M. The Dynamics of Motor-Skill Acquisition. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972.

AEGS542 HUMAN MOVEMENT IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEGS352

In this unit the student will study the effects of movement in the body as a lifelong experience, and compares various activity patterns with fitness levels for
the different stages of life. Possible personal programmes in physical activity,
suitable to one's own life style will be developed.
TEXTBOOK

de Vries, H.A. Physiology of Exercise for Physical Education. Dubuque, W.C.
Brown Co., 1980.
Keats, C. and Arnheim D. Modern Principles of Athletic Training_ (4th ed.)
New York, W.B. Saunders, 1979.
Strauss, R.H. Sports Medicine and Physiology. Philadelphia, W.B. Saunders, 1979.
Jensen, C.R. and Fisher, A.C. Scientific Bases of Athletic Conditioning. Philadelphia, Lea and Febiger, 1979.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECON DARY)
-ENGLISH/HISTORY

This course provided for prospective teachers of English and History has
undergone considerable change in design and content.
The new format is provided together with those units which will be
offered in the first two years of operation of the new cO'urse pattern .

Field Experience:
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Education (Secondary) are reQuired
to undertake practice teac~ing during inter-semester periods. The precise
deta ils pertaining to practi'ce teaching requirements are noted in the
appropriate course unit outlines.· In general, practice teaching sessions
prior to the final session will be graded on a pass/fail dichotomy. In the
final practice teaching session, however, the full range of grades will be
available. The average attendance record over all prescribed practice
sessions has been set at 90%. Students who do not achieve this level of
attendance will be expected to undertake additional practice.

1~
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING[BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY)
ENGLISH/HISTORY SPECIALISATION
STAGE
STRAND

COMPONENT

3

2
Unit No

Hrs Pt,

I), it No

Hrs PH

u~it

No

1-lrs Pt,

Foundation
Studies

Education

AEED101

3

(4)

Curriculum
Studies

English
History
Common

AEED103

2

(21

English

ENGL 101
AEEN101

3 (12)
3 (61

ENGL101
AEEN102

3 (12)
3 (6)

STUDENTS CHOOSE
ENGL106 3 (12)
AEEN201 3 (6)
AEEN203 3 (6)
ENGL218 2 (61
ENGL222 2 (61
ENGL235 2 (6)
ENGL236 2 (6)

History

HIST102

3 (121

HIST102

3 (12)

AEH1101
either
HIST222
or
HIST236

AEED102

3

(41

AECE101

2

(2)

AEED201

3

(4)

AECH101

2

(2)

Elective

Discipline
Studies

3

(6)

3 (121
3

(61

Elective

Field
Experiences

•

AEED108

AEED208

Concurrent field experiences within curriculum studies un its

In stages 5 and 6 students elect two units from the following;
AECM142 ; AECP103 ; AEED205; AEED210; AEED306.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY
FNr.l IC:H/HI$TORY SP&CIALI&I\TION
STAGE
4

5

Unit No. Hrs Pts
AEED202

3

14)

AEED207

2

12)

6
Unit No . Hrs Pts

AEED301

3

14)

AEED302

3

AECE201
AECH201

2
2

13)
13)

AECE301
AECH301

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING EACH SESSION
ENGL106 3 112) ENGL314 2 16) ENGL326
AEEN202 3 16) ENGL324 2 16) ENGL327
AEEN204 3 16) ENGL325 2 16) ENGL328
ENGL219 2 16) ENGL329 2 16) ENGL336
ENGL220 2 16)
ENGL234 2 16)
AEH1201

3

161

7

Unit No. Hrs Pts

AEH1301

3

8

Unit No . Hrs Pts

Unit No. Hrs Pts

14)

AEED402

3

16)

AEED401

3

16)

2
2

13)
(3)

AECE401
AECH402

2
2

13)
13)

AECE402

4

16)

2
2
2
2

(6)
16)
16)
16)

AEEN301
ENGL232
ENGL314
ENGL324
ENGL325
ENGL329

3
2
2
2
2
2

16)
16)
16)
(6)
16)
(6)

AEEN304
AEEN305

3
3

16)
16)

16)

II* •

16)

either

HIST222
or
HIST237

3 112)
3

16)

,..
AEED308

16)
AEED408

Concurrent field experiences within curriculum studies units

•• In stages 6 and 7 students may elect to undertake a discipline study in a field other than English
or History.

NOTE : Stages 5, 6, 7 and 8 will not be offered in 1983.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY) WITH SPECIALISATION IN
ENGLISH/HISTORY
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS AVAILABLE IN 1983
AECE101 ENGLISH METHOD 1
Se$$ion Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
It is important that aspiring teachers of English in secondary schools become
aware early in their pre-service education of the nature of their subject, what is
to be aimed at in the teaching of it, the diversity of current practice in that
teaching, and some of the historical background to the current state of affairs.
Without an understanding of the 'what' and 'why' of English teaching, the teacher
will be insecure with the 'how to's'.
Students will develop:
An understanding of the aims and scope of English as a school subject;
A basic understanding of the findings of modern language research;
A critical awareness of the principles behind the teaching of speaking, listening,
writing and reading in schools.

TEXTBOOK
Watson, K. English Teaching in Perspective. Sydney, St. Clair Press, 1981.

AECH101 TEACHING HISTORY I
Se$$ion One; 2 credit points
This unit is designed to pr.epare students to teach the modern history syllabus in
the secondary school. It will also emphasise the skills of acquiring, evaluating and
using historical information.

TEXTBOOK
Little, N. and MacKinolty, J. (eds.) A New Look at History Teaching. Sydney:
History Teachers' Association, 1977.

AEED101 LEARNING AND THE LEARNER
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEED102 THE LEARNER: EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED103 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE I
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEED201 LEARNING TO THINK:
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEARNER
For details see Section 7.1 .1
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AEED202 LEARNERS AND LEARNING IN THE
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED207 EVALUATION AND MEASUREMENT IN EDUCATION
For details see Section 7 .3 .1

AEEN101 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit begins with an examination of the nature of language, proceeds to a
consideration of the system of a language and of English in particular, and concludes with a study of the process of language acquisition and development in
children from pre-school to Year 12.

AEEN102 CREATIVE WRITING I
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The short story : unity, point of view, structure.
Verse: short forms, rhyming and free verse.
Drama: short radio play form .

TEXTBOOK
McRoberts, R. Writing Workshop. Melbourne: Macmillan, 1981.

AEEN201 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT II
Session One; 6 credit points; 3 hours per week
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEEN101
This unit builds on the work done in Language Development I. In it, students
will be given an introduction to the processes of language change , with some.
treatment of the key concepts of both philosophy and sociolinguistics, particularly as they relate to the needs of the secondary classroom. Students will
also look briefly at the inter-relationships between language and literature.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook .

PRELIMINARY READING
Barnes, D. From Communication to Curriculum. Penguin, 1976.
St ubbs, M. Language, Schools and Classrooms. Methuen , London , 1976.
Barber, C.L. The Story of Language. (5th ed.) Pan Book, London and Sydney,
1972.
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AEEN202 CREATIVE WRITING II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEEN102
This unit is intended to offer opportunity to write imaginatively at a more ad·
vanced level than in Creative Writing I. It will allow for some measure of special·
isation, in the belief that most writers develop themselves in one form more than
others.
While every encouragement will be given to students to publish, this unit is not
offered as part of a professional writing course. Like its predecessor it is concern·
ed to offer scope for personal development and literary appreciation.

TEXTBOOK
Moore, R.E. So You Want to be a Writer. Boyd and Fraser, San Francisco, 1974.

AEEN203 NINETEENTH CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE
Session One,· 6 credit points; 3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: ENGL101
This unit is designed to develop students' responses to, and understanding of,
nineteenth century American literature. The United States of America has pro·
duced a distinctive literature, worthy to take its place among the great literatures
of other times and other peoples.
Students will be made aware of the inter-relationship of all English studies,
particularly the essential integration of language and literature. Much of the
content of this unit could be used in teaching English in secondary schools,
especially in the senior years.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.

PRELIMINARY READING
Carlsen, G.R. American Literature. McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973.
Ross, D. The American Short Story. University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis,
1961.

AEEN204 TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN LITERATURE
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: ENG L1 01
This unit is designed to develop students' responses to, and understanding of,
twentieth century American literature, and will build on concepts developed
and content studied in the nineteenth century American literature unit.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.
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PRELIMINARY READING

Beck, W.A. and Clowers, M.L. Understanding American History through Fiction.
McGraw-Hill, New York , 1975.
Hassan, I. Contemporary American Literature: 1945-1972. Frederick Ungar,
New York, 1973 .

ENGL101 INTRODUCTION TO MODERN LITERATURE
Double Session; 12 credit points (3 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL 106 INTRODUCTION TO DRAMA
Double Session; 12 credit points (3 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL218 ELIZABETHAN & JACOBEAN TRAGEDY
Session One;6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL219 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY POETRY
Session Two; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL220 UTOPIAN & ANTI UTOPIAN LITERATURE
Session Two; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL222 AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE SINCE 1920 A
Session One; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL234 ENGLISH COMEDY A
Session Two; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL235 EIGHTEENTH CENTURY POETRY A
Session One; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

ENGL236 AUSTRALIAN LITERATURE TO 1920 A
Session One; 6 credit points (2 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II
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AEHI101 AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT 1788-1945
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: H IST1 02

Teaching about the past has been one of the constant elements in the education
of all societies. In East or West, in ancient or modern times, in religious or secular
societies, the principles in which it has been proposed to educate youth have always been checked, reinforced and exemplified by reference to the past (Teaching
History: Ministry of Education Pamphlet No. 23). It is essential, therefore, that
Australian trainee teachers be well-grounded in the history of their country.

AEH1201 AMERICAN HISTORY: THE UNITED STATES
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: HIST102

The fact that the U.S.A. has developed into one of the world's super-powers
makes it well worth studying; but the growing influence of America upon our
cultural and economic life, and the value placed by Australian governments on
the U.S. alliance make it even more important that the history teacher in Australia has a sound knowledge of the history of the U.S.A.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

HIST102 ENGLISH SOCIAL HISTORY 1815-1945
Double Session; 12 credit points (3 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

HIST222 FRENCH HISTORY 1700-1940 A
Double Session; 12 credit points (3 hours per week)

See The University Calendar Vol. II

HIST236 MODERN INDONESIAN & MALAYSIAN HISTORY
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

See The University Calendar Vol. II

HIST237 HISTORY OF MODERN MAINLAND &
SOUTHEAST ASIA A
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

See The University Calendar Vol. II
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7 .2 .1 DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY) OLD COURSE
-ENGLISH/HISTORY

This three-year course prepares secondary teachers, giving them particular
expertise in English and History. While the course is designed to provide
professional development t hrough .understanding and skill in secondary
education, it offers specialisation in Australian literature and history, and
American literature and history. Practical and fieldwork components give
opportunity for the acquisition of ideas, techniques and strategies, and
complement the studies in academic units.
Only the third year of this course will be offered in 1983. An inter~emester
block practice session of five weeks will be required of all final year students.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY)
ENGLISH/H !STORY
Normal Pattern Progression
STAGE
COURSE UNIT

6

5
Unit
No.

Hrs

/Wk

Unit
No.

Hrs
N'J k

FOUNDATION STUDIES
Teaching Theory and Practice

AEED303

2

AEED304

2

Education

AEED301

3

AEED302

3

English

AEEN322
AEEN223

3
3

AEEN322
AEEN223

3
3

History

AESS223

6

AESS223

6

CURRICULUM STUDIES

GENERAL STUDIES
TOTAL LECTURE HOURS
PER WEEK

ONE SELECTED- SE!'; TABLE*
20

SCHOOL EXPERIENCES
PRACTICE TEACHING, DEMONSTRATION LESSONS, FIELDWORK

*Section 7.1.1

20
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY) OLD COURSE
-ENGLISH/HISTORY
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AAGS301 VISUAL ARTS
For details see Section 7 .5.1

AAGS331 MUSIC STUDIES
For details see Section 7 .5 .1

AEED301 LEARNERS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED302 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED303 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE V
For detai ls see Section 7.1 .1

AEED304 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE VI
For details see Section 7 .1 .1

AEEN223 CS ENGLISH liB
Double Session (3 hours per week)

This course is designed to develop students' responses to and understanding of
literature. Students will be made aware of the inter-relationship of all English
Studies, particularly the essential integration of language and literature.
Much of the literature content of this unit, American Literature in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, could be used in teaching English in secondary
schools, especially in the senior years. Therefore, lectures/seminars will include
discussion of appropriate teaching strategies.

AEEN322 CS ENGLISH lilA
Double Session (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AEEN220

The main topics to be studied in this course unit will be programming : principles
and approaches ; remedial reading in the secondary school; teaching English to
migrant pupils; senior English (Years 11 and 12); assessment and evaluation.

AEGS311 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY V
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEGS321 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY V
For detDils see Section 7.1 .1
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AEGS341 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1.1

AEGS361 ASIAN STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1.1

AEGS551 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AESS223 CS HISTORY Ill
Double Session (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: SS1121

There will be two strands in this unit, each running for three hours per week
over the whole year.
Aspects of British History, where emphasis will be placed on the emergence of
Parliament, the struggle between Crown and Parliament and the evolution of
democratic government in Britain.
Aspects of European History, a survey of the emergence of the French Monarchy,
the development of absolutism, The French Revolution, Napoleon, and the growth
of nationalism and its effects on Nineteenth Century Europe.
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7.2.2 BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY ENGLISH/HISTORY
EDUCATION)
-CONVERSION COURSE

(Planned for Introduction in 1983)
This courStt planned for introduction in 1983 is of five sessions' duration.
Students undertaking it will be teachers with Diploma in Teaching qualifications, or their equivalent in English and History (Discipline and Curriculum
Studies). Because of limited resources, only an English major/History
minor combination is available.
The units offered will require students to re-examine the bases for their
own classroom practice and, at the same time, enter new and relevant fields
of study. The language units offered are intended to provide deeper insights
into linguistic study than those at diploma level and give students an
awareness of current research findings. The literature units are in the field of
Children's and Adolescents' Literature, a new and developing area of study
in this country and one which should meet teachers' expressed needs. In
Curriculum English the emphasis will be on current (and often controversial) issues so that students will be called upon to look afresh at the principles governing their teaching. In History, the discipline studies unit has
been designed to address the issues of the Cold War and Australia's involvement in post-war international affairs while the curriculum studies unit will
give students the opportunity to increase their knowledge and improve
their skills with respect to issues in local history.
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COURSE UNITS, CREDIT POINTS AND PRE-REQUISITES/
CO-REQUISITES FOR THE CONVERSION TO THE
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY ENGLISH/
HISTORY EDUCATION)
(Subject to approval)
Normal
Pattern
Stages

2

Course
Unit
No.

6

(3)

Education: ExceptionalityApproaches and Trends

AEEN401 **

6

(3)

The Development of
Language I

AEED401**

6

(3)

Education : Designs for
Learning - Advanced
Curriculum

AEE0402
AEEN403

4

AECH401
AEEN404

5

Title

AEED107**

AEEN402**

3

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)

AECE601
AEH140i

6

6
6

6
6

6
6

(3)

(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)

(3)
(3)

The Development of
Language II
Education: Issues in
Education

Pre-Req.

Co-Req.

Nil

AEED107

Nil

AEED107

Literature for Y cung
Readers I

Nil

Curriculum Studies: An
Approach to Local History

Nil

AEEN401

Literature for Young
Readers II

AEEN401

AEEN402

Curriculum Studies:
English Method

AEEN401

AEEN501

Australia and the Cold War*

*The History unit may be offered in an earlier session.
**These will be the only course units offered in 1983.

Nil
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
SECONDARY ENGLISH/HISTORY EDUCATION
-CONVERSION COURSE
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AECE601 CURRICULUM STUDIES ENGLISH:
ENGLISH METHOD
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEEN401
Co-Requisite: AEEN501

It is assumed that students undertaking the conversion course are teachers who
have had considerable exposure to the methodology of English in their Diploma
courses, and some experience in teaching since completing those courses.
This unit aims, therefore, to do two things: to reconsider English methodology
in the light of the teaching experience of the students, and to raise for examination recent, and frequently contentious, issues in the teaching of English.
TEXTBOOK

Watson , K. English Teaching in Perspective. St. Clair Press, Sydney, 1981.
PRELIMINARY READING

Little, G. "Standards", in English in Australia. No. 45, November, 1978. Australian Association for the Teaching of English, Adelaide, 1978.
Rogers, S. They Don't Speak Our Language. Edward Arnold, London, 1976.
Wh itty, G. and Young, M. Explorations in the Politics of School Knowledge.
Nafferton Books, London, 1976.

AECH401 CURRICULUM STUDIES:
AN APPROACH TO LOCAL HISTORY
Session Two;6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit examines the special contribution of local history to the overall history
curriculum, and the ways in which it can be built in to the broader programmes.
Sources of data for local history, and teaching strategies applicable to that data
are considered, with particular attention being given to the study of history in
the field. Students will be required to compile a unit of study in the history of
the area in which they are teaching.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
PRELIMINARY READING

Finberg, H.P.R . and Skipp, V .H.T. Local History Objectives and Pursuits. Newton
Abbot, David and Charles, 1973 .
Hoskins, W. Fieldwork in Local History. London, Faber, 1967.
Jean s, D. and Spearritt, P. The Open Air Museum. Sydney, George Allen and
Unwin, 1980.
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AEED107 EXCEPTIONALITY APPROACHES & TRENDS
For details see Section 7.1 .2

AEED401 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
ADVANCED CURRICULUM
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED4021SSUES IN EDUCATION
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEEN401 THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit begins with a consideration of the nature of language, proceeds to an
examination of the systems of a language, and of English in particular, and con·
cludes with a study of language development in adolescents in the process, con·
sideration will be given to the question of what aspects of language ought to be
taught in the secondary English classroom.
TEXTBOOK

Fromkin, V. and Godman, A. An Introduction to Language. Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, New York, 1978.
PRELIMINARY READING

Barnes, D. From Communication to Curriculum. Penguin, 1976.
Stubbs, M. Language Schools and Classrooms. McKeen, London, 1976.

AEEN402 THE DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit follows on from work done in the Development of Language I. In it,
students will be introduced to the basic concepts of sociolinguistics and will
examine the relevance of those concepts for the teacher of English. The main
focus for the unit will be on the concept of language deficit as a reason for
educational failure associated with the work of Basic Bernstein.
TEXTBOOK

Brown, H.D. Principles of Language Learning and Teaching. Prentice-Hall , New
Jersey, 1980.
PRELIMINARY READING

Stubbs, M. Language and Literacy. Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1980.
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AEEN403 LITERATURE FOR YOUNG READERS I
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
f:n-R~>?IIi~itp ·

AFFN401

This course introduces students to a study of traditional literature and the importance of story-telling in the oral tradition. It then concentrates on a study of modern fantasy literature. All these areas are important for developing the imagination
and thinking of the child and the young adult and for the insights they give int o
human behaviour. The stories often prove to be a quest for identity and selfknowledge, and questions are asked about good and evil and about the purpose
and quality of life.
The stories also reveal the efforts of people to explain phenomena they do not
understand and shows the more and cultural patterns of the society from which
they stem. Many show the universality of such emotions as joy, grief, fear, jealousy
and wonder. Because of this similarity of experiences in stories from different
countries, useful insights are given to people living in a multi-cultural society.
Also a knowledge of the themes and patterns of traditional literature heightens
the pleasure of reading modern literature for here many of the themes reappear
in a new guise.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.
PRELIMINARY READING

Bettelheim, B. The Uses of Enchantment: the Meaning and Importance of Fairy
Tales. Penguin, Harrr,ondsworth, 1978.
Cook. E. The Ordinary and the Fabulous: an Introduction to Myths, Legends and
Fairytales. University Press, Cambridge, 1976.
Jackson, A. Fantasy: the Literature of Subversion. Methuen, London, 1981.

AEEN404 LITERATURE FOR YOUNG READERS II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEEN401
Co-Requisite: AEEN402

This course concentrates on a study of fiction for adolescents which has a realistic or historical background. Books which honestly portray the realities of life
past and present may help adolescents towards a fuller understanding of human
problems and human relationships and thus a fuller understanding of themselves
and their own potential.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed .
PRELIMINARY READING

Dovelson , K.L. and Nilsen, A.P. Literature for Todays Young Adults. Scott
Foresman , Glenview, Illinois, 1980.
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AEHI401 AUSTRALIA AND THE COLD WAR
Session One; 6 credit points (External)

This unit is designed to make more comprehensible the Cold War and Australia's
involvement in postwar international affairs. The unit will examine the historical
developments which comprise the Cold War in Asia from its emergence after the
Pacific war through its apparent demise during "detente" to the awkward stalemate of today. In particular, attention will be given to the specific problems of
Australia as a medium-sized nation trying to cope with the global competition of
the superpowers.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.
PRELIMINARY READING

Bell, Coral. Agenda for the Eighties. A.N.U. Press, Canberra, 1980.
Camilleri, J.A. An Introduction to Australian Foreign Policy. Jacaranda Press,
Brisbane, 1973.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACH ING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY)
- MATHEMATICS

The course provided for prospective teachers of Mathematics has under·
gone considerable change in dP.Si!Jn and content.
The new format is provided together with those units which will be
offered in the first two years of operation of the new course pattern.
There are four strands in the course: Foundation studies in Education,
Curriculum Studies, Discipline Studies and Field Experiences.
Field Experiences:

Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Education (Mathematics) are required
to undertake practice teaching during inter-5ession periods. The precise
details pertaining to practice teaching requirements are noted in the
appropriate course unit outlines. In general, practice teaching sessions
prior to the final session will be graded on a pass/fail dichotomy. In the
final practice teaching session , however, the full range of grades will be
available. The average attendance record over all prescribed practice
sessions has been set at 90%. Students who do not achieve this level of
attendance will be expected to undertake additional practice.

....

DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY)
MATHEMATICS SPECIALISATION
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(\)

(I)

m
0

STAGE
STRAND

()

z

COMPONENT

0

3

2

)>

::0

Unit No. Hrs Pts Unit No
Foundation
Studies

Education

Curriculum
Studies

Mathematics
Common
Elective

Discipline Studies

Mathematics

AEED101

3

(4) AEED102

Hrs Pts Unit No
3

(4) AEED201

Hrs Pts
3

(4)

c

::0

AECM141
AEED103

2 (2)

AECM241

2

(2)

2 (2)

MATH101 6 (12) MATH101 6 (12) MATH201 4 (12)
6 (12) CSCI101
6 (12) AEMA242 3 (6)
CSCI101
AEMA143 3 (6) AEMA144 3 (6) AEMA243 3 (6)

AEED108
AEED108
AEED208
(There are only four units- each is "intersemester"- i.e. between 1 & 2, 3 &4,
5&6, 7&8).
Concurrent field experiences within curriculum studies units

*

0

(I)

Elective
Field
Experiences

-<

()

In Stages 5 and 6 students elect two units from the following:
AECE102, AECE103, AECP103, AEED210, AEED306
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECONDARY )
MATHEMATICS SPECIALISATION

STAGE
4

5

Uoit No . Hrs Pts
(4)

AEED202

3

AEED207

2 (2)

MATH201 4 (12)
AEMA244 3 (6)
AEMA245 3 (6)

6

7

8

Unit No. Hrs Pts Unit No. Hrs Pts Unit No. Hrs Pts
AEED301

3 (4)

AECM341

3

Unit No. H·s Pts

3

(4)

AEED402

3

(6)

AEED401

3

(6)

(6)

AECM342 3

(6)

AECM441

3

(6)

AECM442 3

(6)

*

(2)

*

(2)

AEMA341 3

(6) AEMA342 3

(6)

AEMA343 3
AEMA344 3

(6)
(6)

MA345

(6)

**

(6)

(6)

AEED302

**

3

AEED208
AEED308
AEED308
AEED408
AEED408
(l=here are only four units· each one is "intersemester" ·i.e. between 1 & 2, 3 & 4, 5 & 6, 7 & 8) .
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Concurrent field experiences within curriculum studies units

** In Stages 5 and 6 students may elect to undertake a discipline study in a field other than
mathematics.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING/BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY)
WITH SPECIALISATION IN MATHEMATICS
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS AVAILABLE IN 1983
AECM141 SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION I
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through this course unit students will:
Develop an understanding of the nature of mathematics and the objectives in
teaching it;
Investigate and observe the way in which modern learning theories may be applied
to the learning and teaching of mathematics; and
Become familiar with the selection of educational objectives and the planning of
a mathematics lesson and observe on a regular basis such planning put into practice.

AECM241 SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION II
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED103 or AECM141
Co-Requisite: AEED103
This course unit examines the teaching of mathematics in year 7 of the high
school. It considers the background of students progressing from primary education and in particular their background in mathematics. The content of year 7
mathematics programs is used to illustrate general principles and theories which
are part of the study of the developing area of mathematics education. The uni t
culminates in a three week block practice in a secondary school.

AEED101 LEARNING AND THE LEARNER
For details see

~ection

7.1.1

AEED102 THE LEARNER: EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED103 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE I
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED201 LEARNING TO THINK :
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEARNER
For details see Section 7 .1 .1

AEED202 LEARNERS AND LEARNING IN THE
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
For details see Section 7 .1.1
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AEED207 EVALUATION & MEASUREMENT
IN EDUCATION
For details see Section 7 ~ .1

AEMA143 AXIOMATIC SYSTEMS
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit is designed to give students of mathematics background knowledge and experience in depth of those aspects of mathematics related "to its
structure.
On completion of this course unit students will:
appreciate the logical development of a system of mathematics through a
sequential set of theorems derived from a universal set of axioms;
understand the necessity of introducing laws of an algebra and of operating
solely within those laws;
and be better able to understand those areas of mathematics such as
computing, set theory, probability, geometry, and operations research.

AEMA144 PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

This course unit aims to provide students with background for their future study
of modern applied mathematics and their prospective role as teachers of high
school mathematics. The l•nit also has relevance for work to be undertaken in
educational research units.
TEXTBOOK

Freund, J. Mathematical Statistics. Prentice-Hall, Sydney, 1972.

AEMA242 MICROCOMPUTERS
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

This course unit deals with the use of microcomputers with particular emphasis
on aspects relevant to teaching. Students will become familiar with available
software and have an understanding of the social implications of computer
technology.

AEMA243 GEOMETRY I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: MATH1 01

This course unit is designed to give a sound background in the important and
recently neglected area of Euclidean geometry, together with more advanced
work in the area of analytical ·geometry in two and three dimensional space.
Problem solving skills in geometry will be developed.
TEXTBOOK

Smart, J.R. Modem Geometries (2nd ed.) Brooks/Cole, California, 1978.
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AEMA244 REAL ANALYSIS
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Real analysis forms the basis for the development and extension of many areas
of mathematics. The aim of this course unit is to provide the student with the
machinery necessary not only to solve problems in the area of real analysis
but also to provide background information vital to the understanding of other
areas in mathematics.
TEXTBOOK

Gemignani, N. Introduction to Real Analysis. W.B. Saunders, Toronto, 1971 .

AEMA245 GEOMETRY II
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: MATH101

This course unit is designed to extend the student's knowledge in geometry,
building on AEMA243 Geometry I. This course unit utilises the methods of
vector and matrix algebra, the concept of invariance and duality and allows the
student to experience the application of the algebras to modern geometry.
TEXTBOOKS

Horadam, A.F. Undergreduate Projective Geometry. Pergamon (Aust.), Rushcutters Bay, 1970.
Smart, J.R. Modem Geometries. Brooks/Cole, California, 1978.

CSCI101 COMPUTING SCIENCE I
Double Session: 12 credit points (3 lectures plus 3 hours laboratory per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

MATH101 MATHEMATICS lA
Double Session.: 12 credit points (6 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II

MATH201 MATHEMATICS IIA
Double Session; 12 credit points (4 hours per week)

For details see The University Calendar Vol. II
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY) OLD COURSE
-MATHEMATICS

The Mathematics course is designed to produce a secondary teacher
with expertise in both mathematics and educational theory and practice . An extensive range of matl:lematical areas is covered to ensure a
thorough understanding of mathematical concepts as well as an apprec·
iation of how to teach mathematics in accordance with the require·
ments of the modern high school programme.
Only the third year of this course will be offered in 1983. Final year
students will be expected to participate in a five week inter-session
block practice .
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY)
MATHEMATICS
Normal Pattern Progression
STAGE

5
COURSE UNIT

Unit
No

6
Hrs Unit
No

/Wk

Hrs

/Wk

FOUNDATION STUDIES
Teaching Theory and Practice

AEED303

2

AEED304

2

Education

AEED30 1

3

AEED302

3

Mathematics Method

AEMA320

4

AEMA320

4

Calculus

AEMA32 1

2

AEMA321

2

Algebra

AEMA222

2

AEMA222

2

ProbabilitY & Statistics

AEMA223

2

AEMA223

2

Operations Research

AEM A322

3

AEMA322

3

Communication
CURRICULUM STUDIES

GENERAL STUDIES

TOTAL LECTURE HOURS
PER WEEK

ONE SELECTED- SEE TABLE"
3

3

20

20

SCHOOL EXPERIENCES.
PRACTICE TEACHING, DEMONSTRATION LESSONS, FIELDWORK

* Section 7.1 .1
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY) OLD COURSE
MATHEMATICS
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AAGS301 VISUAL ARTS V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AAGS331 MUSIC STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1.1

AEED301 LEARNERS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEED302 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
For detai ls see Section 7 .1.1

AEED303 TEACHING THEORY & PRACTICE V
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED304 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE VI
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS311 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY V
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEGS321 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS341 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS361 ASIAN STUDIES V ·
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS551 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEMA222 ALGEBRA II
Double Session (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: MA1212

The course unit content will include vector algebra, matrix algebra, quaternion
algebra, and boolean algebra .
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AEMA223 STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY
Double Session (2 hours per week}
Co-Requisite: MA 1213

Probability theory. important distributions, sampling theory, regression and
correlation, use of statistical computer packages will form the main topics of
this course unit.

AEMA320 MATHEMATICS METHOD Ill
Double Session (4 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: MA 1201, and TE1 091
Co-Requisite: MA2201

A detailed study of senior high school mathematics topics, lesson planning and
practical teaching with involvement in special learning categories will be included
in this course unit.

AEMA321 CALCULUS Ill
Double Session (2 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: MA2211

In this course unit students will study partial differentiation with applications,
line integrals, applications of multiple integrals, implicit function theorem,
vector field theory, Green's theorem, Stoke's theorem, and the divergence theorem.

AEMA322 OPERATIONS RESEARCH
Double Session (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: MA 1211
Co-Requisite: MA2211, AEMA223

Topics to be studied in this course unit will be selected from the following area:
linear and non-linear programming; theory of finite graphs and networks; and
Stochastic processes- queueing, birth and death population models.
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7.2.4 BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
-CONVERSION COURSE
(Planned for Introduction in 1983)
In ll:l~~ the Institute 'will be offering an external conversion course to
enable holders of a three year Diploma in Teaching (Secondary) in the field
of mathematics to upgrade their qualification to a Bachelor of Education
(Secondary) degree with specialisation in Mathematics Education.
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COURSE UNITS, CREDIT POINTS AND PRE-REQUISITES/
CO-REQUISITES FOR THE CONVERSION OF THE
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
(Subject to approval)
Normal
Palletn
Stages

Course
Unit No .

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)

Course Unit Title

AEED107 *

6

(3)

Education : Exceptional ity
Approaches and Trends

AEMA462 *

6

(3)

Advanced Calculus

AEED401 *

6

(3)

Education : Designs for
Learning Advanced
Curriculum

Pre -Req .

Nil

Co·Req.

Nil

AEED107

2
AEMA463 *

6

(3)

Complex Variabl es

AEED402

6

(3)

Issues in Education

AEMA465

6

(3)

Mathematical Statistics

AECM501

6

(3)

Mathematics and Exceptional
Children
AEED107

AEMA464

6

(3)

Geometry

AECM503

6

(3)

An Investigation in
Mathematics Education

Nil

Nil

AEED107

3
Nil

Nil

4
Nil

Nil

AEED401

5
AEMA461

6

(3)

Computational Techniques

*These will be the only course units offered in 1983 .

Nil

Nil
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
-CONVERSION COURSE
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AEED107 EXCEPTIONALITY APPROACHES AND TRENDS
For details see Section 7 .1.2

AEED401 DESIGNS AND LEARNING:
ADVANCED CURRICULUM
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEMA462 ADVANCED CALCULUS C
Sescion One; 6 credit points (External)

In this course unit the student's ability and knowledge of calculus is extended.
New concepts are introduced and new techniques are explored . The basic aim,
however, is to use these to increase the student's flexibility of approach and to
develop some understanding of the difficulties faced.
TEXTBOOKS

Keane, A. Integral Transforms. Science Press, Sydney, 1965.
Reichel, A. Special Functions. Science Press, Sydney, 1966.

AEMA463 COMPLEX VARIABLES C
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)

This course unit aims at showing how the topic of complex numbers can be
extended to complex functions and complex analysis so that students can appreciate the breadth and depth of this very powerful branch of mathematics.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
!PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION)

This is a four year full-time course offering specialist studies in the
physical and behavioural sciences of human movement and their
application to physical education in schools. Extensive studies in health
education are also offered in the course. The specialist studies in the
programme are complemented by studies in dance, games and gymnastics, together with fieldwork and practice teaching experience.
Students enrolled in this course are required to undertake practice
teaching during inter-semester periods. The precise details pertaining to
practice teaching requirements are noted in the appropriate course unit
outlines. In general , practice teaching sessions prior to the final session
will be graded on a pass/fail dichotomy . In the final practice teaching
session, however, the full range of grades will be availalbe. The average
attendance record over all prescribed practice sessions has been set at
90%. Students who do not achieve this level of attendance will be
expacted to undertake additional practice.
The course has undergone a degree of change in design with a new
pattern of course units which commenced in 1982. Only content of
units offered in 1983 appears in this handbook.
The first section deals with the new course pattern, the second section
with the old course pattern .
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Strand

U1
Ol

Stage

Component

"'tJ

::t
3

2

4

6

5

7

8

Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts Unit No Hrs Pts
Foundation
Studies

Education

Curriculum
Stud ies

Physical &
Health Edn .

t4) AEED201 3 (4) AEED202 3 (4) AEED301 3 (4) AEED302 3 (4) AEED402 3(6) AEED401 3 (6)

)>

r~

::t

Common
Elective
Practical
Studies
Discipline
Studies

AEED101 3 (4) AEED102 3

-<

(/)

()

AECP101 2 (2)

AECP201 2 (3)
AE~P102

AEED103 2 (2)

2 (2)

AECP301 2 (3) AECP304 2 (3)
AECP202 2 (3)
or
AECP305 2 (3)

AEED207 2 (2)
2 (2) •

2 (2)

AECP341 4 (3) AECP342 4 (3) AECP343 3 (3) AECP344 3 (3)

m

)>

r-1
::t
m
0

c
0

)>

Common

AEPH111 4 (5) AEPH112 4 (5) AEPH221 4 (5) AEPH212 4 (5) AEPH311 4 (6)1n stages 6 , 7 and 8 students are required to underAEPH113 5 (5)
take a major study in either Health or Human
Health
Movement involving the completion of a minimum
AEED311 3 (5) AEPH132 3 (5) AEPH231 3 (5) AEPH232 3 (5)
AEPH221 5 (5) AEPH222 5 (5) AEPH221 5 (6)of four and a maximum of six units as defined in
Human
AEPH121 5 (5)
Movement
table
Practical
AEPH141 4 (3) AEPH142 4 (3) AEPH245 4 (3) AEPH246 4 (3)
Studies
Field
Practice
AEED108
AEED208
AEED308
AEED408
Experiences Teaching
Concurrent field experiences within curriculum studies units

.

*In stages 5 and 6 students elect curriculum studies units from : AECE102, AECE103, AECM142, AEED207, AEED210, AEED306
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DISCIPLINE STUDIES IN STAGES6, 7,8
Stage

Area
b

Major Studies in Health

7

8

AEPH331 6 (6) AEPH334 3 (6) AEPH431 3 (6)
At least one of the following :
AEPH332 3 (6) AEPH222 3 (6)
AEPH335 3 (6) AEPH336 3 (6)

Major Studies in
Human Movement

AEPH327 3 (6) AEPH328 3 (6)
At least one sequence of two units from:
AEPH321 4 (6) AEPH421 4 (6)
AEPH322 4 (6) AEPH422 4 (6)
AEPH323 4 (6) AEPH423 4 (6)

*Electives

Students who undertake less than six units in their
major student area may elect up to two units from
the following discipline studies:
(i) Health, Human Movement, AEPH324, AEPH325
(jj) English, History, Mathematics
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION)
ELECTIVES
COURSE UNIT

UNIT NO

UNIT NO

APPLIED SPORTS SCIENCE

AEPH645

BASIC ISSUES IN HEALTH

AEPH552

BIOCHEMISTRY

AENS345

CONSUMER HEALTH

AEPH451

DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES

AEPH547

EDUCATION FOR SAFE LIVING

AEPH453

HEALTH IN ECOLOGICAL
PERSPECTIVE

AENS446

HISTORICAL & PHILOSOPHICAL
ISSUES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

AEPH550

HUMAN RELATIONS

AEPH546

NUTRITION

AEPH452

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, LEISURE
& SOCIAL CHANGE

AEPH549

PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION: DANCE I

AEPH554

AEPH557

PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION: GAMES I

AEPH555

AEPH558

PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION :GYMNASTICS I

AEPH556

AEPH559

PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY

AEPH551

PUBLIC HEALTH

AEPH553

RECREATION

AEPH346

RESEARCH METHODS IN
PHYSICAL & HEALTH
EDUCATION

AEPH541

SCIENCE APPLIED II :
BIOMECHANICS Ill

AEPH641

MOTOR LEARNING Ill

AEPH642

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY Ill

AEPH643

SEMINAR IN RESEARCH

AEPH644

SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION

AEPH548

AEPH447
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PHYSICAL AND HEALTH
EDUCATION) (NEW COURSE PATTERN)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS AVAILABLE IN 1983
AECP101 FOUNDATIONS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
During this unit the students will have:
Displayed an understanding of the nature of, and need for physical education
in schools;
Overviewed the syllabi in physical education for primary schools;
Examined syllabi in physical education for secondary schools;
Examined the theoretical foundations upon which the above syllabi have been
constructed;
Identified and evaluated specific lesson structures and content for games, dance
and gymnastics in secondary schools;
Identified and evaluated specific teaching methods and strategies appropriate
for teaching physical education in secondary schools;
Discussed the role of the physical educator as a professional member of the
school and community.

AECP102 FOUNDATIONS IN HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course unit students will examine the nature of school health education
and a rationale for its being. The role of the school and the health educator will
be reviewed and the professional and personal competencies of the health educator .
investigated. Methods of programme organisation will be studied and lesson
structure examined with emphasis on scope and sequencing and the nature and
role of objectives.

AEED101 LEARNING AND THE LEARNER
For details see Section 7 .1.1.

AEED102 THE LEARNER: EDUCATION AND INSTITUTIONS
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED103 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE I
For details see Section 7.1 .1 .

AEED201 LEARNING TO THINK:
COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE LEARNER
For details see Section 7.1.1.
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AEED202 LEARNERS AND LEARNING IN THE
PERSPECTIVE OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
For details see Section 7.1.1.

AEED207 EVALUATION AND MEASUREMENT
IN EDUCATION
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED101 or AEED102
Students will acquire an understanding of the need for tesing and measuring
in the evaluative process. Basic statistical procedures and their application to
measurement will be introduced and a critical appraisal made of available testing
and measuring techniques presently used in physical and health education. Current
developments in measurement will be reviewed and fundamentals of computer
usage practised.

AEPH111 SCIENCE I
Session One; 5 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will provide students with the basic scientific knowledge introductory to other units in the programme. ArPas of study will include physics of
movement, motion and energy, introductory organic and inorganic chemistry
and basic cellular biology.

AEPH112 SCIENCE II
Session Two: 5 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will provide students with the basic scientific knowledge introductory to other units jn the programme. Areas of study include static forces,
circular motion, rotational kinematics, projectile motion, physics in athletics,
biochemistry and the chemical nature of life and energy flow into and out of
cells, the basic· principles of genetics and tissue bio!ogy.

AEPH113 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY I
Session Two; 5 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through this course unit student will:
Be able to locate and identify, using appropriate terminology, various organs of
the body and will have a detailed knowledge of the structure of these organs
and know the positional relationship of the organs to other structures in the
body;
Understand the functioning of individual organs and other structures within
tha body and appreciate the integral contribution of each structure to the function of the entire organism;
Undertake laboratory experiences in observing and recording information concerning the structure and function of various organs and systems of the body.
Attend and complete all requirements for the human performance laboratory.
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TEXTBOOK

Tortora, G.J. and Anagnostakos, N.P. Principles of Anatomy and Physiology. 3rd
ed., Canfield Press, San Francisco, 1981.

AErll121 MAN IN AC,;IION
Session One; 5 credit points (5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite : Nil

In this unit student will study: observations of man in action; the factors which
motivate man towards physical activity; organisation of play, sport and recreation
in our society; individual differences which influence man's physical activity; the
identification and application of principles for improving human performance in
physical activities; the child behind the action.
With the above in mind students will commence the development of an appropriate
personal philosophy relating to physical activity and physical education.
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory participation in the human
performance laboratory.
TEXTBOOKS

Pyke, F.S . and Watson, G.G. Focus on Running: An Introduction to Human
Movement, Harper and Row, Sydney, 1978.
Tortora, G.J. and Anagnostakos, N.P. Principles of Anatomy and Physiology, 3rd
ed ., Canfield Press, San Francisco, 1981.

AEPH131 HEALTH STUDIES I
' Session One; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit commences a seque11ce of units that examines the major health
issues of the individual in society, Students will be able to describe the quality
of life in terms of physical, mental and social well-being and regard health as a
continuum determined by hereditary, environmental and educational variables.
This initial unit will assist the student in formulating a formal concept of health.
Factors influenci ng health will be identified and the major causes of morbidity
and mortality will be discussed. The nature of disease and disease processes will
be clarified and the major effects of alcohol and tobacco as risk factors will be
analysed.
TEXTBOOKS

Grawunder, A. and Pruitt, B.E. Essentials of Life and Health. (3rd ed.) New York,
Random House, 1980.
Hector, W. Textbook of Medicine for Nurses. (3rd ed.). London Heinemann,
1977.
Hetzel , Basil S. Health and Australian Society. (3rd ed.), Melbourne, Penguin
Books, 1980.

AEPH132 HEALTH STUDIES II
Session Two; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit is the second in a sequence that examines the factors affecting
the quality of life.
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Basic concepts and skills relating to nutrition, drugs and consumer health will
be developed to assist the student in his understanding of the interrelationships

and interdependence that exist in health promotion, maintenance and rehabilitation.
The role of nutrition in the disease process and in health promotion will be
examined and the health risks associated with the misuse and abuse of drugs
in our society will be analysed.
The consumer's ability to utilise health products, services and information wisely
will be developed.
TeXTBOOKS
Essentials of Life and Health. (3rd ed.) New York: Delmar Publishing Co., CAM

Random House, 1980.
Hetzel, B.S. Health and Australian Society. (3rd ed.l Australia: Penguin Books,
1980.

AEPH141 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN HUMAN MOVEMENT I
Session One; 3 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit entails a basic study of three aspects of practical physical education
with special emphasis on the skill of teaching. In the area of dance a study of
basic skills in movement together with appropriate teaching strategies for modem
dance movement, and folk dance will be undertaken. In games a study will be
made of swimming including lifesaving, and basketball. For the gymnastics
segment emphasis will be placed on gymnastics for the five to twelve-year-old
child.

AEPH142 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN HUMAN MOVEMENT II
Session Two; 3 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Continuing the method of presentation for Practical Studies in Human Movement I
(AEPH141), the activities studies will include jazz-ballet, hockey and netball
or soccer, and -elementary tumbling or rhythmic gymnastics.

AEPH211 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY II
Session One; 5 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH113 or AEPH112

The following topics will be studied in terms of structure and function with special
emphasis on their significance on human movement characteristics :
The Circulatory System : Regulation of Circulation.
The Respiratory System: Nature and Structure of the tissues and organs of the
respiratory tract; the mechanics of breathing.
The Nervous System: Components of the central and peripheral nervous systems
and the autonomic nervous system - brain and spinal" cord, cranial and spinal
nerves; facilitation and inhibition; reflexes; sensory organs.
Neuro Muscular Physiology: mechanisms of contraction; the motor unit; action
potential.
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TEXTBOOK

Tortora, G.J. and Anagnostakos, N.P. Principle& of Anatomy and Physiology.
(2nd ed.), 1978, Canfield Press, San Francisco.

AEPH212 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY Ill
Session Two; 5 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH121 or AEPH113

A continuation of the study of body systems, structure and functions, this unit
includes the following topics which will be studied with reference to bod't) movement when integrated with those systems previously examined.
The Lymphatic System: lymphatic structures and circulation, immunity.
T he Digestive System: organization, organs and exocrine glands, physiology of
digestion .
·
The Urinary System: structures and their functions.
Fluid, Electrolyte and Acid Base Dynamics.
The Endocrine System: glands, hormones and their functions.
The Reproductive System: anatomy and physiology of the male and female
reproductive systems; conception, pregnancy, prenatal development.
Integrated Relationships of the Body's Systems.
TEXTBOOK

Tortora, G.J. and Anagnostakos, N.P. Principles of Anatomy and Physiology
(2nd ed.), 1978, Canfield Press, San Francisco.

AEPH221 BIOMECHANICS I
Session One; 5 credit points (5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH113 and AEPH112

Through this unit students will study the applications of biomechanics to physical
education and sports; mechanical principles underlying movement; biomechanics
of locomotion; biomechanics of throwing and catching patterns; biomechanics of
rotational movements and angular velocity; biomechanics of striking activities.
Kinematic analysis of human motion.
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory participation in the human
performance laboratory.
TEXTBOOK

Hay, J.G. the Biomechanics of Sports Techniques (2nd ed.) Prentice-Hall, New
Jersey, 1978.

AEPH222 MOTOR LEARNING I
Session Two; 5 credit points (5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH211

Th is course unit will involve the investigation of the nature of skilled performance, theories of motor behaviour and current research into selected areas of
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skill acquisition. These areas include: learning and performance; feedback mechanisms and knowledge of results; distribution of practice; whole and part practice;
motivation; retention and forgetting. This investigation of the psychomotor domain will be applied to the coaching of games and development of skills necessary
for participation in sports and recreative pursuits. Study will be incorporated in
theoretical lectures and laboratory demonstration.
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory participation in the human
performance laboratory.

AEPH231 HEALTH STUDIES Ill
Session One_- 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH131 or AEPH132
This course unit is the third in a seq11ence that examines the total quality of life.
Students will examine those factors that influence emotional well-being and affect
the psycho-sexual development of the individual.
The concept of human sexuality will be analysed and students will identify and
interpret the mental transactions affecting health within and between people.
Students will be involved in learning activities that develop self-awareness and
interpersonal effectiveness as they relate to individual sex roles.

AEPH232 HEALTH STUDIES IV
Session Two_- 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH131 or AEPH132
This course unit concludes the sequence of Health Studies units. Students will
define the characteristics and functions of a community and identify problem
areas in the promotion of community health. Awareness of appropriate health
services and agencies will assist students in analysing methods of maintaining
environmental quality and safe community living. The environment as it pertains
to safe living and pollution control will be investigated.

AEPH245 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN HUMAN
MOVEMENT Ill
Session One (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH141 or AEPH142
In this course unit emphasis will be placed on teaching and coaching techniques
together with appropriate patterns of organisation. Activities will include Latin
and American dance, tennis, orienteering, modern educational gymnastics and
introductory Olympic gymnastics.

AEPH246 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN HUMAN
MOVEMENT IV
Session Two (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH141 or AEPH142
As a continuation of work done in AEPH245, Olympic gymnastics, together
with the introduction of dance drama, creative dance, softball, rugby football,
and track and field athletics will be included in this course unit.
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DIPLOMA IN TEACHING (SECONDARY) OLD COURSE
-ENGLISH/HI STORY
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AAGS301 VISUAL ARTS
For details see Section 7 .5.1

AAGS331 MUSIC STUDIES
For details see Section 7 .5.1

AEED301 LEARNERS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED302 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING:
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEED303 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE V
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED304 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE VI
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEEN223 CS ENGLISH liB
Double Session (3 hours per week)

This course is designed to develop students' responses to and understanding of
literature. Students will be made aware of the inter-relationship of all English
Studies, particularly the essential integration of language and literature.
Much of the literature content of this unit, American Literature in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, could be used in teaching English in secondary
schools, especially in the senior years. Therefore, lectures/seminars will include
discussion of appropriate teaching strategies.

AEEN322 CS ENGLISH lilA
Double Session (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AEEN220

The main topics to be studied in this course unit will be programming: principles
and approaches; remedial reading in the secondary school; teaching English to
migrant pupils; senior English (Years 11 and 12)_; assessment and evaluation.

AEGS311 LITERATURE AND SOCIETY V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS321 MATHEMATICS IN SOCIETY V
For details see Section 7.1.1
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AEGS341 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEGS361 ASIAN STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1.1

AEGS551 HUMAN MOVEMENT STUDIES V
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AESS223 CS HISTORY Ill
Double Session (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requnire: SS1121

There will be two strands in this unit, each running for three hours per week
over the whole year.
Aspects of British History, where emphasis will be placed on the emergence of
Parliament, the struggle between Crown and Parliament and the evolution of
democratic government in Britain.
Aspects of European History, a survey of the emergence of the French Monarchy,
the development of absolutism, The French Revolution, Napoleon, and the growth
of nationalism and its effects on Nineteenth Century Europe.
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PHYSICAL AND
HEALTH EDUCATION) OLD COURSE PATTERN
AEED249 PSYCHO-SOCIAL ISSUES IN MODERN SOCIETY
Sesrion One (3 hour~ pr:, wt!t!l<)
Pre-Requisite: AEED102 or AEED202

In this course unit students will examine some of the major psychological and
sociological problems that face people living in modern society . Topics will
include such things as anxiety, aggression , independence, group pressure,' values
conflicts, power and authority.

AEED349 EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVES WITHIN
SOCIETAL ORGANIZATIONS
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED1 01, AEED1 02

In this course unit, studies will focus on the process of education from two
perspectives : the social context in which education occurs (sociological perspective) and the effects on the individual of educative and non-educative social
interaction (social psychological perspective).
The unit is intended to broaden and deepen understanding of individual and
group behaviour generally and in particular, to heighten students' self-awareness
and sharpen their perceptions of their own behaviour.

AEED340 COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROCESSES
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED249

In this course unit students will examine practical solutions to the problems
outlined in the course unit AEED249: Psycho-social Issues in Modern Society.
Topics that will be studied include the community education concept; initiating
and developing community education; programme development; staffing for
developing community education; and economic considerations in community
education.
·

AENS345 BIOCHEMISTRY
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AENS241 (NS2411)

The course unit will deal with aspects of Biochemistry which relate particularly
to physical and health education. The content will be influenced by the interests
of students in the course. Areas which could be studied include: metabolic
pathways - extensions of the work covered in Science II; the nerve impulse;
muscle contraction; chemistry and metabolism of drugs; heredity -genetic diseases.

AENS446 HEALTH IN THE ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH343 (PH3431)

Following general ecological concepts studied in Science and Discipline Studies
in Health Education, students will examine the problems in man's environment
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which pose a threat to good health. Studies will differentiate between man's
ecology and his physical and psychological dependence on his environment.
Students will recognise the need for individual and societal responsibility in the
promotion and maintenance of environmental quality.

AEPH243 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION V
Session One (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH144 or AEPH145 (PH1441, PH1442)

This unit continues the approach of Practical Studies in AEPH144 and AEPH145,
with emphasis on modern ballroom dance, Olympic gymnastics, championship
swimming, and a choice of cricket or volleyball.

AEPH244 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION VI
Session Two (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH144, AEPH145 (PH1441, PH1442)

This course unit concludes the basic practical studies sequence with a study of
dance making and choreography, Olympic gymnastics, canoeing and techniques
of survival.

AEPH346 RECREATION I
Session One and Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED249

Students will undertake a study of the following topics: concepts in leisure and
recreation; the historical development of leisure and recreational patterns; the
need for recreation in urban society; attitudes towards work and leisure, the
influence of the Protestant Work Ethic on present day attitudes to work and
play, the school as a community recreation centre and recreation for special
populations.

AEPH460 MEASUREMENT IN PHYSICAL AND
HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One (3 hours per week)
Two of the following conditions must be satisfied.
Pre-Requisite: AEPH342, AEPH343 (PH3421, PH3422)
Co-Requisite : AEPH441

Students will acquire an understanding of the need for testing and measuring
in the evaluative process . Basic statistical procedures and their application to
measurement will be introduced and a critical appraisal made of available testing and measuring techniques in physical and health education. Current developments in measurement will be reviewed and fundamentals of computer usage
practised.
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AEPH441 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY I
Session One (5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH341 and AENS241 (PH3411, NS2411)

Th rough this course unit stuqents will be exposed to a study of the effects of
exercise on the human physiology. The>;- will examine conditioning and training principles . and processes. An informed basis for the development of scientifically founded school physical education programmes will be established. The
following areas will have been covered: muscle physiology in exercise; respiration and gas transport in exercise; the heart and circulation in exercise; metabol ism in exercise; physical fitness; muscular strength and muscular endurance;
circulorespiratory endurance;flexibility ;warming-up and warming-down ;ergogenic
aids to sport performance; nutrition, obesity and weight control in sport.

AEPH442 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SPORT
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED349

At the conclusion of this course students will have investigated aspects of the
following areas as they relate to physical education and sport: group dynamics;
motivation, attitudes and participation; competition; aggression; socialisation and
the acquisition of skill, sport personology. In conjunction with the theoretical
treatment of these areas, students will also have examined and have had practice
in applying various measurement and evaluative procedures appropriate to their
field of study .
TEXTBOOKS

· Straub, W.F. Sport Psychology: an analysis of athlete behaviour. New York,
Mouvement Publ., 1978.
Alderman, A.B. Psychological Behaviour in Sport. Philadelphia, Saunders, 1974.

AEPH443 SPORT IN SOCIETY
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AEPH442

At the completion of this course unit students will understand the following
concepts in relation to sport and physical activity -role, socialisation, institutionalisation, conflict, power and authority, stratification, and social change. The
functions of sport as a social institution will have been identified and the role
of sport as a reflection and transmitter of social values will have been examined
in the context of sport in Australia and in other societies. Students will have
discussed social issues from areas such as politics and sport, sex-5ocialisation and
the role of women in sport, the effects of technology on sport and physical
activity and the role of the mass media.

AEPH445 INTRODUCTION TO DRUGS
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH344, AEPH341 (PH3431, PH3411)

This course unit will be an introduction to drug education. Students will develop
an awareness and understanding of the problems leading to a drug-oriented society.
Students will examine the basic facts concerned with drug use and abuse, and
the rationale for drug usage. Investigation of drug-related community resources
and their functions will be carried out. From this unit students will recognise
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the necessary skills for working with pupils concerned with drug issues, and
will acquire an understanding of a wide range of drug-related information.
TEXTBOOKS

Julien A.M. A Primer of Drug Action. W.H. Freeman and Co. San Francisco,
1978.
Ray, O.S. Drugs, Society and Human Behaviour. C.V. Mosby, St. Louis, 1974.

AEPH434 HEALTH IN SOCIETY
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: A EED349

Students should regard this course as a cumulative experience based on health
information gained in other discipline studies and health electives. Students
will be able to discuss society's attitudes to health and health education . At
the conclusion of the unit, students will be able to differentiate between the
different philosophies of health that are current and be able to discuss the implications as they may influence the total community.

AEPH447 RECREATION II
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH346

Students will build on concepts established in Recreation I and undertake a
study of the following topics : barriers to recreational behaviour; purpose goals
and objectives of diverse recreational environments; program planning and implementation; program evaluation skills; leadership responsibilities.

AEPH451 CONSUMER HEALTH
Pre-Requisite: AEPH344 (PH3431}

This elective course unit will involve an in-depth study of consumer health.
Students will be required to examine the consumer against the background of
Discipline Studies in Health Education, and will be involved in the practical
exercise of scientific research and evaluation. At the conclusion of this unit the
students will have acquired knowledge and underStanding of the various elements
of personal health and their relationship to consumer health. Students will recognise the factors involved in selection and evaluation of health services and
products, and identification of emerging health problems.

AEPH452 NUTRITION
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH341, AEPH344 (PH3411, PH3431}

This course unit has been designed to assist the student to investigate the relationship of diet and health. At the conclusion of this unit students will be familiar
with the biological functions of nutrients, with food sources of nutrients and
with the food requirements of the body. Students will have applied knowledge
acquired in this area to an assessment of contemporary eating patterns and to
an assessment of nutritional information and food products. The relationship
between diet and health will also have been investigated at the international
level, with special attention to culturally determined food patterns, problems
in Third World countries, the effects of technology, and possible future developments in meeting world-wide needs.
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TEXTBOOK

Stanton, R. Food for Health. W.B. Sa4nders, Sydney ,~1.9?9.
A!;PH4~ ~QUCATIP~<tFQ~S~f'~~YJN.9·,
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH343 (PH3431)

This elective course unit will highlight the relation.ship between safety education
and the leading causes of mortality in the under t~nty,-five ,agt; group._s't~;~dertt~
will study those factors that influence unsafe behaviour and .sjm.ulated lecture
experiences will allow students to develop experien'ce-baSed w~sdor:n ,under'increas-·
ing-risk situations. Stuqents will ,Pra~tise. emergency .h11al.th .P.rp,_c;e$ture~ ar;~,d aP,P,IY<
knowledge gained in course learning experiences. Empli~Js . wilt be, P.(aced ' ori .
safety concepts involved in scho.o), retreatio~, tr11nspo11~ ti,qml!.:an,d.cqr:itn)u·nity,:

Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH446

This unit has been designed to a~sist the student to qev,lop, tf1ro1,1g~, r!lsearch
and personal exploration an unders19nding of the followjng: P,sychologlcal, growt~; .
positive group relationships; the processes of.group conim1.1nication ·and,probl!!m
solving. By the enct of the. unit students Vl!ill h!lve..acquireq tne skil!s rit]!ce,~ar,i io
plan activities to foster psychological growth 't~rougli
' gr,04Jl.,irherQctions,
•·
··
1
c
•
.
'
.....
I'

TEXTBOOK

· Becvar, R.J. Skiffs for Effective c;ommu,nication: A\ guitje,
ships. New York, John Wi{ey, 1974,
.

to~ b,uilqing

re£ation-

.

.

A~PH54~ RE~E~RCH. M,i;"FHQJ?Sc IN.,.~ P,~Y~!~~lr

AN£&
l:lE~J~l(H EQQ~Y,IPfll:

.
Session One (3 hours per wtlf!k)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH460

Principles, methods and strategies. useful in t~e planning, design ,and el(a(uation·
of research studies in physical-and t)ealth education will be, e~arnfne'd. St.udents
will acquire functional literacy in tet;hniques of · s~tistic;al 'analysis ··appl!~able.
to various types of research and data.
A,I~:PH!i4~ S~I;E,NQE- AP.PUEp 1,:.

BIQMECfHi.\~.I.~S ~11
Sessio_n Two (5 hours per Vr(eek)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH460 (PH3422)

At the conclusion of this unit students will have. el(plorl!4. me, fQ!I,owing topics:
Kinetic analysis of human motion', fluid mechanics,' biomechan.ics'·'of svyirrming,
biomechanics of various activities, techniques Qf-·biomec;hai)ical a.na)ysis; dJ!velopment of a research project in biomechanics.
·
•
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory
performance laboratory .

particiP,a~ic;m.

in ,h.e h.uman
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TEXTBOOK

Hay, J.G. The Biomechanics of Sports Techniques. 2nd ed ., Prentice-Hall, New
Jersey, 1978.

AEPH543 EDUCATION FOR HUMAN SEXUALITY
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Two of AEPH345 (PH3432), AEPH440 (PH4411),

AEPH446 (PH4411)
Students will investigate the total concept of human sexuality with the objective of formulating a philosophy for education in human sexuality . At the conclusion of the course students will have examined and discussed current literature
on the subject and will become more facile in regard to specific problem solving
situations in relationships with others and in the students's own sexuality .
TEXTBOOKS

Katchadourian, H.A., Lunde, D.J. and Trotter, R. Human Sexuality. Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, Sydney, 1979.
OR
Janda, Louis H., and Klenke-Hamel, Karin E. Human Sexuality. D. Van Abstrand
Co., Melbourne, 1980.

AEPH544 SCIENCE APPLIED 1:
MOTOR LEARNING II
Session Two (5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH342 (PH3421 ), AEPH460

This course will be presented in two strands. The first will involve the study of
information processing models and goal setting as theoretical bases for skill
acquisition. Presentation will be through lectures and tutorials . The second
strand will involve the student in a minor investigative procedure in an area
selected by the student. The investigation will be designed by the lecturer and
subsequent research carried out by the student.
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory participation in the human
performance laboratory.

AEPH545 SCIENCE APPLIED 1:
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY II
Session Two ( 5 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH441 and AEPH460

Through this course unit students will gain experience in relating theory to
human performance situations. The topics studied will include: circulatory
dynamics related to work intensity duration and type in sports and recreation;
environmental effects of heat, cold humidity. altitude, water immersion; preevent and post-event exercise effects on sport performance and recovery; specific·
ity training and conditioning processes in sport; human performance character·
istics of major sports; physical fitness assessment.
A requirement of this course unit is satisfactory participation in the human
performance laboratory.
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TEXTBOOKS

Astrand, P.O. and Aodahl, K. Textbook of work physiology. New York: McGraw·
Hill, 1970.
de Vries, H.A. Physiology of exercise for physical education and athletics. Dubuque: W.C. Brown, Co. (3rd ed.), 1980.
Fox, E.L. and Mathews, D.K. The Physiological Basis of Physical Education and
Athletics. Philadelphia: Saunders College Publishing. (3rd ed.), 1981.

AEPH547 DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Two of AEPH460, AEPH441, AEPH343 (PH3422)

Students will be introduced to a wide variety of developmental and conditioning
activities for individuals free of handicaps but of low physical fitness status. The
relative organisational and administrative techniques used to conduct such programmes will be investigated.

AEPH548 SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Session One and Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH343 (PH3422), AEPH460

Through this course unit students will: gain knowledge of the development of
and need for adapted, developmental and corrective physical education programmes for the exceptional children in the school system; develop a body
of background knowledge of common handicapping and atypical conditions;
become aware of the teacher's legal, moral and professional responsibilities
towards the exceptional child.
TEXTBOOK

Fait, H.F. Special Physical Education: Adapted, Corrective, Developmental.
(3rd ed.) W.B. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1972.

AEPH549 PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, LEISURE
AND SOCIAL CHANGE,
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED341 (ED3491), AEPH455 (PH4492)

This unit has been designed to develop an understanding of the concepts of play,
games, sport, work and leisure and their relationship to change in society. At
the conclusion of the unit students will have investigated changing patterns of
work and leisure and the contribution physical activity has to make to the in·
dividual and society within the perspective. Students will also have explored
the relatively new area of "aesthetics in movement" as a reflection of changing
social values, and will have considered the potential of physical education as an
agent of change.
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AEPH550 HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL
ISSUES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Session One (3 hours per week) ·
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492)

This unit aims to extend the student's analytical and critical powers through an
examination of the main historical and philosophical forces that have influenced
and are continuing to influence education and physical education. Students
will have formulated their personal philosophy and will be able to defend this.
Current issues such as those relating to curriculum construction and implement·
ation; to evaluation in physical education; and to leisure education will also be
investigated.

AEPH551 PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH445, AEPH440 (PH4411)

This elective unit will allow students to undertake an in-depth study of the drug
problem and its effect on the individual and society. At the conclusion of this
unit students will have studied and researched trends and issues in drug use and
abuse. Students will have applied this knowledge to the school, community and
society.

AEPH552 BASIC ISSUES IN HEALTH
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AENS446

Students will identify, delimit and evaluate the relevance of basic issues to health
education in Australia. Through critical examination of basic health issues,
students will be able to objectively discuss antithical health issues responsible
for confusion and distraction regarding the individual's decision-making about
health behaviour. Basic controversial issues in health will be investigated and
clarified through seminar presentations and .research of the relevant literature.

AEPH553 PUBLIC HEALTH
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED349, AEPH454 (PH4491)

Students will study theoretical aspects of public health including: philosophy of
public health; the background and development of public health programmes;
demographic data and vital statistics; epidemic logical investigation, the govern·
ment and voluntary organisations in Australia.
OpportunitY will exist for students to undertake special study in specific areas
of public health such as: the promotion of communitY health; preventing disorders and disabilities; environmental health; health services.
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AEPH554 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE 1: DANCE
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH4~5 (PH4492l , AEPH?44

This unit will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of dance.
Required emphases would include administrative skills, coaching and diagnostic
skills as well as demonstrational competence.

AEPH555 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE 1: GAMES
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492), AEPH244

This unit will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of games or sport.
·
Required emphases would include administrative skills, coaching and diagnostic
·skills as well as demonstrational competence.

AEPH556 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE 1: GYMNASTICS
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492), AEPH244

This unit will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of gymnastics.
Required emphases would include adminstrative skills, coaching ·and diagnostic
skills as well as demonstrational competence.

AEPH557 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE II: DANCE
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492), AEPH244

This unit will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of dance.
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Required emphases would include administrative skills, coaching and diagnostic
skills as well as demonstrational competence.

AEPH558 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE II: GAMES
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492), AEPH244

This un it will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of games or sport.
Required emphases would include administrative skills, coaching and diagnostic
skills as well as demonstrational competence .

AEPH559 PRACTICAL STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
EDUCATION ELECTIVE II: GYMNASTICS
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492), AEPH244

This unit will allow students to make a positive integration of discipline studies,
professional preparation and practical studies.
In association with an academic adviser each student will be required to design
and present a study plan in the area of gymnastics.
Required emphases would include administrative skills, coaching and diagnostic
skills as well as demonstrational competence .

AEPH560 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN HEALTH
EDUCATION
Session One (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite; AEPH454 (PH4491)

This course unit will reinforce the concepts regarding the school health programme and relate them directly to health instruction. The nature of the health
lesson will be thoroughly examined and learning opportunities appropriate to
health education studied in detail. The study will include the nature of creative
teaching in each domain, a rationale for a variety in presentation of material and
a thorough investigation of the various learning opportunities, their advantages
and disadvantages , and their utilisation in health education .
TEXTBOOKS

Meeks, L., Heit, P. and Pottebaum, S. Teaching Health Science in the Middle and
Secondary School. W.C. Brown Co., Iowa, 1981 .
Kime, R., Schlaadt, R., Tritsch, L. Health Instruction: An Actual Approach.
Prentice-Hall Inc., New Jersey , 1977.
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AEPH561 CURRICULUM PROCESSES
Session One (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH455 (PH4492) and AEPH560

St udents will . examine the theories leading to the construction of the physical
and health education curriculum. Through purposeful discussion of ideas, stud·
ents will become familiar with the concepts inherent in various philosophies of
education and understand that a philosophical foundation is a vital part of currie·
ulum development. Students will be expected to state and defend their philosophy
of physical and health education and will be involved in the process of curriculum
construction.
·

AEPH641 SCIENCE APPLIED II:
BIOMECHANICS Ill
Session One and Two (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH542, AEPH541

This course unit will extend knowledge of the application of pure and applied
research in the field of biomechanics. Topics covered: current trends in bio·
mechanics research; methodology in biomechanical studies; instrumentation for
data collection. Students will design and complete an investigation in an appropriate area of biomechanics.

AEPH642 SCIENCE APPLIED II:
MOTOR LEARNING Ill
Session One and Two (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH541, AEPH542,

Through this course unit students will get practical experience in designing
and completing an investigation into a selected area of skill acquisition. Invest·
igation will involve establishing a satisfactory research design to reach a con·
elusion and a review of literature in the selected area.

AEPH643 SCIENCE APPLIED II:
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY Ill
Session One and Two (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH545, AEPH541

Students will study a selection of the following topics in depth: work capacity
of children; children in sport; women in sport; stress testing; physical fitness
and work capacity in adults; hypokinetic diseases; exercise in post conronary
rehabilitation; students will design and complete an investigation into an approp·
riate topic.

AEPH644 SEMINAR IN RESEARCH
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH541

Students will relate general principles of research design and statistical analyses
to particular proposed research topics. During the course students will become
aware of current literature and research in their chosen interest areas.
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AEPH645 APPLIED SPORTS SCIENCE
Session One and Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH541

By the conclusion of this unit the students will have investigated the following
areas: statistical analysis of sporting activities; optimisation of skill performance; analysis of skill and energy requirements of various sporting activities;
the application of sports science to advaf\ced teaching and coaching; preventative sports medicine.
·

AEPH649 ADVANCED STUDIES IN PHYSICAL
AND HEALTH EDUCATION
Session Two (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH561

Students will examine the general administrative components of the school health
and physical education programme and justify the integration with the total
school curriculum. Co-ordinating and supervisory procedures will be identified
including communication skills necessary for effective public relations with
students, staff and community agencies.
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7.3 .2 BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(PHYSICAL & HEALTH EDUCATION)
-CONVERSION COURSE
In 1983 the Institute will be offering an external conversion course to
enable holders of a three year Diploma in Physical Education t o upgrade
their qualif ications to a Bachelor of Education (Physical and Health
Education) degree.
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COURSE UNITS, CREDIT POINTS & PRE-REQUISITES/CO-REQUISITES
FOR THE
CONVERSION TO THE BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(PHYSICAL & HEALTH EDUCATION)
Normal

Pattern
Stages

2

3

To Be Undertaken By
Physical
Health
Major
Education
Major

No.

Credit
Points
(Hrs/Wk)

AEED107

6 (3)

Education· Exception-

y

AEPH137

6 (3)

Health Education I

y

AEPH138

6 (3)

Health Education lA

AEED401

6 (3)

Education: Advanced
Curriculum

y

AEPH237

6 (3)

Health Education II

y

AEPH238

6 (3)

Health Education IIA

AEED402

6 (3)

Education: Issu es in

Course
Unit

Course Unit Title

y

Nil
Nil

y

y

Pre -Req
or
Co-Req

y

Nil
AEPH107
AEPH137 or

y

AEPH138

y

AEED197

Education

4

5

y

AEPH321

6 (3)

Biomechanics II

AEED107 or

AEPH322

6 (3)

Motor Learning II

AEPH137 or

AEPH323

6 (3)

Exercise Physiology II

AEPH337

6 (3)

Health Education Ill

AEPH321

6 (3)

Biomechanics II

AEED107 or

AEPH322

6 (3)

Motor Learning II

AEPH137 or

AEPH323

6 (3)

Exercise Physiology II

AECP301

6 (3)

Health Education :
Method Studies I

y

AEPH437

6

Health Education IV

y

AEPH424

6 (3)

Applied Sports Studies

AECP302

6 (3)

Health Education :
Method Studies II

(3)

AEPH138

y

AEPH237

AEPH138

y

y

AEPH237 or
AEPH238
AEPH337

y

AEPH321 or
AEPH352 or
AEPH353

y

AECP301

Compulsory Un its
Students majoring in Physical Education are required to undertake two of the three units available
St udents majoring in Health Education must undertake one unit in Physical Education from the
three nominated
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BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(PHYSICAL AND HEALTH EDUCATION)
-CONVERSION COURSE
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AEED107 EXCEPTIONALITY APPROACHES AND TRENDS
For details see Section 7 .1.2

AEED401 DESIGNS FOR LEARNING
Pre-Requisite: AEED107
For details see Section 7 .1.1

AEED4021SSUES IN EDUCATION
For details see Section 7.1 .1

AEPH137 HEALTH EDUCATION I
Sessi on One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit is the first in a sequence of course units that examines the issues assoc·
iated with the health of the individual in society. Students in this unit will exam·
ine the concept of health and formulate a philosophy regarding their personal
health.
The risk factors associated with the leading causes of death will be analysed in
the light of their influence on the quality of life. Clarification of the relationships of disease processes to fitness and the use of alcohol and tobacco will
enhance the need for individual responsibility in promotion and maintenance of
health .

TEXTBOOKS
Crawunder, R. and Pruitt, B.E. Essentials of Life and Health. (3rd ed.l Delmar
Publishing Co., CRM Random House, New York, 1980.
Hector, W. Textbook of Medicine for Nurses. Heinemann, London, 1977.
Hetzel , B.S. Health and Australian Society. (3rd ed.) Penguin Books, Australia,
1980.

AEPH138 HEALTH EDUCATION lA
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course highlights the responsibility of the individual in coping with contemporary health problems.
The physical, social and mental factors that influence individual well-being will
be examined with reference to our Australian lifestyle, and those factors which
adversely effect this lifestyle will be identified.
Students will be afforded the opportunity, not only to gain knowledge in this
area, but also to develop attitudes and skills which will lead to positive decision
making.
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TEXTBOOKS
Crawunder, A. and Pruitt, B.E. Essentials of Life and Health. (3rd ed.) Delmar
Publishing Co., CAM Random House, New York, 1980.

AEPH237 HEALTH EDUCATION II
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH137 or AEPH138
This unit is the second in a sequence of course units that examine those factors
that significantly influence the physical, mental and social well-being of the
individual. Students in this unit will examine the contribution of nutrition and
drug interactions to the promotion and maintenance of human growth and
development. A comparison of the positive and negative aspects of consumer
health education will include analysis of the role education plays in the promotion of products and services. This course unit will develop the consumer's
ability to utilise a variety of health products, services and information wisely.

TEXTBOOKS
Crawunder, A. and Pruitt, B.E. Essentials of Life end Health. (3rd ed.) New
York: Delmar Publishing Co., CAM Random House, 1980.
Hetzel, B.S. Health and Australian Society. (3rd ed.) Australia: Penguin Books,
1980.

AEPH238 HEALTH EDUCATION IIA
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH137 or AEPH138
While the individual can take a larger responsibility for his level of health, this
responsibility must be supplemented and complemented by the community in
which he lives.
This unit will examine the wide variety of health knowledge, services and products
available in the community, and at the same time develop the knowledge and
skills necessary for the student to make wise decisions in these areas.
It will seek to increase the students' understanding of the modern concept of
health, by examining the interdependence between the individual and community, health promotion and health maintenance.

TEXTBOOK
Crawunder, A. and Pruitt, B.E. Essentials of Life and Health. (3rd ed.) CAM
Publication, Random House, New York, 1980.

AEPH322 MOTOR LEARNING II (E)
Session One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED107 or AEPH137 or AEPH138
In a majority of motor or physical activities in which man participates, some
degee of skill is necessary such that satisfaction be derived from participation.
For teachers of physical education improving the level· of skill is paramount to
their function. To this end, an understanding of how this skill is acquired or
developed, and a consideration of some of the important variables that operate
during this process is necessary.
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At the conclusion of this unit the student will be able to: show cognizance of
concepts of motor behaviour and skill acquisition; identify some of the important factors which operate in the skill learning process; review the effect of these
factors and be able to relate how they may be taken account of in teaching and
learning.
TCXTOOOK

To be prescribed
REFERENCES

Carron, A.V. L ;:;boratory Experiments in Motor Learning. Englewood Cliffs, New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Cratty, B.J. Movement Behaviour and Motor Learning. New York: Lea and Febiger,
1964.
Cratty, B.J. and Martin, M.M. Perceptual Motor Efficiency in Children. New
York: Lea and Febiger, 1969.
Fitts, P.A. and Posner, M.l. Human Performance. London: Belmont Brooks/
Cole Pub. Co., 1967.
Lawther, J.D. The Learning of Physical Skills. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Oxendine, J.B. Psychology of Motor Learning. London: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1968.

AEPH323 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY II (E)
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED107 or AEPH137 or AEPH138

This unit extends the study of human structure and function into the exercise
domain. It is a complementary discipline study to biomechanics, motor learning
and sports medicine and as such is a necessary foundation for more advanced
studies.
Through this course unit students will: understand pre-exercise, exercise and
post-exercise responses in man; understand the adaptations induced in man by
exercise, training and conditioning processes; appreciate the long-term benefits
that accrue from regular exercise in relation to human performance potential
and health; extend their foundation for intelligent and informed reading and
evaluation of literature in the area of human work physiology.
TEXTBOOK

Mathews, O.K. and Fox, E.L. The physiological basis of physical education
and athletics. (3rd ed .) Philadelphia: Saunders College Publishing, 1981.
REFERENCES

Astrand, P.O., Rodahl, K. Textbook of work physiology. New York: McGraw
Hill Co., 1970.
Clarke, D.H . Exercise Physiology. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall
Inc., 1975.
de Vries, H.A. Physiology of Exercise. (3rd ed.) Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. C. Brown
Co., 1980.
Edington, D.W., Edgerton, W.V. The Biology of Physical Activity. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1976.
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AEPH337 HEALTH EDUCATION Ill
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH237

This course unit is the third in a sequence of units that examine the basic concepts of health. Ability to cope with stress and the factors affecting emotional
well-being will be studied in this unit. Students will examine the criteria of good
mental health and become familiar with certain expressed theories associated
with the promotion of sound mental health.
The concept of sexuality will be explored and students will analyse psychosexual aspects of growth and development as they affect the health of the individual. Opportunity to discuss contemporary issues in human sexuality will
occur during the vacation school.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.

AEPH32.1 BIOMECHANICS II (E)
Sessions One and Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEED107 or AEPH137 or AEPH138

This unit is designed to upgrade the student's understanding of the mechanical
principles underlying human movement.
The student will be assumed to have a background knowledge in the theoretical
and practical aspects of biomechanics and its implications to the teaching of
physical education. The emphasis in this unit will be to concentrate on an indepth theoretical approach to the underlying mechanical principles of biomechanics. The course will culminate in a theoretical analysis of a chosen sport skill
which will incorporate the biomechanical principles covered earlier in the course.
The course is designed to increase the ability of the physical educator to analyse
the performance of sports techniques and thus result in improved teaching skills.
TEXTBOOK

Hay, J.G. The' biomechanics of sports techniques. (2nd ed.) ·New Jersey: PrenticeHall, 1978.
·
REFERENCES

Northrip, J.W. Logan, G.A. and McKinney, W.C. Introduction to biomechanic
analysis of sport. Iowa: Wm. C. Brown Company Publishers, 1977.
Plagenhoef, S. Patterns of human motion: a cinematographic analysis. New
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1971.
Miller, 0.1. and Nelson, R.C. Biomechanics of sport. Pennsylvania: Lea and
Febiger, 1973.

AEPH437 HEALTH EDUCATION IV
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH337

This course unit will finalise the sequence of study that deals with the basic concepts of health. Community aspects as they relate to the promotion and maintenance of physical, mental and social well-being will be examined. In particular,
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factors affecting envit'ortmental quality and flitfe living will be identified. Students
will attempt to formulate commuJ"'ity actieln plans that will assist in promotion
of community health. Consequently students will evaluate available community
health services and agencies.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSES
7.4.1
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (PRIMARY)

The Graduate Diploma in Education (Dip.Ed) is available to graduates,
and diplomates who hold a diploma in outside teacher education (including course units appropriate to teaching), who wish to enter the
primary teaching profession.
Unlike some traditional Graduate Diplomas in Education, this course
uses a curriculum-based approach with weekly school experiences
which orient students to the practicalities of teaching. The course
provides units in education focusing on the theme of learners and
learning, with problems of learners with exceptional needs given a
specia! emphasis. As well, the education units examine social and
school effects on learners and deal with the problems of des'igning
curricula.
The curriculum studies units are group under the four integrated areas
of Language Education, Mathematics Education, Education in the
Arts and Education in the Sciences.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (PRIMARY)
Normal Pattern Progression
SESSION
COURSE UNIT

2
Unit
N0.

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Learners and Learning

AEED~J1

4

(6)

Teaching Theory & Practice I

AEt:D13Q

2

(2)

Language Education I

AECL130

2

(4)

Mathematics Education I

AECM131

2

(4)

Education in the Arts I

AECA131

4

(4)

Education in the Sciences I

AECS131

4

(4)

Practicum

AEED134

Unit
No.

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

3wks

Learning in the PArspective of
School & Society

AEED135

2 (2)

Designs for Learning: An
Introduction to Curriculum

AEED132

2 (2)

Teaching Theory & Practice II

AEE:D132

2

(2)

Language Education II

AECL131

2

{3)

Mathematics Education II

AECM130

2

(3)

Education in the Arts II

AECA130

4 (3)

Education in the Sciences II

AECS130

4

Practicum II

AEEDno 3wks(6)

Total Lecture Hours Per Week
Total Credit Points

18

(3)

18
(24)

Figures in parentheses indicate unit credit points. Each session
carries the equivalent of twenty-four credit points.

(24)

c:.t fl"ll·time study

Session One contains 13 weeks excluding 3 weeks of practice teaching.
Session Two contains 11 weeks including 3 weeks of practice teaching, hence the
credit points have been adjusted accordingly.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION (PRIMARY)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AECA130 EDUCATION IN THE ARTS II
Session Two; 3 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The second of a sequence of two course units presenting a focus upon approaches in the arts in education, this course unit continues the development of concepts and skills begun in Education in AECA 131.

AECA131 EDUCATION IN THI: ARTS I
Session One; 4 credit points (4 hours per week)
Pre-Requisits: Nil
This course unit introduces students to the arts through the concept of a unified
approach to the arts in education, highlighting integrative possibilities, common·
alities and alliances between visual arts, music, dance and drama. Elements of
skill, expression and appreciation will be introduced through practical involvement in workshops and in the studio.

AECL131 LANGUAGE EDUCATION II
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit is designed to further develop students' understanding of the nature
of literacy so that they may be able to leed their pupils towards independence
in reading and writing. The nature of comprehension will be discussed, and the
development of reading habits which will assist the child to properly understand
what he reads will be examined. A limited study of children's literature will be
undertaken. The practical implications of recent research into the writing process
will also be examined.

AECL130 LANGUAGE EDUCATION I
Session One;4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit aims at developing in students the knowledge and skills of the effective
language teacher. It is hoped that, rather than merely learning a series of specific
lesson procedures, students will develop an understanding of language education
which will permit them to develop effective language learning programmes for
children in the elementary school.

AECM130 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION II
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit extends the work commenced in AECM131. The emphasis is
placed on programming to cater for individual differences. This involves consideration of diagnosis and evaluation.
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AECM131 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION I
Session One; 4 credit points (2 hours per

wet~k)

Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit has been designed to make students thoroughly conversant
with the elementary mathematics of the primary school and the basic teaching
strategies applicable to its presentation.

AECS130 EDUCATION IN THE SCIENCES II
Session Two;3 credit points (4 hours per wet~k)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course unit students will study:
Values education and attitude development in the sciences; acclimatising, tech·
niques for attitude development in children, the nature of values; major approach·
es to values education.
The environment as a resource; field experience and data collection; using the
environment effectively in physical education. Innovations and trends in the
sciences; treatment of controversial issues; dramatic play, dance games and
simulation exercises.
Special programmes in each of the sciences.
Developing a school based curriculum in the sciences.

AECS131 EDUCATION IN THE SCIENCES I
Session One; 4 credit points (4 hours per

wet~k}

Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course unit students will study:
The nature and structure of the sciences; aims of sciences based on curricula
policy statements for primary schools.
Unit planning.guidelines; unit components.
Thematic, integrated and content based approaches.
Criteria for content selection.
Unit implementation ·the classroom.

AEED130 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE 1:
BASIC SKILLS
Session One; 2 credit points (2 hours per wetJk}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In a study of what teachers do in the formal school setting, the planning decisions
they have to make and the behaviours they employ, common elements emerge
regardless of subject matter being taught.
The focus of this unit is on these basic teacher behaviours which characterise all
formal teaching situations, developing for the student knowledge and understand·
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ing of, and competence in, basic skills of teaching; skills such as planning, interpersonal communication, group management, questioning, explaining, reinforcing
and evaluating.

AEED131 LEARNERS AND LEARNING
Session One; 6 credit points (4 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Since, basically education is about learners and learning, a knowledge of the
nature of learners and of how they learn is a necessary foundation for the prospective teacher. Additionally since classroom teachers are responsible for developing the abilities of all children placed in their care, the concept 'learner'
must be broad enough to include both the 'normal stream' and those who experience difficulty in learning, especially those mildly handicapped chilpren
placed in regular classrooms. It is the purpose of this course unit to examihe
the nature of learning and the characteristics of learners which affect learning.

AEED132 DESIGN FOR LEARNING:
AN INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Classroom teachers are now expected to contribute to decisions about the planning implementation and evaluation of curriculum at the grade and school level.
This unit sets out to develop in students an appreciation and understanding of
the field of curriculum and to develop an understanding and skill in planning,
implementing .a nd evaluating curriculum experiences and materials.

AEED133 TEACHING THEORY AND PRACTICE II:
TEACHING STRATEGIES AND ORGANISATION
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The basic teaching skills developed in the preceding course unit and in the intersession block practice are now to be used in a variety of combinations aimed
at practising particular teaching strategies appropriate to children's learning
along a continuum from reception to discovery learning.
The strategy is seen as a total plan to include support skills: organisation, programming and evaluation procedures.

AEED135 LEARNING IN THE PERSPECTIVE
OF SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
Session Two; 2 credit points (2 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit moves on from a consideration of the individual learner to our examination of learners and learning in a social and institutionalised setting. Professional educators operate primarily within such settings and this unit seeks
to help them to understand the nature, functions and aims of such institutions~
how they affect both learners and learning and how they are influenced by the
wider society of which they are a part.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

This graduate diploma course will provide teachers with the opportunity to examine the contribution of science and technology to environmental management and to relate this knowledge to the curriculum
of the school. The course includes theoretical studies in Resource and
the ,Environment, and Society and the Environment. These theoretical
studies will be complemented by a practical strand incorporating field
studies.
The course will be conducted on a part-time basis over four sessions.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
!ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATIONI
Normal Pattern Progression
STAGE

3

2

COURSE UNIT

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Ecolog~

AENS161

3

Earth Studies

AENS162

5

(3)

Field Studies

AETE160

4

13)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
IHrs/Wkl

Unit
No

4

Credit Pts
IHrs/wkl

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/wk )

(2)

Biological

AENS260

4

(3)

AENS261

3

(2)

AETE260

5 131

AENS360

4

(31

AETE261

3

(2)

AETE262

5

(3)

AENS460

5

(3 )

AETE263

3

(2)

4

(3)

12

(8)

Management
Non ~ Living

Resource Man agement
Learning Theory &
Teaching

Strategies
Curriculum Organisation &
Development

Social & Phil osophical Found-

ations
AETE264

Current Issues
Total Credit Points
& Hours Per Week

12

(8)

12

(8)

12

(8)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AENS'Io1 ~COLOGY
Sessjon One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

In this course unit, students will develop a knowledge of the ecological concepts
necessary for the understanding of complex natural ecosystems, for an appreciation of the impact of man on the biosphere and for the objective analysis of the
conflicts in resource and environmental management. The topics for study will
include: ecological concepts relating to the structure, complexity and variety of
organisms, population, communities and ecosystems; productivity and natural
cycles; environmental determinants of the distribution and abundance of organisms; the adaptive responses of organisms; the evolution of ecosystems; and
population dynamics with specific reference to the basic demography of man.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

A£NS162 EARTH STUDIES
Session One; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

The content of this unit will focus on three major areas listed below.
Earth Materials: fundamental studies in geology and chemistry as applied to
materials of the earth's crust.
Earth Processes: energy and the earth; internal crustal processes; superficial
crustal processes.
Earth Resources: low and high value resources; renewable and non-renewable
resources.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised

AENS260 FIELD STUDIES II
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AETE160
Co-Requisite: AETE261, AETE260

In this coutse unit students will: apply basic techniques and procedures of environmental investigation to the description and analysis of local areas; examine the
impact of man on natural communities in the lllawarra area; and prepare written
reports on environmental investigations. The areas to be studied may include the
sand dunes, the escarpment, lllawarra Lake and Port Kembla Harbour.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.
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AENS261 BIOLOGICAL MANAGEMENT
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AENS161
In this course students will: develop a knowledge and appreciation of the complexities of ecosystem management; examine critically the attempts by man to
use the living resources of the world and the consequent impact on the ecosystem; and comment critically on the issues involved in the conservation of
ecosystems, communities and individual species. The topics for study will include :
the conceptual frameworks of resource use; environmental management and conservation; ecosystem response to exploitation ;the ecosystem approach to biological
resource management; conservation management; and the ecological impact of
resource use.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AENS360 FIELD STUDIES Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AENS260
In this course unit students will, in consultation with their lecturer, plan , conduct and report upon a substantial individual investigation of an aspect of their
environment.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AENS460 FIELD STUDIES IV
Session Two; 5credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AENS360
In this course unit students will: develop skills and knowledge in the use of
audio-visual techniques; design, produce and evaluate integrated teaching units
incorporating learning experiences which are centred on the use of field studies
techniques; and produce teaching resources necessary for the implementation of
the unit.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AETE160 FrELD STUDIES I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Co-Requisite: AENS161, AENS162
In this course unit students will develop basic skills of environmental inquiry
and apply their theoretical understanding gained in the Ecology and Earth Studies
units to the investigation of practical problems. The topics and activities will
include : sampling techniques; population estimates; the statistical analysis of
data; map construction, reading and interpretation; environmental measurement
with particular emphasis on water and soil; and data recording techniques.
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TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AETE260 NON-LIVING RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Session Two; 5 credit poin ts

(3 hours per

week)

Pre-Requisite: AENS162
This course unit will allow students to develop a knowledge of the technology
and economics of resource management and to analyse specific examples of
non-living resource management. Areas of study include technology and resources, economics and resource management, and ·specific case studies such
as urbanisation, energy supply. water resource project and the atmosphere.
TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AETE261 LEARNING THEORY AND TEACHING
STRATEGIES
Session One; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any two of AENS161, AENS162, AETE160
Co-Requisite: Any two of AENS261, A-ETE260, A'ENS260
In this course unit, students will study relationships between learning theories and
teaching strategies; apply teaching strategies to learning situ~tions related to
environmental education; and examine the integration of environmental education into the normal school programme.
TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AETE262 CURRICULUM ORGANISATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
Session One; 5 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite : Any two of AENS261, AENS162, AETE160
Co-Requisite: Any two of AENS261, AETE260, AENS260
In this course unit students will: use environmental topics as an integrating theme
to achieve -the aims of primary education in general, and the aims of the science
curriculum in particular; identify the variables i nvolved in the . curriculum development process; and suggest possible methods of implementation of -environmental education throughout the school.
TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AETE263 SOCIAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL
FOUNDATIONS
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 160 level and any three 260 level course units, AENS or AETE
In this course unit students will develop an understanding of the ways that the
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decisions of the society about resource use and environmental management are
guided by the scientific, economic and political philosophies that have evolved in
the culture. To develop these understandings students: will examine selected
scientific, economic and political philosophies; compare and contrast the resource
use and environmental management policies of societies with differing economic
and political philosophies; and exa.mine the roles of environmental management
agencies and action groups and evaluate their contribution towards the mainten ance of natural diversity and environmental quality .

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AETE264 CURRENT ISSUES
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hou~ per week)
Pre-Requisites: All 160 level and any three 260 level course units , AENS or AETE
In this course unit students will examine critically and evaluate public, professional and government statements on current environmental issues. They will
also be required to develop and rationally defend, through seminars and sustained writing, a personal value system related to environmental issues. The
issues chosen for study may be of local, national or international significance
and may include topics such as: the uranium debate; the energy crisis; national
parks; desertification; the Port Kembla coal loader; local waste disposal; and the
Great Barrier Reef.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-HEALTH EDUCATION

This course, offered by external study, is designed to enable primary
and secondary school teachers to develop their expertise in health
education. The coum will commence in Session One, 1983, and will
be c.onriur.tl!fi owr four ctO!JC9.
The course will provide educators with an opportunity to gain specialist knowledge in the health discipline and to examine critically, attitudes associated with health concepts at both individual and community levels. Students will acquire skills in selecting, developing and implementing appropriate teaching programmes and programme material
and will be able to integrate effectively this knowledge, these concepts
and skills into a functional teaching programme designed for particular
school settings.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONS STUDIES
(HEALTH EDUCATION I
Normal Pattern Progression

SiAGE
COURSE UNIT
Unit
No .

Credit Pts

(Hrs/Wkl

Health : The In ·
dividual &
CommunitY

AEPH161

6

(31

Foundations &

AEPH162

6

(31

Unit
No

4

3

2
Credit Pts

(Hrs/Wkl

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs{Wk)

Un it
No

Credit Pts

(Hrs/Wkl

Principles of

Health Education
Elective A : Health
& The Individual

AEPH261
AEPH262

3 (21
3 (21

Elective B : Health
& The CommunitY

AEPH264
AEPH265

3 (21
3 (2)

Health Instruct·
ion & Classroom
Communication

AEPH263

6

(41

Core Areas in
Health Education
Programs

AEPH365

6

(4 )

Philosaphy &

AEPH363

4

131

AEPH364

2 (1 I

Curriculum Design

Study Praposal
Evaluation of the
Total School Health

AEPH463

6

(3)

6

(4 )

12

(7)

Education Program

Individual Study
Total Credit Points
& Hours Per Week

AEP.H464
12

(6)

12 (8)

12 (8)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES
(HEALTH EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AEPH161 HEALTH: THE INDIVIDUAL
AND COMMUNITY
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This unit will encourage students to examine the quality of life in our society in
terms of physical, social and mental well being.
The course will offer an overview of the areas of nutrition, safety, consumerism,
changing patterns of disease, drug use, and human sexuality .
During the course , students will have th e opportunity to acquire the appropriate
knowledge, attitu des, and skills , so necessary for positive decision making and
pPrsonal health promotion.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEPH162 FOUNDATIONS AND PRINCIPLES
OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One; 6 crr:dir points (External)
Fte-Fi~:quisite:

Nil

T hi s unit has bee designed t o consolidate the students' understanding o~ the
fund amental conc-epts and principles of health education. By the end of the
unit, the student will have examined the nature of school health education and
a rationale for its being . T he student will have clarified the role of the school
health education and identified those professional and personal competencies
needed in the implementation of the total school health education program.
As well, the student will have examined J::rogramming approaches and components, with emphasis on objectives, concepts and scope and sequencing.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEPH261 ELECTIVE A: NUTRITION
s~., ion

Two; 3 c.redit point:; (External)

Pre -R.;o.~uisite:

AEPH 161

·n1is course unit will focus on the re lati onship between diet and health on an
indivrdual and community level. Course work will include the following topics :
food nutrients; dietary-related health problems; food selection, processing and
prepa ration; contemporary issues in nutrition; and international perspectives
on food problems.

T£ X TJ300KS
S r<.~n ,or.,

R . Food tor Health. W.B . Saunders . London, 1979.
\Continued)
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Thomas, D. and Carden, M. Metric Tables of the Composition of Australian Food.
Australian Government Printer, Canberra, 1971.
"Nutrition and Health", New Doctor, Journal of the Doctors Reform Society,
No.2., 1979.

AEPH262 ELECTIVE A: HUMAN RELATIONS
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre·Requisite: AEPH161
This unit has been designed to assist students to develop, through research and
personal exploration, an understanding of the following: psychological growth,
the Interpersonal Communication process, relationships and group processes
with particular reference to classroom practices. Students will have opportun·
ities to acquire the skills necessary to plan activities, to foster personal growth
and develop self-esteem through group interactions.

TEXTBOOK
Becvar, R.J. Skills for Effective Communication. A Guide to Building Relation·
ships. John Wiley, New York, 1974.

AEPH263 HEALTH INSTRUCTION AND
CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH162
Co-Requisite: AEPH161
This unit has been designed to acquaint the student with the health instruction
process, with a special emphais on the selection, development and application
of appropriate teaching methods and materials. The student will examine the
relationship between classroom communication, creativity and health instruction.
Techniques which will enhance this relationship will be discussed and practised .
By the end of the unit, the student will have analysed a variety of learning act·
ivities which are utilised in health education. Each learning activity will be
appraised in terms of its development, utilisation and potential advantages and
disadvantages in the teaching situation.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEPH264 ELECTIVE B: CONSUMER HEALTH
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH16i
Consumer health education will assist individuals in acting intelligently in regard
to the selection and utlisation of consumer health products and services. Con·
sumer health is related to all health areas and this elective unit will give students
the opportunity to evaluate general health knowledge in terms of practical applic·
ation in human behaviour.
Students will evaluate the validity and reliability of health information and
resources and differentiate between positive and negative consumer health education. The role of organisations and agencies in protecting the consumer of health
services and products will be explored in terms of the factors involved in selecting
such services and products. The i,..plications behind advertising and the dangers
that exist in self-diagnosis and self-medication will be investigated.
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TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEPH265 ELECTIVE B: ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AE PH161
Environmental health studies will clarify the relationship of the individual to the
environment and explain the physical dependency on the environment. Identification of the psychological needs which are related to environmental qual"ity will
lead to the promoti on and maintenance of good health.
The need for individual and societal responsibility in the promotion and maintenance of environmental quality will be examined in the light of current.scientific data. Students will clarify the cause and effects of those environmental
factors affecting the health of individuals and investigate the ecological implications of human behaviours.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEPH365 CORE AREAS IN HEALTH
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AE PH263
St udents
having
already
reviewed
curriculum
programming
approaches available in school health education, will in this course unit review that
core of topic areas which is deemed essential , regardless of the programming
approach utilized. Each of these core areas will be reviewed so that its peculiarities may be examined. Methodologies and learning opportunities will be reviewed for their suitability for each of these areas and any special difficulties
associated with the presentation of a specific core area will be investigated.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEPH363 PHILOSOPHY AND CURRICULUM DESIGN
Session One; 4 credit points (External)
Pre:Requisite: AEPH161, AEPH263
Through this unit of study, the student will develop a comprehensive under-·
standing of the curriculum process in health education from both a theoretical
and practical perspective. The student will examine the components of curriculum
development with special attention being given to trends, philosophical statements; determination of goals and objectives, assessment of needs and interests;
selection of content and teaching methods; and appraisal of implementation and
administration procedures.
By the end of this unit, the student will have participated in a variety of practical
tasks, designed to consolidate fundamental skills in this area.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.
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AEPH364 STUDY PROPOSAL
Session One; 2 credit points {External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH261, AEPH262, AE;PH264, AEPH265
In .this course unit students will identify units in health education and formu lat e
a procedure for the systematic analysis of investigation of this issue. The issue
selected will be followed through in the subsequent unit AEPH464. The study
will be able to be categorized according to major areas of research .

PRELIMINARY READING
Huck, S., Cormier, W. and Bounds, W. Reading Statistics and Research. Harper
and Row, San Francisco, 1974.

TEXTBOOK
Isaac, S. & Michael W. Handbook in Research and Evaluation. Edits Publishers,
San Diego, 1977.

AEPH463 EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL SCHOOL
HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM
Session Two; 6 credit points {External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH363
In this final unit the student will concentrate on evaluation as it relates to the
components of the Total School Health Education Program , with particular
emphasis on the health instruction program. The student will examine, in depth
the underlying principles and concepts of the evaluation process . Considerable
time will be devoted to skill acquisition that will assist in meaningful and efficient
evaluation.
During the unit, the student will be given opportunity to appraise a variety of
instruments; techniques and procedures that have application in health education.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .

AEPH464 INDIVIDUAL STUDY
Session Two; 6 credit points {External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH364
At the conclusion of this unit the student will have developed expertise for participation in the development, improvement and co-ordination of schoo l and
community health education programmes. In this course unit students will
implement their personal project, enunciated in AEPH364, and present a substantial report.

TEXTBOOK
Anderson, J. Dunster, B. and Poole, M. Thesis and Assignment Writing. John
Wiley and Sons, Sydney, 1970.
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G::lADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES
-SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

This part-time course will be offered in Session 1, 1983, and will be
conducted over four stages.
The course has been designed to provi de, t hrough a variety of col.!rse
units, exposure to the body of knowledge and skills relevant to the
effective practice of school administration and to provide for the development of interpersonal skills and personal value systems. Students
will have the opportunity to critically analyse and evaluate existing
school management systems and defend a personal philosophy of
school organisation and management. Particular emphases will" be on
the supervisory issues of: curriculum leaderships, models of teaching ;
discipline and change in schools.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION)

Normal Partern Progression
STAGE
COURSE UNIT
Unit
No.

r.redit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Organisations:
AEED161
Theory & Structure

6

(3)

The OrganiSational AEED163
Environment : Contents & Constraints

6

(3)

Admin istration :
Historical & Phil -

Unit
No

4

3

2
Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

AEED162

6

(4)

AEED262

3

(2)

AEED261

3

(2)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

osoph ical Perspectives
Comparative Approaches to Admin ·
istration: A Conceptual Overview

The Dynamics of

an Organisation
The Dynamics of
Administration

AEED263

3

(2)

Curnculum and
School Manage·

AEED264

6

(3)

AEED265

3

(2)

ment

Seminar in Spec1DI
Project
The Management of
Human Resources

AEED362

3

(2)

The Manage,.;,en t

AEED363

3

(2)

AEED364

6

(3)

12

(7)

of Physical and

Financial Resources
Individual Special
Project Implementation

Total Credit Points
& Hours Per Week

12

(6)

12

(8)

12

(7)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES
(SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION)
CONTENTS OF COURSE UNITS
AEED1 61 ORGANIZATIONS: THEORY AND STRUCTUR E
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through thi s course unit students will examine the sociological antecedents of
organizational theory, develop an understanding of the nature and structure of
organizations as static entities, examine and develop an appreciation of the
advantages and disadvantages of the classical and modern approaches to organizations and utilize the understandings gained to more effectively interpret the
administrative role in school.

AEED162 ADMINISTRATION: HISTORICAL AND
PHILOSOPHICAL PERSPECTIVES
Session Two; 6 credit points (4 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through study in this course unit students will develop an understanding of
administrative approaches and their attachment to the ethos of the larger society,
will gain knowledge of basic philosophies and their relationship to education ,
and will develop from this knowledge a personal educational philosophy .

AEED163 THE ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT:
CONTENTS AND CONSTRAINTS
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Through this course unit students will examine the role of government and
evaluate the criteria employed in the determination of government spending in
education; demonstrate an understanding of economic constraints operative at
the national, state, regional and local levels; gain a knowledge of and a sensitivity
to the welfare and local issues associated with school administration; examine
and evaluate industrial implications in the organization of a school; and demonstrate an awareness of societal constraints on policy and planning within a school.

AEED261 THE DYNAMICS OF AN ORGANIZATION
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week}
Pre-Requisite: AEED161
Co-Requisite: AEED162 , AEED262
Through studies in this course students will acquire knowledge of basic organizational processes, develop an understanding of the inter-relationships that exist
within and between these organizational processes, demonstrate an awareness of
the interactive effects between these processes and the administrative role, utilize
understandings gained to increase the effectiveness of these processes within the
school.
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AEED262 COMPARATIVE APPROACHES TO
ADMINISTRATION: A CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW
Session Two: 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED162
Co-Requisite: A E ED 163

Through studies in this area students will acquire an understanding of the administrative role and its variations and combinations; demonstrate an awareness of
the relationships generated between the organizational structure and the administrative perspective and their relevance to organizational problems, and will
utilize understandings gained to increase the effectiveness of the administrative
process in the school setting.

AEED263 DYNAMICS OF ADMINISTRATION
Session One;3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 100 level course units.

Through studies in this course unit students will demonstrate an awareness of
the interdependence of the various areas of administration, see their relevance
to the effective administration of the school, and utilize the understandings
gained to increase the effectiveness of the school's relationsh ips with community associations and groups whcih infringe on the administrative role.

AEED264 CURRICULUM AND SCHOOL MANAGEMENT
Session One: 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any two 100 level course units.
Co-Requisite: AEED263

The continuing emphasis on the school-based curriculum places demands on
administrators and teachers to understand theoretical concerns of curriculum
planning, and activities and procedures that carry theory into practice. Through
this course unit students will demonstrate knowledge of, and skills relating to,
curriculum perspectives and theory and curriculum procedures.

AAED265 SEMINAR IN SPECIAL PROJECT
Session One;3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 100 level course units.

The ability to identify and analyse problem issues in school administration is
essential if the administrator wishes to cope with a dynamic, changing educational environment and/or if the administrator wishes to introduce change or innovation in a controlled and systematic fashion. Through this course unit, students
will acquire the specific knowledge necessary to examine a selected problem issue
in school .administration, relate that issue to organizational and administrative
theory and formulate a procedure for the systematic analysis of the problem.
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AEED362 THE MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED261 , AEED263
Co-Requisite: AEED363
Th rough this course unit, students will examine general principles of personnel
management and relate them to planning objectives; evaluate models of the
selection process in the context of school needs; design and evaluate staff de·
velopment programs within the framework of an enunciated philosophy of staff
development; examine the supervisory role of the administrator; and demonstrate
an awareness and sensitivity to potential affective problems in personnel management.

AEED363 THE MANAGEMENT OF PHYSICAL AND
FINANCIAL RESOU.RCES
Session Two; 3 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AEED161 , AEED163
Co-Requisite: AEED264
Through studies in this course unit students will demonstrate an understanding
of office administration procedures and devise soundly based principles by which
the administrative unit will function; gain a functional knowledge of accounting
procedures; develop procedures for the ordering, subsequent purchase and control
of stock and equipment; and demonstrate an ability to plan expenditure within
realistic constraints and anticipate significant aspects of the budgetary process
as it applies to schools.

AEED364 INDIVIDUAL SPECIAL PROJECTIMPLEMENTATION
Session Two,· 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: All 200 level course units
Through this course unit, students will demonstrate their ability to implement
a project significantly related to an aspect of school administration; analyse the
r esults of project within the framework of organizational and administrative
theory ; and present a substantial written report in which findings are documented.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-R EADING/ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
-PART TIME/EXTERNAL

This course is designed for teachers and others who are concerned either
with reading or with teaching English as a second language. The needs
of all learners are catered for, from kndergarten to year 12 and beyond.
The cou rse is divided into two sections. Work in the first two stages
(first year) looks at the nature of language and at patterns of language
devel o pment for both first and second language learners. There is also
a unit which looks at the social and cultural contexts of learning. All
students in the course take these units, which are intended to provide
essential background to later, more specialised work.
In stages 3 and 4 (second yearl students choose to specialise in either
Reading or in teaching English as a second language.
In the reading strand, students will consider such topics as the reading
process; the eval uation of reading; resources for reading; and organisation and practice in the teaching of reading.
The ESL strand looks at the foundations of ESL education; the assessment of needs; programme design; and approaches, methods and techniques in ESL education.
The course is designed to be practical in its emphasis, building on
teachers' expertise wherever possible, working towards the development
of a method ology wh ich is applicable to teachers' own classrooms.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(READING/ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION)
Normal Pattern Progression

STAGE
COURSE UNIT

3

2
Unot
No .

Credit Pts
IHrs/Wk)

Unit
No

CrtH.Jit Pts

Unit

IHrs/Wkl

No

4

Credit Pto
IHrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

CORE STUDIES
Language Develop· AECL161

6

131

6

(31

AECL164

4

121

AECL 163

4

121

AECL165

4

121

ment
The Social & Cult·

AECL162

ural Context of
Learning

The Comprehens·
ion of Language

The Evaluation of

Language
ENGLISH SECOND
LANGUAGE
EDUCATION
The Foundations

AECL260

6

13)

AECL261

4

121

AECL262

2 111

of E.S.O . Education

The Assessment of
Needs of Second
Language Learner

Study Proposal
Program Design &
Organisation

AECL263

4

121

Approaches, Met·

AECL264

4

121

AECL361

4

121

The Reading Environment : Resources

AECL268

4

12)

The Reading Envir·
onment: Organisatton

AECL269

4

121

hods & Technioues
Special Project

READING
EDUCATION
The Reading
Process

AECL265

6

13)

The Evaluation of
Reading

AECL266

4

121

Study Proposal

AECL262

2

111

Special Project

Total Credit Points

& Hours Per Week

AECL361
12

16)

12

161

12

16)

4

121

12

16)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(READING/ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AECL161 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit is designed to introduce students to some basic concepts in
language development and linguistics. The . principles of learning underlying
first language acquisition and development will be studied, especially those
which can be applied to other language learning experience.
An introduction of linguistics will also form part of this unit since an understanding of the systems of language is essential to later units in both strands of
the course.
TEXTBOOK

From kin, V., and Rodman, R. An Introduction to Language. 2nd ed. Holt-Saunders, New York, 1978.
Stork, F .C. and Widdowson, J.D. Learning About Linguistics. Hutchinson Educational, London, 1974.
Brown, H.D. Principles of Language Learning and Teaching. Prentice-Hall, New
York, 1980.
Edg, N. and Williamson , J . Talking, Listening and Learning. Longmans, London,
1980.

AECL 162 THE SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
OF LEARNING
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Students need to be sensitive to the social and cultural context of learning as a
basis for effective classroom management and practice in language development
programmes in a multicultural society. This course unit aims at developingthese
essential attitudes and skills through a study of cultural difference and its educational consequences.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed .
PRELIMINARY READING

Claydon, L., Knight, T. and Rado, M. Curriculum and Culture: Schooling in a
Pluralist Society. George Allen and Unwin, Sydney, 1977.
Lippmaron, L. The Aim is Understanding. A.N .A. Book Company, Sydney,
1977.

AECL 163 THE COMPREHENSION OF LANGUAGE
Session Two;4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
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In order to be properly prepared for studies of reading and second language
acquisition students need not only a background of information about language
development and linguisitcs, but also a clear understanding of the nature of
comprehension. This course unit is designed to develop that understanding through
a consideration of the relationship between language, experience, memory and
learning.
·
·

TEXTBOOK
Smith, F. Comprehension and Learning: A Conceptual Framework For Teachers.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1975.

AECL 164 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT II
Session Two,- 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will consider aspects of language development and linguisitcs
which were not discussed in the first session. The particular focus of this unit
will be on language development in a multicultural society. Through studies of
basic socio~inguisitics and the nature of bilingualism students will acquire knowledge which will be important to them in their later course units on the teaching
of reading and the teaching of English as a second language.

TEXTBOOKS
As for AECL161

AECL165 THE EVALUATION OF LANGUAGE:
ISSUES AND PRINCIPLES
Session Two," 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course unit principles underlying the appraisal of language development
will be introduced to students. Formal and informal evaluation procedures for
both oral and written language, will be subject to cricial scrutiny .
The concepts developed will be important as background to the subsequent
studies undertaken in both the reading and ESL course units.

TEXTBOOKS
To be prescribed.

AECL260 FOUNDATIONS OF ENGLISH AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session One,- 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AECL161 and AECL162
In order to apply the general principles covered in the core course units about
language, language development, and the social context of language to ESL
education in Australia, students must first understand the nature of Australian
society, and the factors affecting learning English as a second language. This
course unit is designed to assist students to develop those understandings.
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TEXTBOOKS

Saville-Troike, M. Foundations For Teaching English as a Second Language:
Theory and Method for Multi-Cultural Education. Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1976.

AECL261 ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS OF SECOND
LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Session One; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AECL161 and AECL162

This course unit is designed to develop skills in gathering background information
aobut children, identifying language demands of situations, and assessing English
Language proficiency. Students will learn to relate proficiency assessments to
perceived language demands and relevant background information, in order to
identify learners' needs and allocate priorities for programme design.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.

AECL265 THE READING PROCESS
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AECL161 and AECL162

This course unit is designed to develop a thorough understanding of the reading
process through a detailed analysis of samples of children's reading, together
with a critical examination of relevant research into the nature of the reading
process.
TEXTBOOKS

Clay, M. Reading: The Patterning of Complex Behaviour. 2nd ed., Heinemann
Educational, Auckland, 1979.
Smith, F. Reading. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1978.

AECL266 EVALUATION OF READING
Session One; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Co-Requisite: AECL161 and AECL162

This course unit is designed to develop skills in the evaluation of reading performance. Students will be introduced to a wide range of formal and informal
evaluation instruments and procedures which they will be expected to use and
assess. The knowledge and skills acquired in this unit will be of critical importance in the successful completion of the practical work required in the final
session.
TEXTBOOK

Clay, M. The Early Detection of Reading Difficulties. 2nd ed., Heinemann
Educational, Auckland, 1979.
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AECL262 STUDY PROPOSAL
Session One; 2 credit points (1 hour per week)
Pre-Requisite: Any three of AECL161, AECL162, AECL163, AEC L164 and
AECL165
.
A mandatory requirement of t he course is that all students should undertake an
individual .study project through which they can demonstrate their theoretical
and practical mastery of the subjects studied. This course unit is intended to
prepare stu den lS to undertake such a project.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AECL263 PROGRAMME DESIGN AND ORGANISATION
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session Two; 4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL 161
Co-Requisite: AECL 164
This course unit will develop an understanding of the r.elationship between ESL
education, the whole school curriculum, the community and the range of organisational models for ESL education as a basis for planning and implementing
effective ESL programmes.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed.

AECL264 APPROACHES, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
IN ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE EDUCATION
Session Two;4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL161
Co-Requisite: AECL164
This course unit is designed to develop an understanding of a range of approaches
to the teaching of English as a second language. Students will become aware of
the variety of techniques which can be used in teaching different aspects of
language. They will be expected to develop skills in selecting, evaluating, adapt·
ing and developing materials for use in ESL education.

TEXTBOOK
To be prescribed .

AECL268 THE READING ENVIRONMENT:
RESOURCES
Session Two:4 credit points (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL163
Co-Requisite: AECL 164, AECL165
This course unit will concentrate on making students familiar with the range of
materials available for the teaching of reading. The importance of using literature
in the classroom will be stressed . Students will be ask.e d to consider children's
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readi ng interests and the criteria necessary to select suitable materials for classroom use.
TEXTBOOK

To be prescribed.

AECL269 THE READING ENVIRONMENT:
ORGANISATIONS AND PRACTICE
Session Two;4 credit poin ts (2 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AECL163
Co-Requisite: AEC L164, AECL165
This course unit is designed to make students aware of a range of appr.oaches
to the teachin g of reading and to develop an understanding of the theoretical
bases for these approaches. Students will be made familiar with a variety of
techniques wh ich can be used in teaching reading.
TEXTBOOK

Goodman, Y. and Burke, C. Reading Strategies: Fpcus on Comprehension. Holt,
Rinehart and Wi nston , New York, 1960.

AECL361 SPECIAL PROJECT
Session Two; 4 credit points
Pre-Requisite: AECL262
Co-Requisite: AECL260 and AECL261 or AECL265 or AECL266
A graduate of t his course unit must demonstrate the ability to examine a practical problem within the broad context of language education. In the previous
session each student was required to develop a proposal designed to investigate
such a problem in relation to either reading education or ESL education. In this
course unit students will be expected to conduct a study based on their proposal
and to analyse the resul ts. A substantial report on this individual project will be
required t o each student ..
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION

This course has been designed to enable teachers of Secondary Mathematics to upgrade their knowledge of mathematics education and to
improve their own mathematical ability.
There are eight course units which comprise the graduate diploma;
three in mathematics education including a research project and five in
advanced mathematics .
This course is presented externally over two years. Vacation Schools
may be required for some of the units.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
Normal Pattern Progression

STAGE
COURSE UNIT
lin it
No .
Mathematics

r.rPrilt

Pt.:;

(Hrs/Wk)

AECM1o1

6

tJnit

No

4

3

2
C:rP.rl1t Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Cred1t Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

(3)

Education
AECM162

Research

6

(3)

Techniques
Research ProJect

Advanced Calculus AEMA162'6

AECM262 6

(3)

AEMA164 6

(3)

12

(6)

(3)

Complex Variables

AEMA163'6

(3)

Computational
Techniques

AEMA161 (6

(3)

Geometry
Mathematic s

AEMA165 6

(3)

12

:61

Statistics
Total Credit Points

12

(6)

12

(6)

'Course Un1ts AEMA162 and AEMA163 will not be offered in 1983 .
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(SECONDARY MATHEMATICS EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
6F:CM161 MATHEMATIC& EDUCATION
Session One: 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Diploma in Teaching
This unit will explore tne political, socialogical, psychological and philosophical
assumptions which underpin curricula design, implementation and evaluation.
Conceptual frameworks which guide the development of learning experiences
in mathematics will be examined. Curriculum change and innovation will be
discussed as well as the related leadership roles and tasks required for the development and evaluation of curriculum .
·

TEXTBOOKS
Hunkins, F .. P. Curriculum Development: Program Improvement. Charles Merrill,
Columbus, 1980.
Lawton, D. etal. Theory and Practice of Curriculum Studies. Routledge, Kegan
and Paul , London, 1978.

AECM162 RESEARCH TECHNIQUES
Session One;6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
It is important for practitioners in all fields to be able to interpret and implement current research finding and to be able to in itiate and carry out an investigation. This course unit develops the skills and concepts necessary for these
tasks and provides the pre-requisite background for the completion of an individual research project.

TEXTBOOK
Twaite, J.A. Monroe, J.A. Introductory Statistics. Scott Foresman, Glenview,
1979.

AECM262 RESEARCH PROJECT
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AECM162
This course unit has been designed to enable students to participate in the process
of research in mathematics education . Such participation is essential if students
are to understand research methods and to read with critical awareness the
research of others.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised .
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AEMA161 COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Topics to be covered in this course ·unit include fundamentals of microprocessors,
basic commands, functions and subroutines, matrix manipulation, string manipulation; file handling, searching and sorting; an introduction to computer
graphics, and CAl; generating pseudo-random numbers, games and simulations;
and the use of computer packages, for example, SPSS.

TEXTBOOK
Critchfield, D. Basic and the Personal Computer. Addison-Wesley, Sydney, 1965.

AEMA162 ADVANCED CALCULUS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The topics to be studied in this course unit will include the Laplace transform;
solution of linear differential equations using the Laplace transform; the convolution theorem and Volterra's integral equation; the Dirac Delta function
and the Heaviside Unit function; Fourier transforms; the Error function; the
Gamma function; and Bessel functions.

TEXTBOOK '
Keane, A. Integral Transforms. Science Press, Sydney, 1965.
Reichel, A. Special Functions. Science Press, Sydney, 1966.

AEMA163 COMPLEX VARIABLES
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In the analysis of complex variables students will examine complex numbers,
functions, limits and continuity, complex differentiation, complex integration,
infinite series, and residue theory.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEMA164GEOMETRY
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will include a study of Euclidean geometry, vector geometry,
applications of matrices, applications of groups, and the geometry of incidence.

TEXTBOOK
Smart, J.R .. Modern Geometries. 2nd ed. Brooks/Cole, California, 1978.
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AEMA165 MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS
Session One; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will include a study of distributions of random variables, conditional probability and stochastic independence, special distributions, distributions of functions of random variables, limiting distributions, statistical hypotheses, and other statistical tests.

TEXTBOOK
Hogg, R.V ., Craig, A.T. Introduction to Mathematical Statistics. 4th ed. Macmill on, New York, 1978'.

,•
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7.4.7 GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
-COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
(Planned for Introduction in 1983)
This course will be introduced in 1983. It is designed to enable teachers ·
holding a Diploma in Teaching to extend their knowledge of the use of
computAr tPrhnology in tcoching.
The course consists of eight course units which will be available by part·
time study over a period of two years.
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION)
(Planned for lntroduct'on in 1983)
(Normal Pattern Progression)
STAGE
COURSE UNIT

2
Unit
No .

Introduction to

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

AECM104* 6

13)

AEMA104* 6

13)

Unit
No

4

Credit Pts
(Hrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
IHrs/Wk)

Unit
No

Credit Pts
IHrs/Wk)

Computers in
Education

Computing I

6 13)

Theories of
Learning

AEED185

Computing II

AEMA204 6

(3)

Advanced Currieulum Theory &
Practice

AEED109* 6

(3)

Computer Resources

AECM204* 6

(3)

in Teaching

Social Implications
of Computers

AEED211

6 (3)

Computer Resources
Project

AECM304

6 (3)

Total Credit Points

12

16)

12

(6)

12 (6)

and Hours Per Week
*These units will be offered in first session only each year. Other units will be
offered in second session only each year,

12

(61
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATIONAL STUDIES
(COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AECM·I04 IN I HODUCTION TO
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

This course unit identifies a broad spectrum of applications of computers in
education across subject boundaries and identifies some specific examples of
these applications within particular disciplines. Inappropriate uses of the technology need also to be identified to prevent their propagation with the conconcomitant "bad press" which such applications tend to engender.
TEXTBOOK

Rushby, N.J. An Introduction to Educational Computing, Croom Helm, London,
1979.

AEED185 THEORIES OF LEARNING
Session Two; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

This is a general unit on the psychology and theories of learning. It is intended as
an advanced "foundations" unit to facilitate a complete understanding of traditional and contemporary explanations of learning and related processes.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEMA104 COMPUTING I
Session One; 6 credit points (3 hours per week)

This course unit introduces students to fundamental computer concepts. Fundamental programming concepts and constructs are considered and implemented
using a popular high level language on a microcomputer. The language B.A.S.I.C.
is selected because it facilitates the appreciation of fundamental computing
structures and is used extensively in existing and developing school systems.
An understanding of the development of these fundamental ideas is enriched by
the consideration of the historical development of the computer.
TEXTBOOK

Kemeny, J.G., Kurtz, T.E. Basic Programming. (2nd ed.) John Wiley, Sydney,
1971.

AEMA204 COMPUTING II
Session Two;6 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre·Requisite: AEMA104

This course unit is designed to develop problem solving skills involving an extensive application of fundamental programming concepts and constructs. Students
will become aware of the scope and type of problems. which can be solved using
B.A.S.I.C. on a microcomputer.
TEXTBOOK

Dromey, R.G. How to Solve it by Computer. Prentice-Hall, London, 1982.
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ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN THE ARTS
(PERFORMING AND VISUAL)
This course, commenced in the First Session of 1982, contains the
equivalent of two years full-time study and leads to the award of the
Associate Diploma in the Arts.
It is designed to develop acceptable levels of performance in a chosen
field by concentration on one major area of study. This major study
comprises a Principal Study and a Support Study from within one of the
two areas offered: Visual Arts and Performing Arts.
Opportunity for a broadening of knowledge and appreciation of the arts
is given through the choice of minor studies from either area. Support or
minor studies may be chosen from course units which are components of
principal studies or from a list of separate minor studies.
Major Studies offered in 1983

Performing Arts
Instrumental Studies
· Musicology Musicianship
Musical Theatre/Opera
Acting
Production

Visual Arts
Painting
Textiles
Ceramics

Additional Minor Studies
Printmaking
Historical and Cultural Studies
Sculpture
Jewellery
Musical Direction
Film Techniques
Film and Television Production I

Dance -Technique A
Dance- Technique C
Creative Writing
Production - Performance B
Small Business Administration
Television Techniques

Course Structure
For the award of an Associate Diploma in the Arts a student must accrue a total
of ninety six (96) credit points by pursuing a Major Study and Minor Studies.
Major Studies
A Major Study includes a Principal Study accruing 64 credit points and a Support
Study accruing 16 credit points.
Principal Studies
A Principal Study accrues 64 credit points over the whole course and includes
several course units : The course units included in the Principal Studies offered in
1983 are:

1\J

w

Principal Study Course Units

VISUAL ARTS

Painting:

Drawing & Design
(4cr pts, 3h rs/wk)

0

Painting Studio A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Painting Studio B
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

l>
(I)
(I)

0

Textiles :

Drawing & Design
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Textiles Studio A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Textiles Studio B
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

Ceramics:

Drawing & Design
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Ceramics Studio A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Ceramics Studio B
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

Instrumental Perform ance Studies A
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

Instrumental Performance Studies B
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Composition
Studies B
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

M.T.O. Technique A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Acting Technique B
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Theatre Performance A
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

(")

};
-t

m

PERFORMING ARTS

Instrumental Studies:

Musical Theatre/Opera:

,
0

r

0

~

l>
(")

0

c

:::0
(I)

m

(I)

Musicology /Musicianship:

Acting:
Production:

Composition
Studies A
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

Composition
Studies B
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Instrumental Performance
Studies C
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Acting Technique A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Acting Technique B
(4cr pts, 3 hrs/wk)

Theatre Performance A
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

Production Technique A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

Production Technique B Production Performance A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)
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Support Studies
Four Support Studies course units are required for completion of the course.
These course units come from the same area as the Principal Study and may
comprise either two sequences of two units or one sequence of four units. e.g.
Princil'liA Sturiy· Painting.
Support Study : Four units from Visual Arts area,
Textiles Studio A II
e.g. Textiles Studio A I
Ceramics Studio A I
Ceramics Studio A II
or Textiles Studio A I
Textiles Studio A II
Textiles Studio A Ill
Textiles Studio A IV
or
Principal St udy: Acting
Support Study : Four units from Performing Arts area,
e.g. Dance Technique C I
Production Technique A I
or Dance Technique C I
Dance Technique C Ill

Dance Technique C II
Production Technique A II
Dance Technique C II
Dance Technique C IV
Minor Studies

Four course units must be taken as Minor Studies. These may, or may not, be
sequenced.
Minor studies may be chosen from components of principle studies of either
discipline area or from a list of additional minor studies (see previous page).
Patterns of Study
A full time student may undertake course units accruing a minimum of 24 credit
points per session (18 hrs per week).
The suggested minimum per session for a part time student is 12 credit points
(9 hrs per week).

Full Time Study - Normal Pattern
L.sted below are the patterns of study for a t ypical semester for full time students in the following Principal Studies. A complete full time study pat-.ern includes a Principal

Study. a Support Study and a Minor Study .
Principal Study

)>

Support Study
Mtnor Study
(4 Credit Points) (4 Credit Points)
(3 hrs per week) ( 3 hrs per week)

Course Unit Numbers

( 16 Credit Points)
(12 hrs per week)

(/)
(/)

0

()

)>

Semester I

Semester II

Semester Ill

Semester IV

AAVA100

AAVA200

AAVA300

AAVA400

AAVA101

AAVA102

AAVA103

AAVA104

-i
m
0
"tJ

Pamting
Drawing and Design
(4 cr pts , 3hrs/wkl
Painting Studio A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wkl
Painting Studto 8
(8cr pts, 6hrs/wk)

AAVA205

AAVA305

AAVA405

AAVA100

AAVA200

AAVA300

AAVA400

AAVA116

AAVA117

AAVA11B

AAVA119

AAVA120

AAVA220

AAVA320

AAVA420

~g.

- :r
eno

Cfil

-t:;

O""TT~::I
l>O<D
o3~

..

0~- ~
-~
-t:r-<>;:,

.. ...

z~

l>""
~

AAVA100

AAVA200

AAVA300

AAVA400

AAVA111

AAVA211

AAVA311 .

AAVA411

AAVA115

AAVA215

AAVA315

AAVA415

(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

zt o·

Q9!.::l

:no '
en~

-t""
c~

oo

m3
en:;·
'e.

Instrumental Stud1es
Instrumental Performance

Studies A
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)
Instrumental Performance
Studtes 8
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)
Composition Studies B
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)

2"'

~~~·

(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)
Ceramics Studio 8

-C'

r_~

(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)
Ceramics Studio A

;:;!':

m"'
m ..

o~o

Ceramics

Drawing and Des1gn

en<
"

rn

AAVA105

Textiles
Drawing and Design
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wki
Texttles Studio A
(4cr pts, 3hrs/wk)
Textiles Studto 8
(Bcr pts, 6hrs/wk)

l>~

;:;

AAPA300

AAPA400

AAPA201

AAPA301

AAPA401

AAPA202

AAPA302

AAPA402

AAPA100

AAPA200

AAPA101
AAPA102

S:"

"

en~
m~

pO
c3

~!-

(")~

m,
-~~
o;
rm
m;;)
<"'
mo

...r::D3'~

m!?.

ptJ
c!!!.
-en
:n~

m<=

0~

r

0

s:)>

()

0

c
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(/)

m

(/)
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GRADUATE DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION STUDIES
(HEALTH EDUCATION)
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
AEPH161 HEALT H: THE INDIVIDUAL
AND COMMUNITY
Sessi on One,· 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit will encourage students to examine the quality of life in our society in
terms of physical, social and mental well being.
Th e course will offer an overview of the areas of nutrition, safety, consumerism,
ch anging patterns of disease, drug use, and human sexuality.
During the course, students will have the opportunity to acquire the appropriate
knowledge , attitudes, and skills, so necessary for positive decision making and
pPrsonal health promotion.
TEXTBOOK

To bP. advised .

AEPH162 FOUNDATIONS AND PRINCIPLES
OF HEALTH EDUCATION
Session One; 6 cr~:di c points (External)
Pra-F;eqw~ite :

Nil

Th ts unit has bee designed to consolidate the students' understanding of the
f und :~ men tal conC"epts and principles of health education. By the end of the
un it, the student will have examined the nature of school health education and
a rationale for its being. The student will have clarified the role of the school
health education and identified those professional and personal competencies
needed in the implementation of the total school health education program.
As well, the student will have examined programming approaches and com·
ponents, with emphasis on objectives, concepts and scope and sequencing.
TEXTBOOK

To be advised.

AEPH261 ELECTIVE A: NUTRITION
Sc.oion Two; 3 t- redJt points (External)
Pre R ....Juisite : AEPH 161

This course unit will focus on the relationship between diet and health on an
indi vtdual and communitY level. Course work will include the following topics:
fo od nutrients; dietary-related health problems; food selection, processing and
preparation; contemporary issues in nutrition; and international perspectives
on food problems.
7 £ X TBOOKS

Stun ,o r. , R. Food for Health. W.B. Saunders . London, 1979.
lContinued)
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Thomas, D. and Gorden, M. Metric Tables of the Composition of Australian Food.
Australian Government Printer, Canberra, 1971 .
"Nutrition and Health", New Doctor, Journal of the Doctors Reform Society,
No.2., 1979.

AEPH262 ELECTIVE A: HUMAN RELATIONS
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH 161
This unit has been designed to assist students to develop, through research and
personal exploration, an understanding of the following: psychological growth,
the Interpersonal Communication process, relationships and group processes
with particular reference to classroom practices. Students will have opportun·
ities to acquire the skills necessary to plan activities, to foster personal growth
and develop self-esteem through group interactions.

TEXTBOOK
Becvar, R.J. Skills for Effective Communication. A Guide to Building Relation·
ships. John Wiley, New York, 1974.

AEPH263 HEALTH INSTRUCTION AND
CLASSROOM COMMUNICATION
Session Two; 6 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH162
Co-Requisite: AEPH161
This unit has been designed to acquaint the student with the health instruction
process, with a special emphais on the selection, development and application
of appropriate teaching methods and materials. The student will examine the
relationship between classroom communication, creativity and health instruction .
Techniques which will enhance this relationship will be discussed and practised .
By the end of the unit, the student will have analysed a variety of learning activities which are utilised in health education. Each learning activity will be
appraised in terms of its development, utilisation and potential advantages and
disadvantages in the teaching situation.

TEXTBOOK
To be advised.

AEPH264 ELECTIVE B: CONSUMER HEALTH
Session Two; 3 credit points (External)
Pre-Requisite: AEPH16i
Consumer health education will assist individuals in acting intelligently in regard
to the selection and utlisation of consumer health products and services. Consumer health is related to all health areas and this elective unit will give students
the opportunity to evaluate general health knowledge in terms of practical applic·
ation in human behaviour.
Students will evaluate the validity and reliability of heolth information and
resources and differentiate between positive and negative consumer health education. The role of organisations and agencies in protecting the consumer of health
services and products will be explored in terms of the factors involved in selecting
such services and products. The iAIIplications behind advertising and the dangers
that exist in self-diagnosis and self-medication will be investigated .
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COURSE STRUCTURE - FULL TIME STUDY
Credit Points Requirement in Major, Minor and Support Areas of Study

)>

g:

Studies from the same discipline area

Stage·

Principal Study

1

16(12hrs)
16(12hrs)
16(12hrsl
16 (12 hrs)

2
3
4
TOTALS

64

Support Study
4
4
4
4

(3
(3
(3
(3

hrs)
hrs)
hrs)
hrs)

16

0
Minor Study
4
4
4
4

(3 hrs)
(3 hrs)
(3 hrs)
(3 hrs)

Totals
24
24
24
24

(18 hrs)
(18 hrs)
(18 hrs)
(1ehrs)

16

96

("')

5>

-1

m

c

"'tJ

5:s::
)>

Part Time Study Pattern

0
0

The advised requirement for part time students on first entry to the course is an accruing of a minimum of twelve (12) credit points (9 hours
per week) each session This pattern includes a half loading• in a Principal Study -eight (8) credit points , (6 hours per week) ; and one of
a Support Study or a Minor Study - four (4) credit points (3 hours per week). The suggested pattern for Part Time study is set out in the
following table.

:c

*The half loading of Principle Studies in Instrumental Studies and Musicology/Musicianship involves the halving of a single coorse unit, 1.e.

the unit is taken over two sessions instead of one .
COURSE STRUCTURE- PART TIME STUDY
Credit Points Requirements in Major, Mmor and Support Areas of Study (suggested pattern only for 9 hours per week)
Studies from the same discipli ne area

Sessions
1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8
TOTALS

Principal Study
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)
(6 hrs)

64

Support Study

Minor Study

4 (3 hrs)
4 (3 hrs)
4 (3 hrs)
4 (3 hrs)
4 13 hrs)
4 (3 hrs)
4-(3 hrs)
4 (3 hrs)
16

16

Totals
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
(9 hrs)
96

c

{/)

m
t/)
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ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN THE ARTS
-PERFORMING ARTS
CONTENT OF COURSE UNITS
INSTRIJMFNTAI_ STUDIES
AAPA100 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES A I
Session One; 8 credit points (6 houts per week)
Pre-Requisite: A proven standard of practical proficiency is required.

This course unit is the first of a series which aims to produce musicians who will
raise the standards of music in the region, given that the community needs competent instrumentalists and singers to take their place in developing music organ·
isations.
Students will:
Study with a private tutor in the instrument of their choice at a level determined
by the tutor, and work towards a public performance to be given at the end of the
unit; experience singing in a choir and/or playing in an orchestra or small en·
semble; indirectly absorb the basic techniques of rehearsal and conducting through
observation; be encouraged to develop small ensemble combinations such as
chamber music groups and lieder partnerships within the Institute.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA200 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES A II
Session Two; 8 credit points (6 houts per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA100

This course unit is the second of an on-going series designed to give students ·
further opportunity to develop technique in instrument or voice studies. In·
dividual and group tuition will be provided through:
Instrumental tuition: private tuition to be continued with a view to presenting
a recital programme at the completion of the unit.
Choir and/or orchestra and/or ensemble: continuing membership is mandatory for
all students.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AAPA300 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES A Ill
Session One,· 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA200

This course unit is the third of a four unit series designed to give students continuing opportunities for development of technique in instrument or voice studies.
Individual tuition will be provided on the student's chosen instrument or voice
end continuing attendance at choir or orchestra or other ensemble is a mandatory
requirement.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA400 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES A IV
Session Two; 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA300

At the end of this last unit in the series of four, students will present a public
(i.e. on campus) recital programme on their chosen instrument or voice.
Continuing attendance at choir or orchestra or other ensemble is a mandatory
requirement.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA101 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES B I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

It is not sufficient for students to play competently. The presentation of a variety
of styles in a musically acceptable manner is imperative to the performer. This
course seeks to establish competency in presentation and the commencement of
repertoire collections.
Areas of study include:
Concert prectice: This is a class where students learn the techniques of public
performance by presenting individual and ensemble items which eventually will
become complete programmes for presentation within the community. All
instrumental students must attend, and performances will be critically appraised.
Such organisational skills as stage managing a concert, advertising and introduction of performers will be stressed and efforts evaluated.
Repertoire: Students will be led in a systematic study of repertoire for their
chosen instrument. This will involve both theoretical and practical aspects.
Voice students will study English Diction as an adjunct to the study of style_
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.
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AAPA2011NSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES B II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAP A 101

This course unit is the second of an on-going series designed to give the student
further understanding of the repertoire of their instrument and the skills necessary
for musically acceptable performances.
Areas of study include:
Concert practice: Students will be expected to perform to an audience of their
colleagues. Critical appraisal of performance techniques will be an integral part
of the session. Organizational skills such as stage management, introduction of
performers and advertising will be stressed and evaluated.
Repertoire: Work in this segment of the course will include the building of
repertoire lists and performance in a workshop environment. When appropriate,
specific instructions peculiar to some areas will be given, e.g. voice students will
.study Introductory Italian Diction for repertoire purposes.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA301 INSTRUMENTAL STUDIES
PERFORMANCE BIll
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA201

This is the third of a series of units designed to give students further understanding of the repertoire of their instrument and opportunities to play in front of
their colleagues. Each student will be required to perform at least twice in this
session, and the performance and presentation will be critically appraised.
Repertoire studies will give attention to specific areas e.g. voice students will
study German diction.
TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA401 INSTRUMENTAL STUDIES
PERFORMANCE B IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA301

In this final unit of four, students will be expected to be. capable of performing
at concert standard, not just the practical acquittal of their choice pieces, but also
in terms of stage etiquette and polished presentation. Each student must perform
at least twice in the concert practice sessions and the presentations will be critically appraised.
Repertoire studies will continue in their workshop setting and give further attention to specific areas. e.g. voice students will study French diction.
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TEXTBOOK

No prescribed textbook.

AAPA102 COMPOSITION STUDIES B I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre·Requisite: Nil

A performer· needs a theoretical knowledge of style. It is essential that levels of
musicianship keep pace with technical expertise on individual instruments. This
course seeks to establish a theoretical grounding in music history and harmony,
and the skills of sighHinging and aural.
Areas of study include:
Music history: A broad historical overview which is linked closely with harmony
tutorials in order to reveal the basic concepts of melodic and harmonic development in a logical manner.
Harmony: This tutorial is designed to highlight the historical developments presented in the History lecture and enable students to apply stylistic considerations
in a practical session. Exercises are confined to analysis and short research activities.
Sight-singing and aural: At the commencement of the unit. students will be graded
according to their basic musicianship.
TEXTBOOK

Politoski, D.J. Music, Prentice-Hall, N.Y., 1974.

AAPA202 COMPOSITION STUDIES B II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA102

This course unit aims to give students further depth or knowledge in the theoretical and historical aspects of music and will provide further tutorial and work·
shops in the skills of aural-training and sight-singing.
Areas of study include:
Music history: A survey of music developments which took place during the
Baroque and Classical eras in opera, cantata and oratorio, and instrumental music
during the period 1600 to 1800.
Harmony: analysis and imitation of selected works studied in music history .
The basis of functional harmony is introduced through a study of early chorale
harmonizatiqns. A study of contrapuntal techniques follows.
Sight-singing and aural: Graded classes, if possible, designed to improve the
student's level of musicianship.
TEXTBOOK

Politoske, D.J. Music, Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1974.
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AAPA3o2 coM.PosiTION:s'Tuo'i-'Es Ef 111
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per Wflflk)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA202

This course unit ~ill provide f~rthe~' the~retical grouni:llng· in music history,
harmony, and the skills of sighHinging and aural.
Music history se~~riu' will . survey the' periOd. 1800.· 19(4, in i~ m.usil:af; sqpial
and political aspects. · Harmci,ly and aural sections' will be integrated' witll works
studied in the history segment.
TEXTBOOK

Politoske, D.J. Music,

P~~ritice-Hall, N.Y., 1974.
A'APA4b2' co~PosliloN siuou~:s s 1v

Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
.Pre-Requisite: AAPA302

This is the final unit in a series of four and' will .takl!' tl:le IJ)USical developments
from 1914 till the present day as the pasis for historical 'tiJ~ies. ,Ha~mony ,a'nd
aural sections of the course will be inte_grated with the m~ern works ~tl,ldied in
the history segment with a view to providing the ,stu'dent with an understaiJ,ding
and recognition of the approaches twentieth century composers have taken to'
sound.
TEXTBOOK

Politoske, O.J. Music, Prentice-Hall, New Jersey, 1974.

MUSICOLOGY/MUS-ICIANSHIP

A'AP-A1o3 coMP'osh1oN s-Tu01es A 1
Session One; 8 credit points (6 houli per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Musically informed personnel ~re n~ed for er.n'.ergirig miisicJI developrrlents in
the community. This course is tne firs,i of a series aill)l!$1. at ~quipping students
with sufficient historial and theoretical knowl~ge to enaf>le them to be effect·
ively involved in eisteddford and festtval organisation; concert planning, musictheatre management and the like.
Areas of study include:
•
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•
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An in-depth study of Medieval, Renaissance and Early Baroque music histOry.
Instrumental scienc.e$: A survey of all ,the j~strumeilts us~~ In making music,
the manner in which sounds are produced, the nature of these sounds ·and tHeir
classification into various groups.
TEXTBOOKS
,I
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I

Harman, A. Man and His Music: Medieval ani/ 'Early Renaiuance Nlitsic. London,
•
, .,
Barrie and Jenkins, 1969.
. , . . , .,,, ..., ll'~, ' ,J •
Harman, A. Men end His Music: Latrt Reneisssnce snd Early Baroque Music.
London, Barrie and Jenkins,, 1969.
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PRELIMINARY READING

Benade, A.M. Fundamentals of Musical Acoustics, London, O.U.P., 1976.

AAPA203 COMPOSITION STUDIES A II
Session Two; 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA1Q3

This course 'unit is the second in a series designed to increase historical and
theoretical background knowledge. A survey of musical events between the
years 1600 and 1800 in their social, political and economic settings will be
undertaken, as well as on-going studies of the nature of sound .
TEXTBOOK

Bukofzer, M. Music in the Baroque Era. New York, Norton, 1947.
PRELIMINARY READING

Einstein, A. Mozart, His Character and His Work. Staine-Bell, 1966.

AAPA303 COMPOSITION STUDIES A Ill
Session One; 8 Cf'f!dit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA203

This is the third unit in a series designed to increase historical and theoretical
knowledge. A survey of musical events between the years 1800 and 1914 in their
social, political and economic settings will be undertaken, as well as on-going
studies in the nature of sound.
TEXTBOOK

Longyear, A.M. Nineteenth Century Romanticism in Music. New Jersey, PrenticeHall, 1972 .
PRELIMINARY READING

Brown, C.S. Music and Literature. University of Georgia, 1963.

AAPA403 COMPOSITION STUDIES A IV
Session Two; 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA303

This is the last four units designed to increase the students knowledge and understanding of the history of music. The relevant period to be surveyed is the twentieth century., with its var!ety of approaches to composition and sound taken by
modern composers. Aspects of electronic radio and television sound productions
will also form part of the course content.
TEXTBOOK

Machlis, J. Introduction to Contemporary Music. N.Y., W.W. Norton and Co .,
1979.
PRELIMINARY READING

Austin, W, Music in the Twentieth Century. London, Dent, 1967.
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AAPA102 COMPOSITION STUDIES B I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

For dctoib soo "I nolo u11o~rHal Studres ..

AAPA202 COMPOSITION STUDIES B II
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre.-Requisite: AAPA 102

For details see "Instrumental Studies"

AAPA302 COMPOSITION STUDIES BIll
Session One; 4 credit points (3 ·hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA202

For details see "Instrumental Studies"

AAPA402 COMPOSITION STUDIES B IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA302

For details see "Instrumental Studies"

AAPA150 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES C I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit provides stude'nts with basic skills in practical music making.
The experience of singing and playing is essential for students studying music ·
from an academic viewpoint. Students will undertake basic keyboard or guitar
studies and experience singing or playing in an on-campus or off-campus ensemble.

AAPA151 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIESC II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA104 or AAPA100

This course unit is the second of a series designed to give the student opportunities for practical music-making activities. Group keyboard or guitar studies
will continue, and the student will gain further singing or playing experience with
an on-or off-campus ensemble.
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AAPA1521NSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES C Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA304 or AAPA2008
This is the third unit in a series designed to give the student opportunities for
group music-making. Guitar or piano workshops will continue and the student
will gain further sinGing or playing experience with an approved ensemble.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AAPA1531NSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES C IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA304 or AAPA308
This is the last of four units devoted to practical music-making in the form ot
keyboard or guitar workshops. The student will continue to attend these workshops and to play or sing in an approved ensemble.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

AAPA163 PERFORMANCE STUDIES D
AAPA164 PERFORMANCE STUDIES D
AAPA165 PERFORMANCE STUDIES D
AAPA166 PERFORMANCE STUDIES D
These course units will give students who have some existing proficiency on voice
or a musical instrument the opportunity for private tuition plus ensemble experience. Students will be given individual tuition contingent upon their proving
existing proficiency on the instrument (or voice) of their choice, gain experience
singing in a choir and/or playing in an orchestra or ensemble, receive one half
hour per week of individuai tuition where personal programmes will be designed
according to the student's background. All students will be required to spend two
and a half hours per week in an approved choir or ensemble. Where the ensemble
is an off-campus group, the course co-ordinator must approve such ensemble.

MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
AAPA105 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The acquisition of a vocal technique is the underlying skill necessary in the
development of musical theatre performers. This course unit will provide students
with the opportunity to commence the development of this skill within the context of solo vocal repertoire.
Three major areas will be studied:
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Voice: Personal programmes will be designed according to students' needs.
SighHinging and aural: Exercises to develop skills in aural perception and sightsinging.
Repertoire: A study of selected excerpts from the pre-twentieth century vocal
repertoire. Introductory Italian Diction will be studied.

AAPA191 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A I (Part-Time)
Session I
Session II

(1' hour vocal tutorial; 1 hour sight singing and aural)
(1' hour vocal tutorial; 1 hour sight singing and aural)

AAPA205 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA105
This course unit will allow students to continue their development in vocal
technique and the related solo repertoire.
Three major areas will be studied:
Voice: Continuation of personal programmes according to student's needs. Concert programmes are gradually developed for immediate use within the Institute
and as the basis of a repertoire for future performance experience withi~ the
community.
Sight-singing and aural: The development of rhythmic and melodic concepts
through aural perception and sight-singing exercises.
Repertoire: A study of selected excerpts from the twentieth century repertoire
for solo voice. Introductory German Diction will be studied.

AAPA192 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A II (Part-Time)
Session Ill
Session IV

(1' hour vocal tutorial; 1 hour sight singing and aural)
(1' hour vocal tutorial; 1 hour sight singing and aural)

AAPA305 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A Ill
4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA205
This course unit will ·allow students to further extend development in vocal technique and the related repertoire.
Three major areas will be studied:
Voice: Extension of personal programmes according to students' needs.
Sight-singing and aural: A continuing study of the basic musical concepts of
melody and rhythm through sight-singing and aural exercises. The concept of
harmony will be introduced and some reading undertaken .
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Repertoire: A study of material written for small vocal ensemble will be under·
taken in addition to further study of solo repertoire. Duets, trios, quartets from
scenes currently being studied by Performance B will be included for study of
vocal stylistic considerations. Introductory French Diction will be studied.

AAPA193 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A Ill (Part-Time)
Session V
Session VI

(Y.z hour yocal tutorial; 7 hour History of Song}
(Y.z hour vocal tutorial; 7 hour History of Song)

AAPA405 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A IV
4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre·Requisite: AAPA305

This is the culmination of a series of four units designed to develop vocal tech·
nique and the related repertoire.
Three major areas will be studied:
Voice: Extension of personal programmes according to students' needs.
Sight-singing and aural: Continuation of graded exercises to improve under·
standing of rhythm, melody and harmony. Extension of score reading tech·
niques.
Repertoire: It is expected that there will be greater correlation with Performance
B material and that short scenes will be examined from a vocal point of view.
Ornamentation techniques will be studied.

AAPA194 MUSICAL THEATRE/OPERA
TECHNIQUE A IV (Part·Time)
Session VII
Session VIII

(Y.z hour vocal tutorial; t hour History of Song)
(Y.z hour vocal tutorial; t hour History of Song)

AAPA106 ACTING TECHNIQUE B I
For details see "Acting"

AAPA206 ACTING TECHNIQUE B II
For details see "Acting"

AAPA306 ACTING TECHNIQUE BIll
For details see "Acting"

AAPA406 ACTING TECHNIQUE B IV
For details see "Acting"
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ACTING
AAPA112 ACTING TECHNIQUE A I
Session One,·4 credit points (3 hours per week)
PrP-RRqllisite: Nil

The actor expresses his role physically through speech and activity on stage.
This course unit will provide opportunities for students to develop the necessary
flexibility and strength in the physical expression of voice and body movement.
Material will include:
Exercises in vocal resonance, strength and expressiveness and creative movement
techniques involving movement quality and spatial placement.

AAPA195 ACTING TECHNIQUE A (MODIFIED) I
Double session (1 ~hours per week)

. The content of this unit is the voice work content of AAPA 112 and AAPA212.

AAPA212 ACTING TECHNIQUE A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA112

This is the second unit in a series of four which is designed to further develop
the physical expression of the actor.
Material will include:
Exercises in vocal resonance, strength and expressiveness;
A study of basic relationship between actors in movement and in stillness;
An introductory study of mime.

AAPA196 ACTING TECHNIQUE A (MODIFIED) II .
Double session (1H. hours per week)

The content of this unit is the voice work content of AAPA312 and AAPA412.

AAPA312 ACTING TECHNIQUE A Ill
Session One,· 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA212

This is the third unit in a series of four developing the physical skills of an actor.
Material will include :
Basic acrobatics and circus techniques
Exercise for vocal development
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AAPA412 ACTING TECHNIQUE A IV
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA312

This is the final unit of four regarding d·eveloping physical skills of an actor.
Material will include:
Developing audition pieces
Dance and basic choreography projects

AAPA106 ACTING TECHNIQUE B I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

The actor's central task is to play a role in a performance. This is a complex and
difficult task requiring the utmost in concentration, in craft and in art in its
creation and yet in its final presentation needing to seem as simple and natural
as life. This course will initiate the development of a method of building a role
in whatever play or performance the role is found.
Material will include :
Exercises in improvisation, such as theatre games. Exercises in dramatic character,
situation and space.

AAPA206 ACTING TECHNIQUE B II
Ssssion Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA 106

This is the second unit in a series designed to develop for the student actor a
method of builidng a role. The method is developed through stages, each requiring a range of awarenesses and skills.
Topics will include:
Playing tha situation -intentions and objectives.
Playing the relationships ·attitudes and adjustments.
Playing the character.

AAPA306 ACTING TECHNIQUE BIll
Ssssion One;'4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA206

This is the third of four units based upon developing the actors skill and understanding of self and of role creation.
Material will include:
Playing of styles .
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AAPA406 ACTING TECHNIQUE B IV
Session Two;4 credit points (3 houn per week)
This is the fourth unit in a series of four which will concentrate on specific acting
problems of the individuals in the course .

AAPA113 THEATRE PERFORMANCE A I
AAPA114 THEATRE PERFORMANCE A II
AAPA115 THEATRE PERFORMANCE A Ill
AAPA116 THEATRE PERFORMANCE A IV
Session One; 8 credit points (6 houn per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
It is essential that experience is gained through a variety of practical theatre
productions. These course units will provide students with opportunities to work
with other theatre personnel in the realization of various styles. In this sense
· acting and M.T.O. courses are complementary to a large extent. The performance
content will vary with each unit and the Institute will mount productions to
satisfy the needs of the course. Opportunities also exist for selective secondment
of students to outside productions.

AAPA127 INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES E I
Double Session

AAPA1281NSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE
STUDIES E II
Double session; 4 credit points (3 houn per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Those students studying Acting as a major need to acquire some elementary
musical skills to aid in performance. This course unit will provide students with
opportunities to develop the singing voice and basic musicianship within the
framework of an ensemble approach. Through this subject the student will
develop breathing and support techniques for solo voice, basic sight singing and
aural exercises, some harmonic awareness through ensemble singing and develop
an appreciation for musical performance through attendance at Concert Practice .

PRODUCTION
AAPA118 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE A I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 houn per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course offers a broad study of theatre organization and the functions of
personnel involved in the production side of any theatrical enterprise including
technicians, stage managers, administrators, production managers and directors.
Students will examine the process of creation, distribution and marketing of
the product.
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AAPA218 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA 118

This course unit provides a basic overview of the skills involved in stage management and an understanding of the intangible qualities of initiative, adaptabil ity
and reliability needed in such personnel.
Topics include procedures prior to and after performance; rehearsal procedures;
physical production; stage preparation, calling and operating the show during
performances.

AAPA318 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE A Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA218

Following previous work in stage management areas, students undertake more
specialised work in areas of organisation and management.

AAPA418 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE A IV
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA318

Students choose an area of management in which they undertake projects and
practical experience.

AAPA119 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE B I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)

This unit is designed to give students a basic overview in the varied skills used
by theatre technicians to enable them to choose their areas of speciality.
It is vitally important that trainee production managers and directors understand
the skills and constraints involved in set and properties construction, costume
construction, lighting and sound, and appreciate the part these technical areas
play in the creation of a theatrical performance as a whole.
TEXTBOOK

Haggett, C. Stagecrafts. Adam and Charles Black, London, 1975.

AAPA219 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE B II
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA119

This unit extends to theory and practice of set construction; properties; costume;
lighting and sound. Lectures, workshops and demonstrations will be reinforced
with practical projects .
TEXTBOOK

Hoggatt, C. Stagecrafts. Adam and Charles Black, London, 1975.
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AAPA319 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE BIll
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA219
This unit is designed to further extend the student's knowledge in more advanced
areas of stage management and technical areas.

AAPA419 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE B IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA319
This unit is designed to allow the student to put .into practice the theory and
skills acquired in the first three units of the course. The student will work in his
or her specialist field under the direction of the course supervisor with a major
theatrical production .

AAPA171 PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE A I
AAPA172 PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE A II
AAPA173 PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE A Ill
AAPA174 PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE A IV
8 credit pants (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
It is essential that practical experience ts tn the performing arts to reinforce
theory and to gain experience in preparation for future involvement in the performing arts. Students will be provided with the opportunity to work with other
theatre personnel in the realisation of major productions. In this subject students
will gain experience in the various areas of stage management including stage
management, lighting design, sound, wardrobe, props, and set construction or
design; gain experience in professional stage management modus operandi; develop
sensitivity to ensemble and collective creation; develop organisational abiltiies and
take responsibility for specialist areas within the structure of a creative team and
an awareness of style as an overall concept unifying a production.

AAPA177 PERFORMANCE BIll
Session One; 4 credit pants (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Students will acquire intensive practical experience based on a variety of works
in historical perspective.

AAPA178 PERFORMANCE B IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Students will acquire intensive practical experience based on a variety of works
or varying style from world theatre.
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AAPA131 DANCE TECHNIQUE C I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
The contemporary dance scene is one . which reflects scope and variation but,
more importantly, vitality and enthusiasm.
Many of thQ contemporary dance forms have ·a profound impact on variety
performances, musical theatre and social dance. Therefore, it is essential that
the dancer gains a broad experience and knowledge of some of these dance
forms in an effort to enrich his/her own dance background and quality of movement. This unit has been designed to provide this fundamental experience and
knowledge .

AAPA231 DANCE TECHNIQUE C II
Session Two,· 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAP A 131
This course unit is designed to develop the basic concepts of jazz and modern
dance from the performance perspective. As the student is potentially a performer, attention will be focussed on skill acquisition and movement, vocabulary
expansion in each of the styles.
Practical work will include:
Principles of jazz and modern dance; warm-up exercises; barre, centre and floor
movements; simple routines and combinations.

AAPA331 DANCE TECHNIQUE C Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAP A231
This course unit, the third in a series of four, focusses on aspects of practice and
discipline in aspects of jazz and modern dance. At the conclusion of this unit the
student will have: analysed jazz and modern dance styles and experimented with
ways of projecting style into movement patterns; examined the importance of
conditioning in preparation for quality performance; analysed personal performances with a view toward improvement; prepared thoroughly for C.D.C. syllabus
works in jazz and modern dance at a level commensurate with individual ability;
designed and implemented a personal conditioning programme; and examined
the relationship between barre, centre, floor and progressions and how each interacts in the routine situation.

AAPA431 DANCE TECHNIQUE C IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA331 ·
The final unit in a series of four, this course unit requires the student to select
one of the contemporary dance forms treated in previous units for specialization.
The student will establish realistic objectives based on needs and interests, and
design a programme which seeks to achieve the student's objectives in contemporary dance. At the conclusion of the unit the student will have: specialized,
expanding personal understanding of movement vocabulary, fundamental principles and acquired a more professional level of performance; presented an individual practical study which reflects the philosophy, principles and techniques
of the nominated dance form, and examined injuries which are common to
dancers and be able to identify preventive measures and treatment/rehabilitation
procedures.
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AAPA132 DANCE TECHNIQUE A I
AAPA133 DANCE TECHNIQUE A II
AAPA134 DANCE TECHNIQUE A Ill
AAPA 135 DANCE l l:t;HNIQUE A IV
4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

Students of performing arts need to develop dance skills within the framework of
an · informal movement approach. This unit provides basic fitness and warm-up
programmes as well as exercises in observation and reproduction of movement
applicable to eharacterization . Mime and dance drama studies will also be included.

AAPA143 CREATIVE WRITING I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This is the first in a sequence of four units designed to develop the student's
ability to write for their chosen media.
The emphasis will be on the students' own writing, rather than on theorising
about the nature of the creative act. Similarly, though there will be some work
done in appreciation, it will be directed primarily towards a study of how writers
achieve their effects.

AAPA243 CREATIVE WRITING II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA 143

This unit takes and extends work done in the previous unit in the sequence and
directs it specifically towards the print media. The twin thrust, developed in that
unit, of production and evaluation will be continued here, but they will now be
directed specifically toward the various form of the print media, in particular,
poetry, short story , essay and novel.
Organization of this and subsequent units will be flexible to allow an introduction
to each of the genres, and then to allow students free time to specialise in one, or
work in all should they so choose.
Material will include writing, short stories, poetry and essays.

AAPA343 CREATIVE WRITING Ill
4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite:

AAPA243

Students entering this course unit will have spent two sessions developing and
refining their writing. In this session they will now be encouraged to direct their
attention to writing geared to performance as drama or radio drama. Students
may concentrate on either form, or they may share their time between these
two.
However, should students prefer to concentrate on prose or poet ry they will
be able to do so.
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TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

PRfLIMINARY READING
Bushfield, A.M. The Playwright's Art. Harper and Brothers, New York, 1958.

AAPA443 CREATIVE WRITING IV
4 credit points {3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAPA343
This is the final unit in the sequence, and in it attention will be directed to
writing for the most sophisticated of the media, film and television.
Because of the importance here of the technical aspects of producti on, work
done in this unit will be closely coordinated with the relevant units on film and
television production.
As in the case of the previous unit, students will be free to concentrate on one of
the two media being offered, should they so desire, or to concentrate on a form
dealt with in an earlier session.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook.

PRELIMINARY READING
Bobker, L.A. Elements of Film. Harcourt, Bracek Jovanovich, New York, 1969.
Swinson, A. Writing for Television Today. Adam and Charles Black, London,
1963.

AAPA155 MUSICAL DIRECTION A I
Session One; 4 credit points {3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course is designed for the student who may find himself in the position of
having to lead, conduct, arrange for or rehearse a musical ensemble.
Areas of study include:
Musical notation and theory; Simple exercises in composition; introduction to
orchestral and band instruments, their range and tone-colours, transposition,
score-reading of simple scores.

TEXTBOOK
Martin, Wellnan and Owen. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt, Rinehart and Wilson,
N.Y., 1979.

PRELIMINARY READING
Jacob, G. How to Reed a Score. Boosey and Mankes, London, 1944.
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AAPA156 MUSICAL DIRECTION A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This is the SKond in a series of four course units in which students will gain
initial experiences in arrangement for instrumental ensembles. Additional study
areas will be: exercises in four-part harmony, theory and notation of chords,
instrumental mechanics, arrangements of pieces for small ensembles of strings or
winds.

TEXTBOOK
Martin, Wellnan and Owen. Prelude to Musicianship. Holt, Rinehart and Wilson,
N.Y. 19-79.
.

PRELIMINARY READING
Baines, A. Musical Instruments Through the Ages. Penguin, London, 1961.

AAPA157 MUSICAL DIRECTION A Ill
Session One; 4 credit pants (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This is the third of four units in which students will be expected to extend their
basic knowledge of musical notation, harmony and instruments to cover arranging of extended pieces of various ensembles. Areas of study also include versesetting and basic conducting gestures, score-reading of large ensemble scores.

TEXTBOOK
No prescribed textbook

PRELIMINARY READING
Boult, A.C. Thoughts on Conducting. Phoenix House Ltd., London, 1963.

AAPA158 MUSIC DIRECTION A IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This is the last unit in a series of four and will give students the opportunity
to draw together aspects of music direction. Study areas include choral arranging,
instrumental arranging, examination of some of the logistics of music direction,
score-reading using piano, composition of songs or short instrumental pieces.

TEXTBOOK

Nil
PRELIMINARY READING
Davison, A.T. Choral Conducting. O.U.P., London, 1971.
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AAPA136 FILM TECHNIQUES I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit offers a broad overview of creative film-making with a view to
stimulating interests in more specific areas.
Topics include:
Camera ~pes, features and usage, terminology, film stock, loading, shot types,
master shot and triple take filming techniques.
Introduction to sound systems, boom operation, sound recording in the studio
and on location.
Lighting for film, exposure control, the light meter, special effects, lighting
balance.
Editing, cutting room procedures, moviolas, pic sync, steenbeck, slating, dubbing.

AAPA137 TELEVISION TECHNIQUES I
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This course unit offers a broad overview of television operations and production
with a view to stimulating interest in more specific areas.
Topics include:
Studio floor procedures and terminology; floor management, camera operation,
boom operation,lighting etc.
Control room procedures and terminology; the director, producer's/director's
assistant, audio, vision mixer etc.
Operational procedures and terminology; telecine, VTR and C.C.U. etc.

AAPA140 FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCTION I
4 credit points; (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil

This unit is the first unit of a serious of two to provide students with practical
experience in the film and television media together with a knowledge of basic
theory and technique.
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VISUAL ARTS
DRAWING AND DESIGN
AAVA100 DRAWING AND DESIGN I
Session Ui)e; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will provide students with basic drawing and design skills relevant to the various visual arts areas. The emphasis will be on the development of
a heightened visual awareness of both the natural and man-made environment.
Content will include:
Life drawing using a variety of media and techniques.
Studies of man-made objects and the natural environment including analytical
study and interpretive development.
· Exercises to develop understanding of the elements of principles of design and
their relationship to drawing.

AAVA200 DRAWING AND DESIGN II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA 100
lh1s course unit will continue and further develop the skills introduced in the
first unit, using the natural and man-made environment as a basis for personal
projects.
Content will include:
Life drawing.
Drawing from natural forms: analytical stuciy, interpretive study.
Drawing from man-made forms, e.g. machinery, artifacts, consumer objects.
Drawing from the man-made environment, e.g. interiors, architecture, cityscape.
Projects and exercises developed from studies of natural and man-made forms
using the elements and principles of design to compose integral solutions to individual design problems.

AAVA300 DRAWING AND DESIGN Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite. AAV A200
This course unit will allow th <. stl'dent to J:: i~sent a personal and expressive
i nterpretation of the visual, th2 h'dden, the intuitivP. through drawing and design.
Content will include :
Lite/exploratory drawing.
Interpretive studies using drawing to express a psychological and internal impulse
by external means.
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Projects which use intuitive drawing exercises as their starting point.

AAVA400 DRAWING AND DESIGN IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA300
This course unit will allow students taking major studies in Visual Arts to relate
the skills and concepts developed in Drawing and Des1gn I, II and Ill to their work
in Studio B in a supervised studio situation.
Following consultation with the lecturer, each student will select an individual
field of investigation appropriate to his/her major study .

PAINTING
AAVA101 PAINTING: STUDIO A I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will expose the students to a variety of stylistic challenges in
the development of skills and understandings in painting.
These will

incl~de:

Traditional stylistic methods of painting, e.g. water-colour, oil, acrylic, using
figure studies and non-figurative approaches.
Experimental exercises using traditional materials in personally innovative ways.
Personal application of stylistic development to individual works.

AAVA102 PAINTING: STUDIO A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to develop awareness and understanding of
the human form through painting.
Content will include:
Analytical figure painting.
lr.terpretive and expressive painting from the figure.

AAVA103 PAINTING: STUDIO A Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will a) expose students to a variety of philosophies related to
visual expression, allow opportunity for students to relate these personally to
their painting, and b) foster the understanding of the relationship between painting and other art areas.
Content will include:
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Comparative studies of the philosophies behind the imagery of various cultures
and ideologies e .g., Islam, Hindu, Oceanic, Chinese, Japanese and Zen thought
particularly .
Opportunity to incorporate selected personally significant concepts from these
cultures into valid forms of expression.
Individual projects which may make use of the painting/sculpture links.

AAVA104 PAINTING: STUDIO A IV
Session Two;4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to explore and experiment with alternative
methods of image-making.
Content will

include.~

Study of non-painterly surface treatments, and practical application to image
making, e.g. photography, kinetic art, light works, computer art.
Painting with light- photographic and electronic imagery .
Incorporation of further sensory input, e.g. audio, light, paint, movement.

SCULPTURE
AAVA106 SCULPTURE: STUDIO A I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per W88k)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to create in three dimensional form, using the
human figure as a basis for inspiration and design.
Content will include :
Exploratory exercises using a variety of media to discover inherent characteristics and possibilities.
Analytical figure studies using additive method-modelling.
Casting from suitable modelled works in plaster, fondue, resins.
Interpretive and expressive projects develo~1ed from analytical studies.

AAVA107 SCULPTURE: STUDIO A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to develop the particular skills required in
the creation of sculptural works from solid forms, using subtractive techniques .
Content will include :
Exploratory exercises using a variety of media to discover inherent characteristics, and to develop design concepts, e.g wood, plaster, stone, composite .
Figurative work stressing simplicity of form and truth to material.
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Interpretive and expressive non-figurative projects based on the concepts developed in explorative exercises.

AAVA108 SCULPTURE: STUDIO A Ill
Session One; 4 cl'9dit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-RtJquisite: Nil
This course unit will al1ow students to experience, explore and experiment with
a variety ot modes of sculptural expression.
Content will include:
Study of non-traditional forms of sculpture, e.g. kinetics, electronics.
Study of sculpture in relation to the man-made environment of the twentieth
century, and in particular to the large industrial complex.
Individual experimental works involving use of new media .
Personal projects developed from experimental work, culminating in unique
sculpt'ural forms.

AAVA109 SCULPTURE: STUDIO A IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-RtJquisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to explore and develop sculptural forms
directly related to the natural environment, and to the use of natural materials.
Content will include:
Study of natural and landscape sculptures, e.g. mound-builders, primitive carving,
Japanese garden sculpture, Indian sand painting, Christo and the · "Wrap-Up",
Environmental sculpture.
Exercises which develop the incorporation of natural forms into the man-made
environment, particularly the interior.
Major projects, either in maquette form or real form (where possible), to demonstrate sensitive awareness and understanding of the relationship between sculpture
and landscape, and their inter-dependence.

CERAMICS
AAVA111 CERAMICS: STUDIO A I
Session OntJ,: 4 C1'9dit points (3 hours per week)
P/'9-RtJquisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce students to the fundamental techniques of working with clay. Through research and practice, in a studio atmosphere, students will
have opportunity for individual expression while developing basic skills and concepts.
Content will include:
Clay: Types and characterisitcs; methods of preparation.
Hand building techniques: Pinch; coil; slab.
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Surface decoration .
Wheel throwing : Cylindrical forms; simple shapes.
Glazes and glazing.
Firing.
Historical aspects: Independent study of

a region or period.

Work book/research folder.

AAVA211 CERAMICS: STUDIO A II
Ses&ion Two,· 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite. AAV A 111
This course unit will enable students to develop a higher degree of technical
skill in construction techniques, to further their knowledge of materials and to
increase aesthetic awareness in relation to design of ceramic ware .
·content will incfude :
Refinement of hand-building techniques: Pinch; coil and slab.
Moulds and moulding.
Further development of throwing techniques: Lids; narrow necks; combined
forms.
Glazing : Chemistry ; recipes; techniques of application; developing and testing
a glaze.
Firing : Packing and firing a kiln; temperatures for different types of ware.
Study of work of one modern potter from any culture.
Continue compilation of work book/design folder.

AAVA 311 CERAMICS: STUDIO A Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA211
In this course unit students will be encouraged to express themselves more freely
and to work towards the development of a personal philosophy and an individual
style in practical ceramics.
Content will include:
Philosophies of artist potters, past and present.
Methods of preparing and testing local clays.
Use of local materials in glazes.
Use of distortion and combined forms in throwing.
Harmony of form, function and decoration in design .
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AAVA411 CERAMICS: STUDIO A IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA311
In this course unit the student will be given opportunity to complete the f ormulation of a personal philosophy and the development of an individual style in
ceramics. The student will be encouraged to follow a line of investigation of his/
her own choice, leading to individual projects of a high technical and aesthetic
standard.
Following consultation with the lecturer, each student will select an individual
field of investigation .

TEXTILES
AAVA116 TEXTILES: STUDIO A I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite. Nil
This course unit will allow students to develop an appreciation of natural f ibres
and an understanding of their properties and conversion into yarn.
Students will learn the following skills-the selection and preparation of woollen
fibres and their spinning into yarn, also, plying, scouring and dying of the woollen
yarn.

AAVA117 TEXTILES: STUDIO A II
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce the students to a variety of creative -weaving and
knotting techniques. The weaving will be woven on and off-loom and include
traditional tapestry weaving techniques as well as experimental weaves . There will
also be exploration of knotting, netting and wrapping techniques. The unit will
culminate with the completion of an original woven or knotted work.

AAVA118 TEXTILES: STUDIO A Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce students to surface design as a means of creative
expression in the textile medium.
Content will include:
Silk-screen printing techniques on fabric, e.g. positive and negative prints, overprinting.
Batik processes using tjanting tools and brushes and building up a colour harmony with progressive dyeings.
Completion of original works incorporating batick and screen-printing.
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AAVA119 TEXTILES: STUDIO A IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Rf!quisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to explore stitchery and experiment with
fabric as a means of creative expression .
Content wilrinch.!ge:
Study of fabric cqlla!JI! techniques, !l.g. applique, padded and reverse applique .
The application of ~titcherY t.o fabric collage.
Completion of
col lage.

an

expressive and original form combining stitchery and fabric

PRINTMAKING
AAVA126 PRINTMAKING: STUDIO A I
· Session One; 4 crecjit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Th is course unit will allow students to gain an appreciation of printing done
without the use of a printing press. It will develop an understanding of the approaches to a(ld d!!sig,n sensitivities of various printing processes such as frottage,
monoprintir'lg and relief printing, and the ability to create original designs associated with such processes.
Content will include :
Building up images by rubbings - preparing art for printing.
Monoprin.ti,ng frorn

Q,l;~ss,

\ISlng a variety of papers.

Relief.printing from natural objects.
Relief printing frOrT:J man (!lade objects.
Block printing using lino and wood block processes.

AAVA127 PRINTMAKING: STUDIO A II
session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce students to forms of block printing and etching
and will develop an· understanding of .the design sensitivities of the printing
processes as well as making an approach to a personal style of expression.
Content will include :
Block printing employing blocks made from common materials ; lino and wood
block processes; etching and aquatint; simple forms of Intaglio (drypoint) and
use of a press.
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AAVA128 PRINTMAKING: STUDIO A Ill
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will introduce students to silk screen printing on paper c>s a
means of creative expression and to the serigraph as a fine art form . The stu dies
will culminate in the creation of personal works.
Contomt will include:
Study of the process and materials, e.g . the frame , the mesh, seqeegees and inks.
Experimental exercises using paper stencils and progressing to lacquer stencils.
Drawing on screen using lithographic crayon , blockout lacquer and other tusch
methods.
Multi-colour printing silk screen serigraphs.
Silkscreen as an adjunct to other art forms, e.g . combined with collage.

AAVA129 PRINTMAKING: STUDIO A IV
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course will allow the student to explore the process of photographic screen
printing using photo film stencil and emulsion processes and will provide for
development of the student's personal design concepts through this medium.
Content will include:
Extending skills of personal discovery using the screen print.
Examining photo stencil using light· sensitive (five starl film; light-sensitive
emulsion; methods of exposure to light; and various light source types.
Preparing artwork using photographic opaque ink.

HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES
AAVA131 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES 1:
THE BIRTH OF ART
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite. Nil
This unit will provide students with the opportunity to study both art and artifact,
not from a purely chronological point of view but from a cross-cultural stand·
point. The student will be expected to become familiar with those influences
that dictate the nature of the art form: religion, politics, climate, cultural press·
ures both internal and external, economic considerations, movement of peoples,
conquest and simple adaptions. The student will be expected to contrast, compare
and to critically examine movements in art and culture, not from an insular view·
point, but from a global aspect. The student will be expected to make reasoned
judgements concerning the nature of art within any given societal grouping which
are based on a knowledge of that society's place in history and its relationship
with comparable cultures, rather than its chronological position.
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TEXTBOOK
Janson. History of Art. London: Thames and Hudson, 1970.
PRELIMINARY READING
Dorra , H. Art in Perspecti ve. N .Y .: Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, 1975.
Jopling, C. (ed). Art and Aesthetics in Primitive Societies. N .Y .: Dutton, 1971 .

AAVA231 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES II :
LITERATURE AND CIVILIZATION
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA 131
This course unit will continue to develop an awareness of cross-cultural differences and similarities between widely spaced cultures, geographically, yet chronologically close in grouping.
Students will examine civilizations which arose following the spread of literacy
and will examine the commonalities of the art and architectural forms as well
as the differences reflected in these works.
·
TEXTBOOK
Janson. History of Art. London: Thames and Hudson, 1970.
PRELIMINARY READING
Dorra, H. Art in Perspective. New York: Harcout, Brace, Jovanovich, 1975.
Kuh , K. Art Has Many Faces. New York: Harper and Row, 1951.
Lowry, B. The Visual Experience. London : Prentice-Hall, 1961 .

AAVA331 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES Ill:
TECHNOLOGY ART AND RELIGION
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAV A231
This course unit will examine the nature of civilization, art and architecture from
its roots in the humanistic endeavours of the Renaissance to the advent of the
Industrial Revolution . Students will be made aware of the growth of trade,
commerce, conquest and religion and the development of Natural Science and
rational enquiry as factors forming the basis of change in society.
PRELIMINARY READING
Berger, J. Ways of Seeing. London: B.B .C., 1979.
Lucie-Smith, E. Art Today. Oxford : Phaidon, 1977.

AAVA431 HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL STUDIES IV:
THE UNIVERSAL ARTIST AND TECHNOCRAT
Session Two; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA331
This course unit will allow the student to consolidate historical information related to art, architecture and artifact together with a working knowledge of
cultural similarities and differences between countries in the twentieth century.
This will allow the student to appreciate more readily. the universal nature of art
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and architecture and the role of technology rather than religion as a universal
force in the shaping of a global concept of civilization in the twentieth century.
· PRELIMINARY READING
Berger, J. Ways of Seeing. London: B.B.C.,1979.
Evans, C. The Micro-Millennium. N.Y.: Viking Press, 1980.
Kepes, G. The Man Made Object. London: Studio Vista, 1966.
Lowry, B. The Visual Experience. London: Prentice-Hall, 1961.
Lucie-Smith. Art Today. Oxford: Phaidon,1977.
Mendelssohn, K. Science and Western Domination. Newton Abbott: Thames and
Hudson, 1977.

JEWELLERY
AAVA132 JEWELLERY I
Session One; 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
Students taking this course unit will have the opportunity to develop design
skills appropriate to jewellery. Student designs will have practical application in
the making of rings and pendants in both metals and non-metals. Demonstrations
of practical processes will be given as necessary. Research into traditional jewellery design and construction will contrast with visits to exhibitions of the work
of contemporary jewellery craftsmen. The majority of time available will be used
by each student in developing personal skills in the design and making of jewellery.

AAVA232 JEWELLERY II
Session Two,· 4 credit points (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA 132
This course unit will build on skills developed in Jewellery I. Design· skills related
to jewellery will be further developed and aesthetic sensibility enhanced by studying jewellery from past periods and the present.
Emphasis in this unit will be on the use of wire as a constructional element,
the use of repetitive elements in design and construction and the incorporation
of semi-precious stones and non-metallic materials into the jewellery being designed and made. Demonstration of practical processes will be given as necessary.
Students will be expected to initiate the design and construction of individual
pieces of work after completing the set exercises concerned with skill development.

AAVA332 JEWELLERY Ill
Session One;· 4 credit poin"ts (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA232
This course unit builds on the skills developed in Jewellery I and II. Concentration will be on aspects of pierced work, assembly and the incorporation of gemstones into various types of work. Apart from set pieces of work to develop the
skills listed above, students will develop their own design and construction skills
with work of their own choice.
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AAVA432 JEWELLERY IV
Session. Two; 4 c(e(}it points (3 houn. {)8C weJJk)
Pre-Requisite. AAV Al32
This coum unit wi.ll concentrate mainly on the development of skills, both in
desigp and practical '!lfark, in producing, iewellery by various means of casting
such as c.utt.ktfish moulding, sand casting and the "lost wax" method. Materials
will include pewter a.od• silver. Students will also be expected to design and make
a major piece of work utilising the skills developed through the course as a whole.

SMALL BUSINESS ADMLNtSTRA.TION
AAVA136 SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION I
Sess.ion. Ocaa;4 c.r:ed~t!p.oint:; (3 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
In this course students: are gjven an understanding of the procedures and problems
involved in establishing and operating a small business. Topics covered include:
the strength$ and weaknesses of small business; determination of potential sales
characteristics; determination of capital finance requirements including sources
and procedures for obtaining finance; ty,pes of organisational corporations; fi.xed
and variable costs and profit control; establishments; and simple industrial law.

TEXTBOOKS
English, J.W. How to Organise and Operate a Small Business in Australia. Sydney,
London, Boston: Ge.orge Allen and Urwin, 1981.
Meredith, C.C. Small Buslness Management in Austra/iq. Sydney: McGraw Hill
Book Company, 1977.

AAVA.236 OPERATING A SMALL BUSINESS II
Session Oae; 4 ctlldit points (3 hours per week)
Pra-Requisite: AAVA136
This course• deals with the procedures and problems involved in small business
operations. TopM:s include: establishment of appropriate credit poticies; prepal'Btion and operation of a budget system; simple marketing principles ; promotion and selling the arts; insurance, business risks and risk control; basic
bookkeeping and various forms of taxation; special problems of a small retailer;
and cash flow control.

SUPERVISED STUDIO PRACTICE
SUPERVISED STUDIO PRACTICE: STUDIO B I
AAVA105 PAINTING
AAVA115 CERAMICS
AAVA120 TEXTILES
Session One; 8 credtt points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: Nil
This course unit will allow students to commence the development of a personal
stylistic mode, by the production of works which have a sense of personal motivat-
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ion and conviction within their chosen field. It will allow students to integrate
elements from corresponding Studio A units into this development, and will
offer the opportunity for extended studio experience .
. Individual tasks and projects will be carried out after student/tutor consultation.
These tasks will include work of an experimental or investigative nature, and work
which is developed to a suitable degree of refinement.

SUPERVISED STUDIO PRACTICE: STUDIO B II
AAVA205 PAINTING
AAVA215 CERAMICS
AAVA220 TEXTILES
Session Two; 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA 100 and Corresponding Studio B I
This course unit will allow students to further develop a personal style in their
chosen field and to further integrate elements from the corresponding Studio
A unit into this development through studio/workshop experience.
Individual tasks and projects will be carried out after student/tutor consultation .
These tasks will include work of an experimental or investigative nature, and work
which is developed to a suitable degree of refinement.
·

SUPERVISED STUDIO PRACTICE: STUDIO BIll
AAVA305 PAINTING
AAVA315 CERAMICS
AAVA320 TEXTILES
Session One; 3 crsclit points (6 hours per Wflflk)
Pre-Requisite: AAV A200 and Corresponding Studio B II
This course unit will allow students to further develop their personal philosophy
regarding their relationship to the field of their choice. This will be reflected in
the works produced.
Individual projects will be carried out after student/tutor consultation. These
projects will give opportunity for experiment and investigation. It is expected,
however, that exploratory undertakings will lead to the production of works
which display refinement and expertise, both in the handling of media and
materials, and in the concepts embodied in the works themselves.

SUPERVISED STUDIO PRACTICE: STUDIO B IV
AAVA405 PAINTING
AAVA415 CERAMICS
AAVA420 TEXTILES
Session Two, 8 credit points (6 hours per week)
Pre-Requisite: AAVA300 and Correspondin!J Studio B Ill
This course unit will give students the opportunity to create works which reflect
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a developed expertise and sense of commitment to personal style.
Individual projects will be carried out after student/tutor consultation. ~t c:ould
be expected that works be in a retated< seAl!$, or show a developed relationship
and unity in both style and content. The emphasis will be on the production of
works which display a developed sense of &xpertise rn the treatment of media and
refinement in finish . This in no way precludes works of an instinctual or impulsive nature, but rafen- more to the· relationship between intMtion and result.
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7.5.2

ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN COMPUTER MANAGEMENT

This is a 4 year part time course, which aims to produce a computer
literate person who can advise on or control the use of computers in a
range of business, industrial and societal settings. It should be of particular relevance to people who work in computer related fields who wish
to gain expertise in the user applications of computer technology .
The course stresses a user approach to the study of computing, and course
units are structured into two strands;a fundamentals of computing strsnd
which provides a ·broad base understanding of programming in a range of
user languages, together with knowledge of hardware, data processing and
systems analysis; and an application and control of computers strand
which emphasises the use of computers in a range of business, industrial
and societal settings.
This course should be particularly suitable for people who are employed
or seek employment in areas such as: employee/adviser on the use of
computers in small business settings, as small computer systems sales
personnel, or as a computer application resource person in a large firm.
Mature age applicants are encouraged to apply for this course, and preference will be given to applicants who have experience in computer
usage related fields.
For full subject details see separate publication available from the School
of Industrial and Administrative Studies or the Student Enquiries Office.
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ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA IN INDUSTRIAL STUDIES
This is a 4 year part time course, which aims at developing greater expertise in people who occupy or aspire to occupy lower levels of management
in industrial organizations e.g. at supervisor or department coordinator
level.
The course stresses a multidisciplinary approach to the problems of ru nning industrial organizations, and course units are structured where possible
into thematic or problem centred treatments . In the teaching of the course
skill aspects will be stressed , in conjunction with a study of the principles
underlying an understanding of industrial organizations.
The programme is organised into a core of units which provides a study
of a range l)f issues fundamental to a wide understanding of industrial
organisations, followed by a series of elective units which provide opportunities for interest specialisation.
The course has an entry requirement of 2 years of work experience, an~
would be suitable for people with industrial experience who wish both
to attempt initial tertiary studies at a less rigorous level than a degree
program, and to improve their understandings and skills of running industrial concerns.
Mature age students without usual H.S.C . qualifications are encouraged
to apply , and in general preference for places will be given to applicants
with previous study at T .A.F .E. certificate level.
For full subject details see separate publication available from the School
of Industrial and Administrative Studies or the Student Enquiries Office .

